AIMIS1

COMPLETE RANGE

QUICKLY DELIVERED IN OUR WEEKLY-MODE!

1S33
1S03
1S02

Diversity, from one mould: AIMIS1 is a comprehensive range of office
chairs which meets all workplace requirements. A suitable AIMIS1 can be
easily identified for every employee in every position. The modular design
concept ensures that the unmistakeable character of this range of chairs is
always retained. Each version of AIMIS1 offers lots of room and exudes solid
design and comfort. The design is well received and has gained widespread
acceptance. The choice of AIMIS1 is always the right one – however large
or diverse the property to be furnished.
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AIMIS1
RIGHT ON
TARGET.

1S26

1S32
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1S02

Those who sit comfortably, feel good – and those who feel good while working,
work better. AIMIS1 is therefore committed to comfortable seating. Its roomy and
comfortable upholstery is inviting and offers optimal comfort while seated. As soon
as you settle down in the chair, AIMIS1 creates an atmosphere of well-being in the
workplace. This applies to the different office swivel chairs and visitor chairs.
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MORE COMFORTABLE SITTING
MORE PLEASANT WORKING.

4S50

1S32
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SUPPORT
IN ABUNDANCE.
AIMIS1 offers plenty of space for an efficient workflow: Thanks to the
large backrest surface as well as spacious and soft comfortable upholstery,
you can enjoy a special seating experience and concentrate all of your
energy on your work. Choose from a wide range of cover fabrics and
colours to create the design which suits you and your furnishings best.

1S01
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It is good to be backed up at work. AIMIS1
is always ideally equipped for this: all of
the backrests are available with optional
lumbar support. Two different backrest
heights are also available – a lower one
and a high one. AIMIS1 therefore reduces
the pressure on the body, creates comfort
and forms the ideal basis for productive
working.

1S32

Coat hanger and headrest:
The optional headrest provides relaxation
while making phone calls or during informal
conversations. It can also be supplied with
a coat hanger, if required.
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VISITORS
ARE ALWAYS WELCOME
WITH AIMIS1.
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4S50

Visitors are also very welcome to enjoy the seating
comfort offered by AIM IS1. The upholstered visitor chair from AIMIS1 is available as a stackable
four-legged version or as a stackable or non-stack
able cantilever model – all optionally available
with stacking protection. The visitor chairs in the
BUDDY IS3 collection also fit perfectly with AIMIS1.
Thus there is the perfect chair to suit every guest.

5S50

9

570B

Joint success requires transparency. The mesh backrest of AIMIS1 transforms this ideal work
concept into a design statement. This chair is characterised by its light and elegant design. The
mesh gives AIMIS1 a special light look and an uncomplicated, youthful appearance. This makes it
the ideal solution for modern, dynamic working teams. The AIMIS1 with mesh backrest is perfect
for combining with the mesh visitor chairs from the BUDDYIS3 range.
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CREATE
TRANSPARENCY.

1S23
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A GOOD
WORKING
ENVIRONMENT.
A breath of fresh air for new ideas. AIMIS1 pro
vides the ideal working environment with its mesh
backrest. The mesh is breathable and prevents heat
build-up. The mesh backrest also impresses in terms
of comfort and body support. It moulds to the body,
follows the contours and provides support. AIMIS1
proves: light design and comfort do not have to be
contradictory.

1S03
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1S03

AIMIS1 looks good in any room. It can be used to design attractive workplaces, without
the chair dominating the room. AIMIS1 blends seamlessly into any environment. This applies
particularly to the transparent mesh version.
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COLOUR
BRINGS PLEASURE.

New: The mesh backrest is available in several attractive colours.
This considerably extends the possible colour range.
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1S05
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BASE MESH

COMFORT UPHOLSTERY
Soft, ergonomic upholstery layer
SOFT-COVER UPHOLSTERY
Elastic reproduction of body contours

COVER FABRIC

CHILLBACK.
THE BEST OF
TWO WORLDS.
Something new is created when two strengths are combined. This also applies to AIMIS1 with its chillback backrest.
The advantages of upholstery and mesh are combined here.
The elastic multi-layer structure enables the chillback backrest
to follow the contours of the body as only a mesh can. At the
same time, the upholstery creates a pleasantly soft surface and
provides exceptional comfort when seated.
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SLENDER.
SPORTY.
BEAUTIFUL.
Elegance is the most beautiful form of efficiency.
The chillback backrest pairs comfort and an enjoyable seating experience with minimal upholstery
in volume terms. This backrest version emphasises
the light design of AIMIS1 and offers exceptional
upholstery characteristics. Both the low and high
version of the backrest offer plenty of space with a
sporty, filigree profile.

1S25
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1S35

AIMIS1 offers plenty of space. Both the low and high version
of the chillback backrest offer plenty of space and impress
with their filigree design. AIMIS1 offers an exceptional seating
experience thanks to this smart combination of light design and
comfortable features.

1S05
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570B

What could be better than offering visitors the best seat? The

As a cantilever chair, BUDDYIS3 is dynamic, beautiful in shape

visitor chairs from BUDDY

are extremely comfortable, visually

and classic without being conservative. Its slender lines create

appealing and blend perfectly into the environments where

uncomplicated elegance. In its four-legged version, BUDDYIS3 is

other seating solutions such as swivel chairs are present. And

perfect for use in training and seminar areas. Its light structure

even in the case of larger rooms which need to be equipped

and easy stackability are clear advantages for event logistics.

with lots of chairs, BUDDY IS3 is a true friend to fitters and

The cantilever chair can be stacked in fours and the four-legged

users alike. The visitor chairs work perfectly with the mesh

version in sixes.

IS3

and chillback versions of the AIM
20

IS1

swivel chair range.

THE VERY BEST
FOR GUESTS.

470B

550B
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1S31

4S50

UPHOLSTERY

1S03

470B

1S25

450B

MESH

CHILLBACK
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DROP BY!
VISITOR CHAIRS AT A GLANCE.

Work in the office is not restricted to the desk. AIMIS1 offers
5S50

a wide range of swivel chairs and visitor chairs to meet every
requirement. The AIMIS1 includes three different upholstered
visitor chairs available with and without armrests: a cantilever,
a stackable cantilever and a stackable four-legged model.

570B

The BUDDYIS3 range also offers four additional stackable visitor chairs and the design fits in with the mesh and chillback
versions from AIMIS1: a four-legged chair with mesh backrest,
a cantilever chair with mesh backrest and a four-legged chair
and cantilever chair with a slender chillback backrest. The visitor
chairs are also available with or without armrests.

550B
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GOOD SEATING
IS A MATTER OF POSTURE.
Wide opening angle: for extensive,
relaxed reclining.

Armrests: the optional adjustable armrests
are comfortable and relieve stress on the arms
and shoulders.
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2D T-armrests height- and

4D T-armrests height-, width- and

width-adjustable

depth-adjustable, rotatable

Lumbar support with upholstered backrest: the depth

Lumbar support with mesh and chillback: can be ad

can be regulated using a handwheel situated on the right

justed using two sliders at the base. The lumbar support

beneath the backrest. The height of the lumbar support

strengthens the back where support is needed most.

is automatically adjusted with the height adjustment of
the backrest.

Seat inclination adjustment: for quick and easy adjust-

Seat depth adjustment: ensures the right thigh support to

ment of the seat angle to suit the required working posture.

suit the height of the user.

Lowering of the seat at the front is particularly ergonomic.

Synchronous mechanism with weight regulation: the

State-of-the-art mechanism with autolift system: the

backrest counter-pressure of the synchronous mechanism

return motion of the synchronous mechanism with fine

can be adapted to the body weight in seven stages.

adjustment of the backrest counter-pressure automatically
adapts to body weight.
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1

ONE
FOR ALL.

2

3

1

The AIMIS1 system: with AIMIS1, you can put
together your "well-being" chair in just six simple steps. You decide on the version and height
of the backrest, the machanism, the base, the
castors and the type of armrest and the accessories. With its wide range of combinations,

1

AIMIS1 is the ideal solution.

2

T-Armrests
1 2D
2 4D
1

2

1, 2
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2

Accessories
1 Upholstered headrest for high back
2 Upholstered headrest for low back

6

3 Coat hanger for both backrest heights

5

4
3

Backrests
1 Low mesh
2 High mesh
3 Low chillback

Mechanism

4 High chillback

1 Autolift mechanism

5 Low upholstered

2 Synchronous mechanism

6 High upholstered

Bases
1 Black plastic
2 Polished aluminium

Castors
1 Hard double
2 Soft double
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WHY YOU CAN
MAKE THE CORRECT TARGETED DECISIONS
WITH AIMIS1.
ONE FOR ALL
The AIMIS1 product range is broad in design. The
wide range of versions make AIMIS1 suitable for all
workplace requirements. A broad selection of fabrics and colours also ensure that AIMIS1 fits perfectly into any environment in visual terms.

A SAFE DECISION
AIMIS1 makes the decision easy. The product range
has been well-received and the quality of the seating experience leaves nothing to be desired. The
wide range of versions available offer plenty of
freedom for planning. The 10 year guarantee –
even with gas springs – proves the high quality
production of AIMIS1.

AN IMPRESSIVE PRICEPERFORMANCE RATIO
AIMIS1 provides optimal comfort, developed seating
technology, best quality 'Made in Germany' and top
class design, all at a very attractive price.

COMPLETE RANGE

QUICKLY DELIVERED IN OUR WEEKLY-MODE!

1S13
28

OUR INFORMATION
FOR YOUR PEACE OF MIND.
Warranty
(10 years)

Whether for tenders, planning procedures or
workplace concepts: we would be happy to provide you with all the facts on AIMIS1. See what
AIMIS1 has to offer in black and white. Scan the

Tested safety

QR code and find all the information you need
at a glance to download at interstuhl.com/aim/
productinformation
Ergonomics approved
(Swivel chairs)

SPECIFICATIONS
Whether the dimensions, weight, materials or benefits: The specifications contain an overview of all
the information you need.

Quality Office

CERTIFICATIONS
The quality of AIMIS1 can be proven. We have compiled an overview of all the certificates and test
results for you.

Quality produced for the
environment

ENVIRONMENTAL FACT SHEET
As with every Interstuhl product, we have also compiled a detailed environmental fact sheet for AIMIS1 to

Tested for emissions
and contaminants

document its environmental performance evaluation.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
A good chair needs to be used properly. The oper-

The Blue Angel

ating instructions provide a step-by-step description of all the functions of AIMIS1. Of course, the
operating instructions for each product are also
available in printed form.
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AIMIS1
PRODUCT OVERVIEW.

Note: Pictures of swivel chairs show autolift version.

Swivel chair,
upholstered,
low

Swivel chair,
upholstered,
high

Swivel chair,
Mesh,
low

Swivel chair,
Mesh,
high

Swivel chairs:

Autolift mechanism:

1S01

1S21

1S03

1S23

Autolift mechanism with headrest

1S11

1S31

1S13

1S33

Synchronous mechanism:

1S02

1S22

1S04

1S24

Synchronous mechanism with headrest:

1S12

1S32

1S14

1S34

Autolift mechanism design / Autolift mechanism with headrest

1220 / 1315

1290 / 1385

1230 / 1400

1300 / 1470

Synchronous mechanism design / synchronous mechanism with headrest

1225 / 1320

1295 / 1390

1240 / 1410

1310 / 1480

Swivel chairs:

Total height in mm:

Colour scheme black plastic components
Base, black plastic / aluminium polished

/

/

/

/

Frame steel tubing, black / chrome

-

-

-

-

Stacking protection

-

-

-

-

Seat depth adjustment
Seat depth and seat inclination adjustment, adjustable lumbar support
Coat hanger, black plastic
2D T-armrests, height and width adjustable, soft
4D T-armrests, height-, width- and depth-adjustable, rotatable, soft
Double castors, hard / soft

standard

option

/
-

Glides, hard / soft
- not available

Coat hanger and headrest:

AIMIS1 leaves your mind free for your work. The optional headrest provides support, relieves stress from the head when in
a reclined position and ensures relaxation when making telephone calls or holding informal talks. If required, the headrest
can also be fitted with coat hanger for jackets or bags.

COMPLETE RANGE

QUICKLY DELIVERED IN OUR WEEKLY-MODE!
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/
-

/
-

/
-

Swivel chair,
Chillback,
low

Swivel chair,
Chillback,
high

1S05

1S25

1S15

1S35

1S06

1S26

1S16

1S36

1235 / 1400

1305 / 1470

1240 / 1410

1310 / 1480

/

/

-

-

-

-

/

Four-leg,
stackable,
with armrests

Cantilever,
stackable

Cantilever,
stackable,
with armrests

Cantilever

Cantilever,
with armrests

4S00

4S50

5S00

5S50

5S10

5S60

890

890

905

905

905

905

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

/

/

-

Four-leg,
stackable

-

/

/

/

/

/

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-  /

-  /

-  /

-  /

-

/

/

Sustainability:

Product design:

Environmentally friendly production and ecologically sound products are

The renowned design studio ID AID from Stutt-

trademarks of Interstuhl. Both aspects have been meticulously taken

gart is responsible for the design of AIMIS1. All

into account in the development of AIM . Interstuhl's environmental

technical and aesthetic aspects of development

management meets the requirements of DIN EN ISO 14001. Total Quality

must be taken into account with such a compre-

Management has been certified in accordance with DIN EN ISO 9001

hensive range of office swivel chairs. Designer

since 1993.

and founder Sven von Boetticher sees the AIMIS1

Up to 98% recyclable materials are used during the continuously

range as a good example of the successful inter

environmentally-friendly production process, including a high propor-

play of form and function. The design of the

tion of natural materials. AIMIS1 has a post-consumer recycled content

entire product range meets high standards of

of 26.9% and a pre-consumer recycled content of 10.6%. It is for good

functionality, economics and aesthetics which

reason that the product range has been awarded the “Blue Angel”, and

dominate in modern business and also take ac-

that Interstuhl was one of the first companies in the industry to receive

count of the requirements of employees and the

EMAS certification in 1995.

company.

IS1

Sven von Boetticher
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Interstuhl
Büromöbel GmbH & Co. KG
Brühlstraße 21
72469 Meßstetten-Tieringen, Germany
Phone +49 7436 871 0
Fax +49 7436 871 110
info@interstuhl.de
interstuhl.com
Interstuhl in France
Phone +49 7436 871 123
Fax +49 7436 871 88 123
france@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.fr
Interstuhl Limited
17 Brewhouse Yard
London
EC1V 4LA, Great Britain
Phone +44 20 7250 1850
Fax +44 20 7250 1890
assist@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.com
Interstuhl Spain S.L.U.
c/José del Hierro, 67
28027 Madrid, Spain
Phone +34 91 406 18 41
Fax +34 91 407 31 27
info@interstuhl.es
interstuhl.es
Interstuhl in Austria
Absberggasse 27
1100 Wien, Austria
Phone +43 1 61 64 113
Fax +43 1 61 64 020
oesterreich@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.at
Interstuhl in the
Netherlands and Belgium
Velto B.V.
Energieweg 21
2382 NB Zoeterwoude,
The Netherlands
Phone +31 71 58 12 400
Fax +31 71 58 12 404
info@interstuhl.nl
interstuhl.nl
Interstuhl Scandinavia
Kongevejen 400D
2840 Holte, Denmark
Phone +45 32 52 97 40
Fax +45 32 52 97 42
scandinavia@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.com
Please find our
international partners on
interstuhl.com

Want to find out more about AIM IS1 and
Interstuhl? Just scan this QR code, or visit our
website at interstuhl.com/aim

Technical details subject to change. Typographical discrepancies possible. 08/17 TN: 1WAM _ PRO _ IAEN
The paper used in the manufacture of this brochure was made from wood from responsibly managed, sustainable forests.

AIRPAD

2

THE SYNTHESIS
OF LIGHTNESS:
AIRPAD.
Optimal sitting experience, microclimate management and high transparency through innovative
membrane technology and Body-Float synchronous
mechanism.

3

AirPad is available with a
membrane in white or in black
and in many different colours
and qualities of our upholstery
range. Also, a leather uphol
stery is available as well as
two different armrests.

3C42

Swivel chair,
Body-Float Synchronous
mechanism,
weight adjustment,
T-armrests optional

3C42

Swivel chair,
Body-Float Synchronous
mechanism,
weight adjustment,
T-armrests optional

4

5

AirPad is available as a swivel
chair, swivel armchair and as a
visitor’s chair. Impressive: the
transparent appearance of all our
models.

3C72

Swivel armchair with headrest,
Body-Float Synchronous mechanism,
weight adjustment,
loop armrest optional

6

5C35

Cantilever frame medium high,
arm pad

7

The front cantilever seating edge:

The front cantilever seat edge makes it easy to find

striking appearance.

a comfortable setting of the seat inclination. The innovative suspension on the rear seating area means
the seating height no longer has to be manually adjusted, just like the height of the lumbar support
when the seat inclination is adjusted.

8

Body-Float Synchronous
mechanism

The Body-Float Synchronous mechanism allows the
body to glide backwards and downwards in a gentle
flowing movement. This generates a floating and
completely relaxed feeling while seated. The mechanism covers a wide weight spectrum of 45 – 140 kg.

9

The backrest is segmented by means of fine bars. These are narrow yet highly stable. The membrane is stretched between the
bars and generates a tremendously high level of freedom of movement and support for the back.

10

All operational controls are adjusted intuitively. The hand wheel provides fine adjustment of the dual Body-Float Synchronous
mechanism return force.

The astiv seat depth adjustment effectively extends the seating area and thus the seating area for the thighs. The base of the
backrest remains unaffected.
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FROM THE SEATING SPECIALISTS

Fact: from an anatomical point of view ergonomics means movement because move
ment is a critical part of office health. It is a
law of nature that effective work processes
are one of the most important sources of
value-added in the company. Back problems are the greatest causes of absentee
ism. A good chair will not heal your back
but it is good preventive medicine and
eases the pain for those who already suffer.
What does an Interstuhl chair do? The patient therapist offers support in each pos
ture. It generates a feeling of well-being in
all positions and brings measurable relief.

12

Naturally, the courage to follow our philosophy of dynamic sitting has meant a break with
all the old rules: majestic, immaculate and
bolt upright vs. the new philosophy of doing
it with gusto, reclining, lounging, looking out
the window, concentrating.
“You can sit however you want. Just sit on
the right chair.” Each new product devel
opment with leading research institutes
reconfirms this and it is substantiated by
scientific input. The result: Interstuhl chairs
accommodate every posture so ergonomically that maximum support is ensured.

1. Body-Float synchronous mechanism

2. Mechanical sprung column

This special synchronous mechanism creates
a flowing, gliding feeling when you sit down
and lean back. The seat sinks down and glides
backwards. Optimum body support in every
position. In particular in combination with the
seat inclination adjustment option too by low
ering the front edge of the seat. The controls
can be intuitively reached on the seat.

This ensures that the spine, which is very
sensitive to vertical jolts, is not subjected
to excessive loads when sitting down,
even at the lowest seat height.

3. Weight adjustment

4. Back height adjustment

The individually adjustable counterpressure
of the backrest permits correct sitting for
both light and heavy users.

The support range for the lumbar spine
can be ideally adjusted to the height of
the user.

5. Seat inclination adjustment

6. Seat depth adjustment – Astiv

Stepless adjustment of the seat in a forwards
direction stops the pelvis from tilting back.
This relieves the spine and avoids a poor
posture.

Instead of just changing the distance between seat and backrest, the real support
area for the thighs is enlarged with an active seat depth adjustment. In other words,
the seat surface is enlarged. This means a
better distribution of the body weight on
the thighs and thus much more comfort
able sitting, especially for taller people.

7. Adjustable lumbar support

8. Headrest

The horizontally adjustable lumbar support
adapts to the individual curve of the lumbar
spine; this reduces the muscle strain.

The neck and shoulder muscles are re
lieved by the headrest when you lean back.

AIRPAD ENVIRONMENT PRODUCT
INFORMATION

The sensible and responsible use of re
sources and management of our ecosystem
over the long term has captured our imagination for some time now. As well as our
corporate requirements in terms of quality
and long product life, it is the flexibility and
creativity of our workforce that sets milestones. In the creation of a product the complex requirements of technical and ecological innovation are continuously developing
on the basis of 8 interstuhl construction
principles aimed at supporting people and
the environment in the best possible way.

• 1993: The company was the first in the
sector to be certified according to
DIN EN ISO 9001.

The 8 Interstuhl construction principles

• 1994: The Federal State of Baden-		
Württemberg was honoured for its
outstanding performance in the promotion
of corporate environmental protection.

3. Optimal material utilization

1. Easy assembly
2. Least possible use of composite elements

4. Few different materials
5. Only recyclable material
6. Use of recycled materials

• 1996: EMAS registration

7. Natural materials where possible

• 2009: awarded the blue Angel emblem

8. Environmentally-friendly packaging

AirPad recycling rate: 98,5 %
Recycling begins with AirPad well before production: as far as possible materials are used
that have a high recycled content. Literally,
the base of your current swivel chair is made
out of the aluminium of the base of your dis
assembled old swivel chair and can be processed in the future to form the New base of
your new swivel chair.

Fabrics
Polypropylene

Steel
Aluminium

Packaging (R 100%)
Recyclet

New

30%

AL

Fabrics 14,1%

70%

Aluminium
14,1%

Polypropylene 29 %
Steel 41,2%

Quality produced
for the environment

Tested for
contaminants

The
Blue Angel
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Membrane
black 8840

Membrane
white 8844

3C42
Swivel chair,
Body-Float Synchronous
mechanism,
weight adjustment,
armrests optional
Height in mm (approx.)

1185

Plastic colour black

•

Membrane colour black / white

•/

Polyamide base black

•

Aluminium base black / polished

/

Tubular steel frame in black / brilliant silver / chromed

–

Body-Float Synchronous mechanism

•

Weight adjustment

•

Mechanical sprung column

•

Back height adjustment

•

Seat depth adjustment – Astiv
Adjustable seat inclination
Adjustable lumbar support
Headrest

–

Loop armrests / loop armrests with leather cover

/

2D T-armrests, adjustable in height and width
4D T-armrests, adjustable in height, width and depth, rotatable
Arm pad / arm pad with leather cover

–

Double castors hard / soft

•/

Glides hard / soft

/

Felt glides
Serie

14

–
Option

- not available

AIRPAD
PRODUCT OVERVIEW.

3C72

5C30

5C35

Swivel chair with headrest,
Body-Float Synchronous
mechanism,
weight adjustment,
armrests optional

Cantilever frame,
medium high,
arm pad,
stackable

Cantilever frame,
medium high,
arm pad

1485

900

900

•

•

•

•/

•/

•/

•

–

–

–

–

/
–

•/

•

–

–

•

–

–

•

–

–

•

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

•/

•/

•/

–

–

/

–

–

•
/

/

•/

Product design: Andreas Krob,
Joachim Brüske ©interstuhl.
Andreas Krob is an industrial designer. B4K
was founded with his wife Uta Krob in 2001.
The office stands for sensitive design of demanding and innovative tasks from the design
and architecture fields. The furniture speaks
an indi vidual language of form and each sin
gle piece is unique in its character. The prod
uct design for AirPad was realised in coopera
tion with Joachim Brüske. Joachim Brüske
took charge of the technical management.

/

–

IF material
design award
2012

German Design
Award 2011
NOMINEE

materialvision
DESIGN PLUS

Products of
outstanding
architectural quality

Warranty
(10 years)

Ergonomics
approved
(Swivel chairs)

Tested
safety

Quality
Office

BIFMA
(swivel chairs)

Bifma e3
level Platin

Interstuhl
Büromöbel GmbH & Co. KG
Brühlstraße 21
72469 Meßstetten-Tieringen, Germany
Phone +49 7436 871 0
Fax +49 7436 871 110
info@interstuhl.de
interstuhl.com
Interstuhl in France
Phone +49 7436 871 123
Fax +49 7436 871 88 123
france@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.fr
Interstuhl Limited
17 Brewhouse Yard
London
EC1V 4LA, Great Britain
Phone +44 20 7250 1850
Fax +44 20 7250 1890
assist@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.com
Interstuhl Spain S.L.U.
c/José del Hierro, 67
28027 Madrid, Spain
Phone +34 91 406 18 41
Fax +34 91 407 31 27
info@interstuhl.es
interstuhl.es
Interstuhl in Austria
Absberggasse 27
1100 Wien, Austria
Phone +43 1 61 64 113
Fax +43 1 61 64 020
oesterreich@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.at
Interstuhl in the
Netherlands and Belgium
Velto B.V.
Energieweg 21
2382 NB Zoeterwoude,
The Netherlands
Phone +31 71 58 12 400
Fax +31 71 58 12 404
info@interstuhl.nl
interstuhl.nl
Interstuhl Scandinavia
Kongevejen 400D
2840 Holte, Denmark
Phone +45 32 52 97 40
Fax +45 32 52 97 42
scandinavia@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.com
Please find our
international partners on
interstuhl.com

Want to find out more about AirPad and
Interstuhl? Just scan this QR code, or visit our
website at interstuhl.com

Technical details subject to change. Typographical discrepancies possible. 02/17 TN: 1WAP _ PRO _ IAEN
The paper used in the manufacture of this brochure was made from wood from responsibly managed, sustainable forests.

BUDDY IS3

2
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BUDDYIS3
COME TOGETHER.
BUDDYIS3 brings together – people, styles and situations. When you
want to bring any group together, you need a strong personality, without
being too dominant. BUDDYIS3 succeeds in this with the greatest of
ease. This family of chairs has an appealing timeless freshness and
an intelligent total concept. Above the seat, BUDDYIS3 always remains
the same, the different frame variants transform it into a conference
swivel chair, a cantilever chair or a visitor chair with four legs. The
back shell can be fitted with a delicate mesh or upholstery, providing
the starting point for a wide range of versions to choose from. All this
makes BUDDYIS3 a unifying chair in so many aspects. It is compatible
with many other seating solutions and creates space for communication.

3

DIVERSITY
IN UNITY.

4

However the requirements diverse, BUDDYIS3

good an impression without them. The style

is more than a match. This chair family

of the backrest of BUDDYIS3 depends on

combines simplicity of design with a wealth

individual requirements. BUDDYis3 emanates

of different variants. BUDDY

the same lightness and comfort in both the

IS3

fits perfectly

wherever it is needed, and always remains

mesh

individual. It is lively and cheerful, with an

versions. Different colour concepts extend

exciting design, and yet brilliantly adaptable.

the range of diversity. Modest or cheeky, for

has integrated armrests that are

individual visitors or conferences, on its own

flush with the backrest, but it makes just as

or in an ensemble – BUDDYIS3 always fits in.

BUDDY

IS3

backrest

and

upholstered

backrest

5

6

A TEAM PLAYER
FOR TEAM PLAYERS.
Wherever people want to create something together, BUDDYIS3 is on
hand. BUDDY IS3 is a real team player. As a conference chair it matches
every kind of room design and layout perfectly. BUDDY IS3 emanates
comfort and support, and yet looks slim and delicate. The mesh backrest
gives BUDDY IS3 a transparent, light appearance. The thin upholstery
flexibly follows the contours of the body, and ensures maximum comfort,
without looking in the least bit cumbersome. The seat height can
be adjusted by means of a gas spring. The rocking motion allows
BUDDY IS3 to follow all the movements of animated conversations.

7

THE BEST
FOR GUESTS.
What is better than being able to offer your guests the best seat? The visitor chairs of
BUDDY IS3 are extremely comfortable, attractive to look at, and fit perfectly in places where
already other chairs are available, for instance office swivel chairs. When you have large spaces
that need to be filled with a large number of chairs, BUDDY IS3 is a true friend of suppliers and
users alike.

8

Black
frame with
black mesh
backrest

Black
frame with
upholstery

As a cantilever BUDDY IS3 is dynamic, elegant and
classical, without being conservative. Its slim
lines generate an uncomplicated stylishness. In
the four-leg version, BUDDY IS3 is ideally suited
for widespread use in the area of training and
seminars. Its light construction and the fact that
it is easy to stack are clear logistical advantages
when organising an event. The cantilever can be

White
frame with
white mesh
backrest

White
frame with
upholstery

stacked in fours, and the four-leg chair in sixes.
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW
DESIGN.

220B

270B

210B

260B

Conference chair,
upholstered seat,
mesh-covered
backrest

Conference chair
with armrests,
upholstered seat,
mesh-covered
backrest

Conference chair,
seat and
backrest
upholstered

Conference chair
with armrests,
seat and backrest
upholstered

Total height in mm

1025

1025

1025

1025

Colour plastic parts black/white

•/

•/

•/

•/

Base plastic (same colours as plastic parts)

•

•

•

•

Base aluminium brilliant silver / polished

/

/

/

/

Tubular steel frame, as plastic colours / brilliant silver / chrome

–

–

–

–

Rocking motion, lockable

•

•

•

•

Seat height adjustment

•

•

•

•

Double castors hard / soft

•/

•/

•/

•/

/

/

/

/

Glides hard / soft
Plastic glides for soft flooring

–

–

–

–

Felt glides for hard flooring

–

–

–

–

• Standard

Option

– not available

The design of BUDDYIS3 is fresh and functional. You
cannot hide anything in a chair like this – every single
element has a job to do, whether it has to do with design,
ergonomics or touch. When designing this family of
chairs, the design team were focused to ensure that
each component contributed to maximum comfort, and
thereby to create visually linked structures. The resulting
aesthetic spectrum created by the many variants of BUDDYIS3
makes BUDDYIS3 the perfect choice for a range of very different
uses and cultural preferences.

Sven von Boetticher was born in 1974 and studied Industrial
Design at the State Academy of Art and Design in Stuttgart.
In 2011 he founded his own design studio, called ID AID.
Since then he has been designing furniture, objects and
lighting for well-known manufacturers, working with his
design team not just on product design, but also in the field of
architecture and interior design. He constantly strives to make
connections between passion and quality, and also between
innovation and sustainability.

550B

420B

470B

Cantilever
Cantilever,
with armrests,
seat and backrest
upholstered seat, upholstered
mesh-covered
backrest

Cantilever with
armrests, seat
and backrest
upholstered

Four legs,
upholstered seat,
mesh-covered
backrest

Four legs,
Four legs with
seat and backrest
armrests,
upholstered seat, upholstered
mesh-covered
backrest

Four legs with
armrests, seat
and backrest
upholstered

930

930

930

930

930

930

930

930

•/

•/

•/

•/

•/

•/

•/

•/

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

520B

570B

Cantilever,
upholstered seat,
mesh-covered
backrest

•/

/

•/

500B

/

•/

/

•/

/

•/

/

•/

400B

/

•/

450B

/

•/

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

•

•

•

•

Quality:

10 years warranty

/

Environment:

Tested safety

Environmentally
friendly quality in
production

Tested for
contaminants

Bifma e3
level Platin

The
Blue Angel
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Want to find out more about BUDDY IS3 and
Interstuhl? Just scan this QR code, or visit our
website at interstuhl.com
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CHAMP

2

CHAMP
STRIKING,
SLIM AND
ELEGANT
Champ is the model found in office spaces with sophisticated furnishings; its quiet self-sufficiency makes it an influential
presence. It won’t tolerate an overload, but needs space to
assist the smooth progress of offices and work. Champ is fitted
with a new technological concept that provides an innovative
seating solution and is instantly recognisable: a new lightness
and distinctiveness accentuate its superb quality.

3

Champ swivel chairs are available in
three different heights. The segments
proportion the chair heights. The innovative Body-Float synchronous mechanism gives Champ a distinctive appearance. The revolutionary technology creates a feeling of gliding wave motion when you sit down and lean back.

1C62
Swivel chair,
medium backrest,
Body-Float synchronous
mechanism,
weight adjustment,
Looparmrest optional

4

3C02
Swivel armchair, high backrest,
Body-Float synchronous mechanism,
weight adjustment,
4D T-armrest optional

5

3C02
6

Swivel armchair,
high backrest with headrest,
Body-Float synchronous mechanism,
weight adjustment,
loop armrests optional

3C22

7

Champ as a conference chair and cantilever chair, also with backrests in two
heights, rounds off the collection’s
concept for integrated furnishings. A
distinct detail of the cantilever chair:
the armrests are connected in a continuous line. The upholstery in red is
one of many colours and fabric / leather
collections available for Champ.

5C60
Cantilever frame low
with arm pad,
stackable

8

5C70
Cantilever frame high
with arm pad,
stackable

9

The first swivel chair with

The

front

edge makes it possible to find

cantilever

seating

edge: distinctive design.

front

cantilever

seating

a comfortable adjustment of
the seat inclination. The innovative suspension on the rear
seating area means that the seating height no longer has to be
manually adjusted, just like the
height of the lumbar support
when the incline is adjusted.

10

Body-Float synchronous mechanism

Body-Float synchronous mechanism: the body glides into a gentle
rear flow movement. The new
mechanism covers a wide weight
spectrum from 45 – 140 Kg.

11

The swinging and dynamic form of the ring-shaped armrest supports the elegant character of the series.

4D T-armrests, adjustable in height, width and depth, rotatable or 2D T-armrests, adjustable in width and height.
12

All control levers are comfortably positioned so

Lumbar support with air-pressure technology.

that they can be intuitively reached. The handwheel provides fine adjustment of the individual
Body-Float synchronous mechanism reset force.

The astiv seat depth adjustment effectively extends the seating area and the seating area for the thighs. The base of the
backrest remains unaffected.

13

The next position is the best

A LITTLE THEORY OF SEATING

14

Man was not born to sit. So one of the

these so that your upper and lower arm

ture in so many different ways. A range of

ways in which you can recognise a good

create a right angle too. The settings for

cleverly designed, carefully coordinated

chair is to check how freely you can move

the ideal adjustment of your chair can

technologies work together to provide

about on it. Technically, this is known as

change over the course of one day. Just

the best possible seating characteristics

sitting dynamically. For this, your chair

take note of the way your body moves

for every intended purpose. It is possib-

needs to be correctly adjusted. Body and

around. Maybe you prefer a different

le to differentiate between the technolo-

chair can then act as one in every move-

sitting position when you’re typing than

gies that extend the range of functions of

ment and every position.

when you’re working with the mouse. If

the chair (functions), and those that allow

It is easy enough to establish the cor-

you tend to bend your upper body for-

you to adjust the sitting position to your

rect basic configuration: when you sit

wards when you work, you should raise

own physical characteristics and perso-

relaxed and upright, your feet rest flat on

the chair higher than the basic position;

nal preference (adjustment possibilities).

the floor; your thighs and lower legs and

but if you like leaning back to work, then

Exactly which technical features you

your thighs and upper body create a right

you should lower it. Seating solutions by

need depends on your specific require-

angle. If your chair has armrests, adjust

Interstuhl support a healthy working pos-

ments and where the chair is to be used.

1

Body-Float synchronous

The body is perfectly supported in every position by the

mechanism

synchronous movement of seat and backrest; the push-effect
is absent.

2

Mechanical sprung column
This ensures that the spine, which is very sensitive to vertical
kg

jolts, is not subjected to excessive loads when sitting down,
even at the lowest seat height.

3

Weight adjustment
The individually adjustable counter-pressure of the backrest
permits correct sitting for both light and heavy users.

4

Seat depth adjustment

Instead of just altering the distance between seat and backrest,
active seat depth adjustment allows you to increase the actual
contact area on which the thighs rest. This means, particularly
for larger people, a better distribution of body weight on the
thighs, giving a much more comfortable sitting experience.

5

Adjustable lumbar support
The horizontally adjustable lumbar support adapts to the
individual curve of the lumbar spine; this reduces the muscle
strain.

6

Adjustable armrests

Height adjustment to relieve strain on the muscles of the
neck. Width adjustment and swivelling for optimum angle of
support, depth adjustment for optimum distance from the
table.

7

Headrest
The neck and shoulder muscles are relieved by the headrest
when you lean back.

15

1C62
Swivel chair medium,
synchronous
mechanism,
weight adjustment,
armrests optional

Back height in cm (approx.)

48 - 54

Plastic colour black

•

Black polyamide base

•

Aluminium base black / brilliant silver / polished

/

Tubular frame steel black / brilliant silver / chromed

–

Body-Float synchronous mechanism

•

Weight adjustment

•

Mechanical sprung column

•

Back height adjustment

•

/

Seat depth adjustment - Astiv
Adjustable seat inclination
Adjustable lumbar support (Air-Pressure)
Headrest

–

Loop armrests / loop armrests with leather cover

/

2D T-armrests, adjustable in height and width
4D T-armrests, adjustable in height, width and depth, rotatable
Arm pad / arm pad with leather cover

–

Stackable

–

Double castors hard / soft

•/

Glides hard / soft
Felt glides

/
–

• Standard
16

Option

– not available

PRODUKT OVERVIEW
DESIGN.

3C02

3C22

5C60 (STACKABLE)

5C70 (STACKABLE)

Swivel armchair high,

Swivel armchair high

Cantilever frame

Cantilever frame

synchronous

with headrest,

medium, arm pads,

medium, arm pads,

mechanism,

synchronous

(or Fig. 5C65, not

(or Fig. 5C75, not

weight adjustment,

mechanism,

stackable)

stackable)

armrests optional

weight adjustment,
armrests optional

60 - 66

60 - 66

51

51

•

•

•

•

•

•

–

–

–

–

/

/

/

/

–

–

•/

•

•

–

–

•

•

–

–

•

•

–

–

•

•

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

•
/

/

/

•/

/

–

–

•/

•/

–

–

5C60

5C70

•/

•/

–

–

/

/

–

–

–

–

le
17

Especially in the group or opposite one another, you can see
that the constructing segments,
which

proportion

the

chair

heights, have the most subtle
detail.

5C60

3C02

18

Produkt-Design: Andreas Krob,
Joachim Brüske © interstuhl.
Andreas Krob is an industrial
designer. B4K was founded with
his wife Uta Krob in 2001. The office stands for sensitive design of
demanding and innovative tasks
from the design and architecture
fields. The furniture speaks an
individual language of form and
each single piece is unique in its
character. With Champ, an office
swivel chair was created, which
brings specific, technical innovation together with classic, longlasting design into sophisticated
rooms of communication.
The product design for Champ
was realised in cooperation with
Joachim Brüske. Joachim Brüske
took charge of the technical management in developing the new
mechanism.

reddot design award
2009

3 year full warranty,
5 year long-term
warranty

Tested
safety

Quality
Office

Quality produced
for the environment

Tested for
contaminants

The
Blue Angel

Bifma e3
level platin

Ergonomics
approved
(Swivel chair)

BIFMA
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CURVEIS1

THE CURVEIS1 WITH FOUR LEGS

COMFORTABLE SEATING FOR SEMINAR
ROOMS, CAFETERIAS AND OFFICES.
Take a seat. Our family of CURVEIS1 chairs treats you

experience on beech plywood seat shells, naturally

to more comfort and relaxation. With its symbiosis of

varnished with an elegant veneer or laminate in a

form and comfort, CURVE

combines new lightness

variety of colours. The upholstery are also available

with harmony and perfect detailed solutions. The

in different designs. CURVEIS1 can be stacked with

CURVE

and without armrests (5 chairs).

IS1

IS1

range offers a truly comfortable seating

Extendable row connectors possible.
2

GS certified

C10V

C11V

C12V

C13V

C14V

C21V
3

C22S

4

THE CURVEIS1 CANTILEVER CHAIR

LIGHTNESS IN THE FORM OF A CHAIR.
CURVEIS1 – elegant, light and extremely versatile with its 22 x 2 mm diameter tubular frame. As visitors
chairs, for meeting rooms, waiting rooms and conference rooms. For special exclusivity, perfect harmony and a great love of detail. THE CURVEIS1 cantilever chair moves your body into the right position
in a relaxed manner. CURVEIS1 can also be stacked as a cantilever chair (5 chairs).

C20S

C21S

C23S

C24S

5

C11K

6

THE CURVEIS1 SLED BASE CHAIR

CLOSED ALL AROUND
AND YET OPEN FOR ALL OCCASIONS.
The CURVEIS1 skid base chair has a 12 mm diameter chrome-plated solid steel frame. It is distinguished by its modern and at the same time classical design, which is defined by the delicate frame.
Ensuring that you are always sitting comfortably and in the front row. The CURVEIS1 can of course
still be stacked with the sled base frame (5 chairs).

C10K

C12K

C13K

C14K

THE EASIEST
CONNECTION IMAGINABLE

Open
clip connector.

Closed
clip connector.

7

C130

C120

THE CURVEIS1 BAR STOOL

FOR SHORT AND LONG
BREAKS.
Balanced like its "brothers" as well as incredibly poised and uncompromising in quality and design. With the CURVEIS1 bar stool, with high or low armrest, every single little break becomes a big
pleasure. As a group with table also ideal for meetings in a casual setting. The 4 leg bar stool is
designed for 110 cm high tables.

8

9

THE CURVEIS1 TABLE

FUNCTION WITH CLEAN LINES –
THE MATCHING TABLE.

C7014

10

The CURVEIS1 table perfectly complements the family of CURVEIS1 bar stools. Thanks to its clear
design, it looks light, provides plenty of space for documents and tools and therefore allows for relaxed
meetings in a casual setting. This ensemble can be tastefully integrated into any environment and is
extendable without looking heavy.
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CURVEIS1
PRODUCT OVERVIEW.

Visitor's chair,
four legs,
stackable1

Visitor's chair,
four legs,
with seat upholstery,
stackable1

Visitor's chair,
four legs, with seat
and backrest upholstery,
stackable1

Without armrests:

C10V

C11V

C12V

With armrests:

C20V

C21V

C22V

Total height in mm

855

855

855

Seat height in mm

435

445

445

-

-

Frame colour, chrome-plated steel
Not upholstered
-

SG1 / SG2

/

/

Veneered seat shell colour
Beech / Oak / American walnut /
Laminate White / Black

/ / / /   

/ / / /   

/ / / /   

Black glides, hard / soft

/

/

/

Standard

Option

- not available

¹ Stacking height: 5 chairs

Visitor's chair,
Visitor's chair,
cantilever frame, stacka- cantilever frame, with
ble1
seat upholstery, stackable1

Visitor's chair,
cantilever frame,
with seat and backrest
upholstery, stackable1

C20S

C21S

C22S

Total height in mm

865

865

865

Seat height in mm

430

445

445

-

-

Frame colour, chrome-plated steel
Not upholstered
-

SG1 / SG2

/

Veneered seat shell colour
Beech / Oak / American walnut /
Laminate White / Black

/ / / /

/ / / /

/ / / /

Black glides, hard / soft

/

/

/

Standard
12

/

Option

- not available

¹ Stacking height: 5 chairs

Visitor‘s chair,
four legs, with
all-in-one seat
and back pad,
stackable1

Visitor's chair,
four legs, with
full upholstery,
stackable1

C13V

C14V

C23V

C24V

855

865

445

445

-

-

/

/ / / /   

/

-

/

/

Warranty
(10 years)

Tested
safety

Quality produced
for the environment

Visitor‘s chair,
four legs, with
all-in-one seat
and back pad,
stackable1

Visitor‘s chair,
cantilever frame,
with full upholstery,
stackable1

C23S

C24S

865

875

445

445

-

-

/

/ / / /
/

PEFC certified

Sustainability:
Environmentally-aware production and ecologically perfect
products are Interstuhl’s hallmark. Both were given priority
in the development of CURVEIS1. Interstuhl’s environmental
management fulfils the requirements of DIN EN ISO 14001.
Its total quality management has been certified in accordance with DIN EN ISO 9001 since 1993.

Laminated seat shell surface

White

/

Tested for
contaminants

Black

Veneered seat shell surface

-

/

Beech

Oak

Walnut
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CURVEIS1
PRODUCT OVERVIEW.

Visitor's chair,
sled base frame,
stackable1

Visitor's chair,
sled base frame, with
seat upholstery,
stackable1

Visitor's chair,
sled base frame,
with seat and backrest
upholstery, stackable1

C10K

C11K

C12K

Total height in mm

875

875

875

Seat height in mm

445

455

455

-

-

Frame colour, chrome-plated steel
Not upholstered
SG1 / SG2

/

/

/

Veneered seat shell colour
Beech / Oak / American walnut /
Laminate White / Black

/ / / /

/ / / /

/ / / /

Black glides, hard / soft

/

/

/

Standard

Option

- not available		

¹ Stacking height: 5 chairs

Bar stool, low

Bar stool, low,
upholstered seat

Bar stool, high

C120

C120P

C130

Total height in mm

920

920

1040

Seat height in mm

720

720

720

-

-

Frame colour, chrome-plated steel
Not upholstered
-

SG1 / SG2

-

Veneered seat shell colour
Beech / Oak / American walnut /
Laminate White / Black

/ / / /

/ / / /

/ / / /

Black glides, hard / soft

/

/

/

Standard

14

/

Option

- not available		

Visitor's chair,
sled base frame,
with all-in-one seat
and back pad,
stackable1

Visitor's chair,
sled base frame,
with full upholstery,
stackable1

C13K

C14K

875

885

455

455

-

-

Laminated seat shell surface

/

/ / / /
/

White

Black

Veneered seat shell surface

/

-

Beech

Oak

American Walnut

/

Bar stool, high,
upholstered seat

Table,
rectangular
1200 × 700 mm

Table,
rectangular
1400 × 700 mm

C130P

C7012

C7014

1100

1100

1040

Table height in mm

720

Chrome-plated steel frame

-

Tabletop colour
Premium white / White grey / Dusty grey / Black /
Honey maple / Beech natural / Light oak /
Light cherry / Light walnut

/ / / / / / / /

/ / / / / / / /

Black glides, hard / soft

/

/

/

/ / / /
/

Standard

Option

- not available		

Laminated table surfaces

Premium
white

White grey

Dusty grey

Veneered table surfaces

Black

Beech natural Honey maple

Light cherry

Light walnut

Light oak
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Phone +49 7436 871 0
Fax +49 7436 871 110
info@interstuhl.de
interstuhl.com
Interstuhl in France
Phone +49 7436 871 123
Fax +49 7436 871 88 123
france@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.fr
Interstuhl Limited
17 Brewhouse Yard
London
EC1V 4LA, Great Britain
Phone +44 20 7250 1850
Fax +44 20 7250 1890
assist@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.com
Interstuhl Spain S.L.U.
c/José del Hierro, 67
28027 Madrid, Spain
Phone +34 91 406 18 41
Fax +34 91 407 31 27
info@interstuhl.es
interstuhl.es
Interstuhl in Austria
Absberggasse 27
1100 Wien, Austria
Phone +43 1 61 64 113
Fax +43 1 61 64 020
oesterreich@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.at
Interstuhl in the
Netherlands and Belgium
Velto B.V.
Energieweg 21
2382 NB Zoeterwoude,
The Netherlands
Phone +31 71 58 12 400
Fax +31 71 58 12 404
info@interstuhl.nl
interstuhl.nl
Interstuhl Scandinavia
Kongevejen 400D
2840 Holte, Denmark
Phone +45 32 52 97 40
Fax +45 32 52 97 42
scandinavia@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.com
Please find our
international partners on
interstuhl.com

Would you like to find out more about CURVEIS1 and Interstuhl?
Then simply scan this QR code or visit us at interstuhl.com.
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EVERY IS1

EVERYBODY EVERYTIME
EVERYWHERE EVERYIS1
Versatility, good design and high comfort, available to anyone, anytime, anywhere. This is the leading
concept from which EVERYIS1 has emerged. This is because at Interstuhl, we are convinced that good
seating is a fundamental right – not a privilege. EVERYIS1 is the expression of this conviction. EVERYIS1, an
uncomplicated office swivel chair, is just right for the office of the future, in which jobs are increasingly
mobile, adaptable and modular. EVERYIS1 embodies a new simplicity of sitting – intuitive and innovative.
Nevertheless, in terms of design, ergonomics, workmanship and ecological standards, it is a true Interstuhl
product. EVERYIS1 stands for good seating without any compromises. EVERYIS1 is the entrance into the
world of Interstuhl.

2

3

How many levers does a human need? EVERYIS1 adapts to the user without
demanding customisation. EVERYIS1 is simple in the best sense. The tension of
the backrest adjusts automatically to different body weights, thanks to its newly
developed autolift synchronous mechanism. Hence, sitting is weightless. This is
all done easily – without any effort – but with the option to limit the backrest tilt to
three positions. Therefore, EVERYIS1 is equipped with a minimum number of levers
and buttons. It assures that the user is not overwhelmed. It also ensures that the
excellent ergonomic and comfort features of EVERYIS1 are actually being used.

4

5

Form follows body. This idea is underlying for the design concept of EVERYIS1
in many different ways. Whether as a mesh back version, or the Chillback
chair, the shape of the back follows the body contours of the user. The overall
design meets ergonomic needs while offering ease of use.
EVERYIS1 has a distinguished shape with its light, sleek and transparent
design. EVERYIS1’s lines represent autonomy and mutability at the same time.
The distinctive back design, with the optional lumbar support, contributes to
its distinctive appearance. The extraordinary colour concept plays a crucial
role too. Whether with a white or black base line, EVERYIS1 remains simple
and fresh. There is also a choice of nine different mesh colours, which
significantly increases the possible colour spectrum.

6

7

EVERYIS1 takes you through the day. Work in the office is getting more
varied. The days of people sitting in a static posture are gone. A chair for
the office world of tomorrow must be as flexible as the people who sit on
it. Computer work followed by phone calls, informal meetings alternate
with the reading of documents or handling thick office folders. In between,
it is important to lean back and take a moment to recover. EVERYIS1 is
predestined for these situations. It follows the body movements and can
even follow the owner into the next room: Office is where you are.

8

9

10

COMFORT BACK UPHOLSTERY
Chillback

EVERYIS1 – your back is covered. The office swivel
chair EVERYIS1, with the comfort cushion Chillback,
combines the strengths of a mesh back with those of
conventional upholsteries. The slim and elastic MultyLayer structure of the backrest of EVERYIS1 Chillback,
supports the body contours in a way that usually only
mesh would do. At the same time, it provides excellent

CARRIER NET
no air flowing from behind

cushioning for comfort and prevents air currents from
behind. Notably, EVERYIS1 Chillback has such a small
volume, that it equally represents lightness and also

COMFORT-UPHOLSTERY
soft, ergonomical
upholstery layers

maintains its clear profile.

SOFT TOP COVER
elastic figure of
the body contour
FABRIC MATERIAL

11

Large Opening Angle
EVEYRYIS1 is perfectly suitable for people that work
individually, in groups, or in open office and communication situations. Whether institutional, informal
or individually: EVERYIS1 creates a comfortable base.
This also makes it a future-facing seating solution.

Particularly large opening angle: The
recline option of the backrest, with
autolift system, ensures comfort and
relaxation.

Height adjustable
lumbar support: The
optional variable lumbar
support strengthens the
back where support is
most needed.

2D or 4D armrests:
The optional adjustable
armrests are comfortable
and relieve the arms and
shoulders from tension.
12

High quality mechanism with auto
lift system: The restoring force of
the synchronous movement with fine
adjustment of the backrest counterpressure adapts itself to the body
weight automatically.

Synchronous mechanism with
body weight adjustment: The
restoring force of the synchronous
movement can be adapted to the
body weight accordingly in seven
single steps.

Seat inclination adjustment: With
the seat inclination adjustment the
angle of the seat can be adapted fast
and simply to the working position.
The lowering of the seat in the front
area is especially ergonomic.

Seat depth adjustment:
For great thigh support.
13

Swivel chairs:

Autolift mechanism:

172E

182E

195E

176E

Synchronous mechanism:

142E

152E

192E

146E

Swivel chair, black
Optional armrests

Swivel chair, white
Optional armrests

Counter chair, black
Glides and foot ring
Ø 470 mm
Optional armrests

Swivel chair, black
Chillback
Optional armrests

Total Height in mm

1145

1145

1530

1145

Colour finish black / white

•/–

–/•

•/–

•/–

Polyamide base
(same colour as plastic parts)

•

•

–

•

Aluminium base
brilliant silver / polished

/

Seat height adjustment

•

–/•

/
•

•

Seat depth adjustment

–

Seat inclination

–

Lumbar support, height adjustable

–

/
•

2D T-armrests adjust. in width and
height, soft surface
4D T-armrests adjust. in width,
height & depth, rotat., soft surface
Double castors hard / soft

–
•/

•/

/

/

Glides
Sit-stop-castors
Standard

Option

Warranty
(10 years)

14

–

–

•/

•/–

–

/
–

- not available

Tested safety

Ergonomics approved
(Swivel chairs)

Quality Office

BIFMA 2017
(Swivel chairs)

Quality
p roduced for the
enviroment

EVERYIS1
PRODUCT OVERVIEW.

186E

196E

Product design:

156E

193E

Swivel chair, white
Chillback
Optional armrests

Counter chair, black
Chillback
Glides and foot ring
Ø 470 mm
Optional armrests

studied industrial design at the Academy

1145

1530

solutions for living space. He always

–/•

•/–

combines his passion with quality and

•

–

ID AID, Sven von Boetticher
Sven von Boetticher, was born in 1974, he

•

only work as a designer, but also works
in areas of architecture and interior
design, in order to offer comprehensive

innovation

with

sustainability.

This

spirit and cooperating with well-known
companies create products that are

–/•

/

of Fine Arts in Stuttgart. He does not

uncompromised in their design, that
surprise in their consistency and scope.

•

In 2011, he founded his studio “IDAID”

–

with a focus on product design and

–

design consultancy.

–

–
•/

–

/

•/–

–

Tested for
contaminants

Bifma e3
level Platin

The Blue
Angel

German Design Award
Winner 2015

International
Interior Design
Award

Focus Open
2013
Special Mention
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Headquarters
Interstuhl
Büromöbel GmbH & Co. KG
Brühlstraße 21
72469 Meßstetten-Tieringen, Germany
Phone +49 7436 871 0
Fax +49 7436 871 110
info@interstuhl.de
interstuhl.com

Subsidiaries

Sales offices

Interstuhl Limited
17 Brewhouse Yard
London
EC1V 4LA, Great Britain
Phone +44 20 7250 1850
Fax + 44 20 7250 1890
assist@interstuhl.com

Interstuhl in Austria
Absberggasse 27
1100 Wien, Austria
Phone +43 1 61 64 113
Fax +43 1 61 64 020
oesterreich@interstuhl.com

Interstuhl Spain S.L.U.
c/José del Hierro, 67
28027 Madrid, Spain
Phone +34 91 406 18 41
Fax +34 91 407 31 27
info@interstuhl.es

Interstuhl in Scandinavia
Kongevejen 400D
2840 Holte, Denmark
Phone +45 32 52 97 40
Fax +45 32 52 97 42
scandinavia@interstuhl.com

Interstuhl Inc.
222 Merchandise Mart - suite 341
Chicago, IL 60654, USA
Phone +1 (312) 385-0240
sales@interstuhl.de

Interstuhl in the
Netherlands and Belgium
Energieweg 21
2382 NB Zoeterwoude,
The Netherlands
Phone +31 71 58 12 400
Fax +31 71 58 12 404
info@interstuhl.nl

Interstuhl LATAM S.A. de C.V.
Ejército Nacional 598, 1er piso
Col. Polanco IV Sección
Del. Miguel Hidalgo
C.P. 11550, Ciudad de México, México
Phone +52 55 7588 3900
infomx@interstuhl.com

Interstuhl in GCC
JBC 5, App. 2204 – 2205
JLT, Cluster W, Dubai, UAE
Phone +971 4 454 7660
Fax +971 4 454 7670
gcc@interstuhl.com

Interstuhl Furniture Co., Ltd.
Workshop No. 12, No. 533, Yuanzhong Road,
Huinan Town, PuDong New District,
Shanghai, VR China 201300
Phone: +86 21-5818 7290 #108
china@interstuhl.com

Find our international partners on
interstuhl.com/worldwide

Want to find out more about EVERY IS1 and
Interstuhl? Just scan this QR code, or visit our
website at interstuhl.com

Technical details subject to change. Typographical discrepancies possible. 08/18 TN: 1WEV _ PRO _ IAEN
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Fascino-2

Whoever understands more about seating creates the perfect place for anyone.

Second and third generation
managing directors: Helmut,
Werner and Joachim Link
(left to right)
Interstuhl
The idea of a Swabian businessman and developer is embarking
on an international journey. It‘s
all about attractive and healthy
seating, whether we use it to
work, think, discuss, argue or
relax.

a genuine interest in our products
and the people who use them.
We remain true to the spirit of our
brand by collaborating with leading
institutes on the scientific development of our products. This has
resulted in a collection that is unparalleled in its breadth and depth.
He who understands more about
sitting, has studied it in detail.
Interstuhl is such a company and
will remain so: a world away from
corporate affiliations and concerns
about globalization. Over 600 employees craft exclusive German
goods and they do so in Germany.
Anyone who understands more
about sitting should rise up. Rise
above the tired old clichés about
quality and materials. Interstuhl
is what it is, and what it is is very
good.

It’s all about a chair that actively
supports us at what we are doing.
Interstuhl innovations are conceived, tested and developed in
an interesting mix of think-tank
and expert laboratory. That is what
makes us so unique. Simply stated
by Werner Link, the company’s
owner and Managing Director:
“We understand more about sitting”. An honest statement that
has its origins back in 1961 when
the assignment was to create
relaxing seating for the workers
of a textile factory. The focus ever
since has been on expertise and

Introducing: Fascino-2

04 Fascino-2

Fascino-2 sets high standards: a
fixed table leg system that is both
open and diverse. A program designed for higher class seating and
an executive working style. Light
and intriguingly delicate, each model is a definite enhancement at a
conference or meeting. Modern and
transparent is also the philosophy
behind the table - a space to think,
move, talk and act.

An individual in both presentation
and finishing, Fascino-2 is the perfect table for every idea and concept. A range of dimensions, tops
and surfaces create many different
environments. Either a solitary
highlight or the perfect table group
for conferences. As a rectangle,
oval, ellipse or round. With a satin

glass top, quality wooden veneer,
or durable laminate finish and
stable cast aluminum frame. All
models with wooden or artificial
surfaces are equipped with electrical connections and cable ducts.
Beauty inspires.

Fascino-2 in the boat shaped
conference version with a satin
finished glas table top. An
exclusive table for conferences
where style and interiors have
an impact. Combined here with
Axos conference cantilever
chairs.

Conference 07

The wooden tabletops are perfectly crafted. The bevelled edges make the tables appear light and airy.
Silicon rings hold the glass top securely and are virtually invisible.

Details 9

Integrated connection boxes for wooden tops, revolving or swiveling.
Cable ducts and channels are additional extras. Multiple configurations
for power and data connections.

Transparent and light, the frame is available in black, brilliant silver,
aluminum polished.

_Feet of cast aluminum

30 mm

13 mm

Table with wooden top / laminate surfaces

740 mm

_Slim, transparent form
_Light and airy appearance
_Wide range of dimensions and special sizes available
_30 mm MDF top
_Edges bevelled to 13 mm
_0.8 mm wood veneer or laminated finish
_Power and data connection boxes, horizontal and vertical cabling
_Black adjustable gliders
_Textile screen available upon request

Table top wood

rectangular

round

oval

boat-shaped, two part

sexangle

F105
1200 x 1000 mm

F205
1100 mm

F305
1800 x 1000 mm

F 505
3200 x 1000 / 1300 mm

F 605
2400 x 1000 mm

F115
1600 x 1000 mm

F215
1300 mm

F315
2100 x 1200 mm

F 515
4000 x 1000 / 1300 mm

F125
1800 x 1000 mm

F805
800 mm
Höhe 1100 mm

F325
2400 x 1200 mm

F 525
4800 x 1000 / 1300 mm

F135
2000 x 1000 mm
F145
2400 x 1200 mm
Individual table sizes and special dimensions available upon request.

Table surfaces
Glass

Wood

beech

maple

oak

European
cherry

American walnut

natural beech

maple honey

light walnut

light cherry

Satin finished glass

Laminate

white grey

premium white dusty grey

light oak

Available products 11

Table with glass top

_Feet and frame of cast aluminum
740 mm

_Slim, transparent structure
_Wide range of dimensions and special sizes available
_Satin finished glass, 12 mm
_Smoothly ground 90° edges, encased
_Silicon rings to hold glass tabletops
_Black adjustable gliders
_Easy to assemble and reassemble
_Textile screens available upon request

Table top glass

rectangular

round

oval

boat-shaped, two part

F116
1600 x 1000 mm

F216
1300 mm

F306
1800 x 1000 mm

F 506
3200 x 1000 /1300 mm

F126
1800 x 1000 mm

F316
2100 x 1200 mm

F136
2000 x 1000 mm

F326
2400 x 1200 mm

F146
2400 x 1200 mm

power and data connection
box, swivelling „Axial“

power and data connection
box „Surf“

power and data connection
box with rotating connection
unit „Turn“

aluminum cable channel

cable grommet polypropylene

cable grommet
stainless steel

cable duct
vertical

3 5
3 year full warranty,
5 year long-term
warranty

Quality produced
for the environment

Interstuhl
Büromöbel GmbH & Co. KG
Brühlstraße 21
72469 Meßstetten-Tieringen, Germany
Phone +49-74 36-871-0
Fax +49-74 36-871-110
info@interstuhl.de
www.interstuhl.de
Interstuhl in France
Téléphone 0800 91 73 49
Fax +49 7436 871 88 123
france@interstuhl.com
www.interstuhl.fr
Interstuhl Limited
17 Brewhouse Yard
London
EC1V 4LA, GB
Phone +44 20 7250 1850
Fax +44 20 7250 1890
assist@interstuhl.com
www.interstuhl.com
Interstuhl S.L.U.
c /José del Hierro, 67
28027 Madrid, Spain
Phone +34 91 406 18 41
Fax +34 91 407 31 27
info@interstuhl.es
www.interstuhl.es
Interstuhl in Austria
Pfarrgasse 50
1230 Wien, Austria
Phone +43 1 61 64 113
Fax +43 1 61 64 020
oesterreich@interstuhl.com
www.interstuhl.at
Interstuhl in
Netherlands and Belgium
Velto B.V.
Energieweg 21
2382 NB Zoeterwoude, Netherlands
Phone +31 71 58 12 400
Fax +31 71 58 96 907
info@interstuhl.nl
www.interstuhl.nl
Interstuhl in Scandinavia
Pakhus 48
Sundkaj 11, Frihavnen
2100 København Ø, Denmark
Phone +45 32 52 97 40
Fax +45 32 52 97 42
scandinavia@interstuhl.com
www.interstuhl.com

Please find our international partners on www.interstuhl.com
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FORMEOIS1

THE BASIC

THE CLASSIC

2

THE FORMEOIS1 TABLE

MORE THAN JUST A FAMILY OF TABLES:
A TABLE CONCEPT
WITH OUTSTANDING ADVANTAGES.

A harmonious design and at the same time minimalist look. That‘s the family of FORMEOIS1 tables that offers the perfect
solution for all possible uses. All the table styles are available in different colours and design surfaces. Customised to perfectly
match your space solution.

THE MINI

THE FLEXIBLE

3

7014V

Folds up quickly.

8016V
4

THE FORMEOIS1 4 LEG TABLE

THE DELICATE ALL-ROUNDER
PERFECT FOR ANYWHERE.

With no annoying cross braces the 4 leg table offers free space and provides generous leg room. Extremely easy to handle
and minimalist design.
The frameless folding table combines all the important features that matter: both in terms of look and stability. The legs fold in
next to each other thanks to the integrated folding mechanism, resulting in a very low stacking height. For office space, meeting
rooms, training rooms and conference rooms.

SURFACE FINISHES:

Premium
white

White grey

Dusty grey

Black

Beech
natural

Honey
maple

Light
cherry

Light
walnut

Light oak

FOLDS UP QUICKLY

Release
to fold up.

5

THE FORMEOIS1 FOLDING TABLE

THE CLASSIC:
FLEXIBLE, ELEGANT AND LIGHT.

Well positioned thanks to the clever way it works: the perfect design conceals the sophisticated function and superb
mechanics that offer exceptional stability. Easy to handle and with a clear, minimalist design. Wherever an excellent
flexible table solution matters, FORMEOIS1 folding tables guarantee impressive results. Easy to connect with optional
table to table connector.

SURFACE FINISHES:

Premium
white

White
grey

Dusty grey

Black

Beech
natural

Honey
maple

Light
cherry

Light
walnut

FOLDS UP QUICKLY

Release
to fold up.

6

Light oak

Safely stackable.

7014T

7

THE FORMEOIS1 SIDE AND BISTRO TABLE

VERSATILE – LOOKS STYLISH
IN ANY ROOM.

Whether in the cafeteria, canteen or at the conference or event: the FORMEOIS1 side and bistro
table is perfect for numerous possible uses and can be seamlessly combined. The linear design

Premium
white

and light look ensure an overall harmonious appearance in any room. There are virtually no limits to
its uses. There are many different design surfaces to choose from.
White
grey

Dusty grey

Black

Beech
natural

Comfortable leg room.

Honey
maple

Light
cherry

Light
walnut

7070N

Light
oak
8

THE FORMEOIS1 BISTRO TABLE

HARMONIOUS IN A GROUP, EFFECTIVE
AS A STAND-ALONE SOLUTION.

Bistro tables are the ideal platform for important meetings, for relaxed chats, for personal exchange and getting
to know each other. The sophisticated, clear design and aesthetic reinterpretation of the classic bistro table flatters
any room and always cuts a fine figure. Either with round or rectangular table tops. Adapts to any situation thanks
to the many possible design surfaces.

Round or rectangular table top available.

8000H

9

FORMEOIS1
PRODUCT OVERVIEW.

Conference table,
rectangular
1200 × 700 mm

Conference table,
rectangular
1400 × 700 mm

Conference table,
rectangular
1600 × 700 mm

Four legs:

7012V

7014V

7016V

T-leg:

7012T

7014T

7016T

740

740

740

Table height in mm
Chrome-plated steel frame, foldable
Table top colour
premium white / white grey / dusty grey / black /
Honey maple / beech / oak / cherry / walnut

/ / / / / / / /

/ / / / / / / /

/ / / / / / / /

Black glides
Standard

Option

- not available		

Table height in mm

Bistro table, low,
rectangular
700 x 700 mm

Bistro table, low,
rectangular
800 × 800 mm

Bistro table, high,
rectangular
700 × 700 mm

7070N

8080N

7070H

740

740

1100

Chrome-plated steel frame
Table top colour
premium white / white grey / dusty grey / black /
Honey maple / beech / oak / cherry / walnut

/ / / / / / / /

/ / / / / / / /

/ / / / / / / /

Black glides
Standard

Transport aid

Option

- not available		

Warranty
(10 years)

Tested
safety

Quality produced
for the environment

Tested for
contaminants

You can obtain information about the table configurations from the Interstuhl project department: info@interstuhl.de
10

Conference table,
rectangular
1800 × 700 mm

Conference table,
rectangular
1200 × 800 mm

Conference table,
rectangular
1400 × 800 mm

Conference table,
rectangular
1600 × 800 mm

Conference table,
rectangular
1800 × 800 mm

7018V

8012V

8014V

8016V

8018V

7018T

8012T

8014T

8016T

8018T

740

740

740

740

740

/ / / / / / / /

/ / / / / / / /

/ / / / / / / /

/ / / / / / / /

/ / / / / / / /

Bistro table, high,
rectangular
700 × 700 mm

Bistro table, low,
round
Ø 700 mm

Bistro table, low,
round
Ø 800 mm

Bistro table, high,
round
Ø 700 mm

Bistro table, high,
round
Ø 800 mm

8080H

7000N

8000N

7000H

8000H

1100

740

740

1100

1100

/ / / / / / / /

/ / / / / / / /

/ / / / / / / /

/ / / / / / / /

/ / / / / / / /

Table surface finishes

Premium
white

White
grey

Dusty
grey

Black

Beech
natural

Honey
maple

Light
cherry

Light
walnut

Light oak

Sustainability:
Environmentally-aware production and ecologically perfect products are Interstuhl’s hallmark. Both were given priority in the development of FORMEOIS1. Interstuhl’s environmental management fulfils the requirements of DIN EN ISO 14001. Its total quality management has been certified in accordance with DIN EN ISO 9001 since 1993.
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Would you like to find out more about FORMEO IS1 and Interstuhl?
Then simply scan this QR code or visit us at interstuhl.com.
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GOAL

GOAL.

JUST GOOD!
Goal is a top-quality all-inclusive solution for everyday er-

2

occur – they are a result of how we handle things. Goal puts

gonomic relaxation. This classic chair lets you unwind at work

you in a position to turn expertise into success. Its variations

and makes it easier to handle everyday tasks successfully and

are as diverse as the persons using them; Goal emphasises the

with greater appreciation. Our everyday life is made up of the

language of the individual corporate identity in various ways, yet

things that surround us all day long and changes do not simply

always in a pleasant manner. Each position has its own story.

102G

152G

Swivel chair low,
synchronous mechanism,
back height adjustment,
weight adjustment,
black polyamide base
(armrests optional)

Swivel chair medium,
synchronous mechanism,
back height adjustment,
weight adjustment,
black polyamide base,
(armrests optional)

322G
302G (without headrest)

Swivel armchair high with headrest,
synchronous mechanism,
back height adjustment,
weight adjustment,
black polyamide base,
(armrests optional)
3

4

195G

152GM

Counter chair,
Glides and footring,
Ø 470 mm,
(armrests optional)

Swivel chair (ESD antistatic),
medium high,
(armrests optional)

GOAL.

FLEXOBALANCE.
A new feeling that takes the rigidity out of sitting. Together
with the synchronous mechanism, Goal FlexoBalance allows
the seat to move in further directions, providing an active, ergonomic sitting experience. The freedom of movement in every
direction improves the circulation, stimulating the blood supply
to the intervertebral discs and back muscles. The active seat
mechanism can easily be deactivated if required.

156GW

Swivel chair,
FlexoBalance element,
lockable
(armrests optional)
5

Easily adjusted to your weight, large weight range of 45 kg – 130 kg

Base designs in aluminium brilliant silver,
black or polished, black polyamide

6

THE NEXT POSITION IS THE BEST
FUNCTIONS AND ADJUSTMENT
FEATURES

FROM THE SEATING SPECIALISTS
Fact: from an anatomical point of view
ergonomics means movement because
movement is a critical part of office health.
It is a law of nature that effective work
processes are one of the most important
sources of value-added in the company.
Back problems are the greatest causes of
absenteeism. A good chair will not heal your
back but it is good preventive medicine and
eases the pain for those who already suffer.
What does an Interstuhl chair do? The patient
therapist offers support in each posture.
It generates a feeling of well-being in all
positions and brings measurable relief.

Naturally, the courage to follow our philosophy of dynamic sitting has meant a break
with all the old rules: majestic, immaculate
and bolt upright vs. the new philosophy of
doing it with gusto, reclining, lounging, looking out the window, concentrating.
“You can sit however you want. Just sit on
the right chair.” Each new product development with leading research institutes reconfirms this and it is substantiated by scientific
input. The result: Interstuhl chairs accommodate every posture so ergonomically that maximum support is ensured.

1. Synchronous mechanism

2. Mechanical sprung column

The synchronous movement of the seat
and backrest provides optimum support
for the back in every position; the push
effect is eliminated.

This ensures that the spine, which is
very sensitive to vertical jolts, is not
subjected to excessive loads when
sitting down, even at the lowest seat
height.

3. Base seat height setting

4. Weight adjustment

The seat height is a precondition for good
sitting. The base seat height adjustment
extends the DIN-defined adjustment range
and allows ideal sitting for short or tall
users.

The individually adjustable counterpressure of the backrest permits correct
sitting for both light and heavy users.

5. Back height adjustment

6. Seat depth adjustment

The support range for the lumbar spine
can be ideally adjusted to the height of the
user.

Regulates the distance between the
backrest and front edge of the seat, thus
providing optimum support for the upper
thighs; even for taller users.

7. Adjustable seat inclination

8. Adjustable lumbar support

Multiple adjustment of the seat in a
forwards direction stops the pelvis from
tilting back. This relieves the spine and
avoids a poor posture.

The horizontally adjustable lumbar support
adapts to the individual curve of the lumbar
spine; this reduces the muscle strain.

9. Adjustable armrests

10. Headrest

Height adjustment to take the strain off
the neck muscles. Width adjustment and
pivoting for optimum support angle, depth
adjustment for optimum distance to the
desk.

The neck and shoulder muscles are
relieved by the headrest when you lean
back.

7

8

450G

400G

550G

Four legs,
stackable
(frame brilliant silver optional)

Cantilever frame with
armrests,
stackable
(frame chromed optional)

9

Product design:
Goal sprung from the Industrieformen studio
of Hans-Georg Piorek. “Never believe that something is good enough.” This is the idea behind the products of the designers Piorek, this
idea is the link between accepting the proven
and attempting as yet untried aspects. Goal is
the successful realisation of a series-compatible, simple, pleasant yet striking office chair that
couldn’t be made in a higher quality.

102G

152G

302G

322G

Swivel chair
low

Swivel chair
medium high
(armrests optional)

Swivel armchair
high
(armrests optional)

Swivel armchair high
with headrest
(armrests optional)

Total height in mm (approx.)

1030

1130

1210

1240

Plastic colour black

•

•

•

•

Polyamide base black

•

•

•

•

Product design: Hans-Georg Piorek
© Interstuhl.

Aluminium base black / brilliant silver / polished

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

Tubular steel frame black / brilliant silver / chromed

–

–

–

–

Synchronous mechanism

•

•

•

•

Weight adjustment

•

•

•

•

Back height adjustment

•

•

•

•

–

–

–

•

•/

•/

•/

•/

/

/

/

/

Base seat height setting
Mechanical sprung column

Seat depth adjustment
Adjustable seat inclination
Adjustable lumbar support
Headrest
2D T-armrests, adjustable in height and width
4D T-armrests, adjustable in height,
width and depth, rotatable
Double castors hard / soft
Glides hard / soft
Glides hard / soft

–

–

–

–

Sit-stop-castors

–

–

–

–

Stackable (6 pieces)

–

–

–

–

• Standard

10

Option

– Not available

/

GOAL
PRODUCT OVERVIEW.

195G

152GM

156GW

400G

450G

500G

550G

Counter chair,
Glides and
footring,
Ø 470 mm
(armrests optional)

Swivel chair
(ESD antistatic),
medium high
(armrests optional)

Swivel chair,
FlexoBalance
element, lockable
(armrests optional)

Four legs,
stackable

Four legs with
armrests,
stackable

Cantilever frame,
stackable

Cantilever frame
with armrests,
stackable

1600

1130

1225

940

940

965

965

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

–

–

•

–

–

–

–

–/–/•

•/

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

•/

•

•

•

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

/

/

/

/

•/

/

•/

/

•/

•

•

•

–

–

–

–

•

•

•

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–
–

–

–
–

–

–

–
–

•/

•/

–

–

–

–

–

/

/

–

–

–

–

–

–

Warranty
(10 years)

/

–

–

•/

•/

–/

–/

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

•

•

nur 500G

nur 550G

Quality produced
for the
environment

Ergonomics
approved
(Swivel chairs)

Tested for
contaminants

Tested
safety

Quality
Office

Bifma e3
level Platin

The Blue
Angel
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Interstuhl
Büromöbel GmbH & Co. KG
Brühlstraße 21
72469 Meßstetten-Tieringen, Germany
Phone +49 7436 871 0
Fax +49 7436 871 110
info@interstuhl.de
interstuhl.com
Interstuhl in France
Phone +49 7436 871 123
Fax +49 7436 871 88 123
france@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.fr
Interstuhl Limited
17 Brewhouse Yard
London
EC1V 4LA, Great Britain
Phone +44 20 7250 1850
Fax +44 20 7250 1890
assist@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.com
Interstuhl Spain S.L.U.
c/José del Hierro, 67
28027 Madrid, Spain
Phone +34 91 406 18 41
Fax +34 91 407 31 27
info@interstuhl.es
interstuhl.es
Interstuhl in Austria
Absberggasse 27
1100 Wien, Austria
Phone +43 1 61 64 113
Fax +43 1 61 64 020
oesterreich@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.at
Interstuhl in the
Netherlands and Belgium
Velto B.V.
Energieweg 21
2382 NB Zoeterwoude,
The Netherlands
Phone +31 71 58 12 400
Fax +31 71 58 12 404
info@interstuhl.nl
interstuhl.nl
Interstuhl Scandinavia
Kongevejen 400D
2840 Holte, Denmark
Phone +45 32 52 97 40
Fax +45 32 52 97 42
scandinavia@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.com
Please find our
international partners on
interstuhl.com

Want to find out more about Goal and
Interstuhl? Just scan this QR code, or visit our
website at interstuhl.com

Technical details subject to change. Typographical discrepancies possible. 05/2017 TN: 1WGO _ PRO _ IAEN
The paper used in the manufacture of this brochure was made from wood from responsibly managed, sustainable forests.

Goal-Air

Whoever understands more about seating creates the perfect place for anyone.

Second and third generation
managing directors: Helmut,
Werner and Joachim Link
(left to right)
Interstuhl
The idea of a Swabian businessman and developer is embarking
on an international journey. It‘s
all about attractive and healthy
seating, whether we use it to
work, think, discuss, argue or
relax.

a genuine interest in our products
and the people who use them.
We remain true to the spirit of our
brand by collaborating with leading
institutes on the scientific development of our products. This has
resulted in a collection that is unparalleled in its breadth and depth.
He who understands more about
sitting, has studied it in detail.
Interstuhl is such a company and
will remain so: a world away from
corporate affiliations and concerns
about globalization. Over 600 employees craft exclusive German
goods and they do so in Germany.
Anyone who understands more
about sitting should rise up. Rise
above the tired old clichés about
quality and materials. Interstuhl
is what it is, and what it is is very
good.

It’s all about a chair that actively
supports us at what we are doing.
Interstuhl innovations are conceived, tested and developed in
an interesting mix of think-tank
and expert laboratory. That is what
makes us so unique. Simply stated
by Werner Link, the company’s
owner and Managing Director:
“We understand more about sitting”. An honest statement that
has its origins back in 1961 when
the assignment was to create
relaxing seating for the workers
of a textile factory. The focus ever
since has been on expertise and

Gestatten: Goal-Air

05

More space to work.

06

172G

Goal-Air. Likeable. Fresh. Versatile. Eco			 nomic. This office chair is the very
young, very ergonomic solution for
the new generation of office swivel
chairs: refreshing with its design options and
colours, transparent in its design in each working area. Discreet, but with a fresh breeze,
it is positioned for both the office sector and
the home workspace. Transparency is a key
word for corporate cultures: Goal-Air comes in versatile 3 mesh colours, black, anthracite and orange. As a result of its slim,
athletic design, it invites you to be productive
and also supports you effectively. The seat
upholstery can be individually designed:
discreet, souvereign, colourful or matching
the corporate design. Goal-Air creates a
space for athletic thinkers and young, advancing employees who like to make a difference, and more.
Creative and corporate. Its priceperformance ratio is more than
agreeable and creates space for
further acquisitions in the office.
Therefore, it appeals to a wide
variety of people in a wide variety
of professions.

Goal-Air: More space for ideas.
Goal-Air comes into the office with
fresh and invigorating colours.
It is no unpleasant aspect that there
is also more room for other things
left by Goal-Air as a result of its outstanding price-performance ratio.

172G

175G

Swivel chair,
mesh backrest,
synchronous mechanism,
weight adjustment,
4D T-armrests opt.,
aluminium base
in brilliant silver opt.,
lumbar support opt.

Swivel armchair with headrest,
mesh backrest,
synchronous mechanism,
weight adjustment,
4D T-armrests opt.,
aluminium base
in brilliant silver opt.,
lumbar support opt.

Office swivel chairs / Swivel armchairs 09

172G

Goal-Air is available in three
new mesh colours: in orange,
anthracite, black. This opens up
the possibility of large-scale type
matching. From fresh, unconventional, unusual to static, correct
and conservative.

172G
175G

Office swivel chairs / Swivel armchairs 09
11

172G

With its upholstered mesh back,
Goal-Air also offers a component for
maximising comfort. The flexibility
of the mesh, with applied upholstery.
Seating comfort cannot get better
than this.

162G

Office swivel chairs / Swivel armchairs 13

165G

Swivel armchair with headrest,
mesh backrest, synchronous
mechanism, weight adjustment,
4D T-armrests opt.,
aluminium base polished opt.,
lumbar support opt.

Goal-Air as cantilever chair gives
a decent and souvereign look to
your office. Choose between the
models with mesh backrest or mesh
backrest with upholstery.

Cantilever frame,
mesh backrest with
upholstery, arm pad,
stackable

580G

Visitor chairs 15

575G

Cantilever frame,
mesh backrest,
arm pad,
stackable

Intuitive control lever to adjust to your body weight, large spectrum from 45 kg –130 kg.

The seat depth adjustment makes it possible to individually adapt the chair to the length of your thighs.

Details & ease of use 17

Beautifully designed and rolling backrest, workmanship with a loving attention to detail.

The headrest can be adjusted in height, depth and incline.

The next position is the best

From the seating specialists
Fact: from an anatomical point of
view ergonomics means movement because movement is a
critical part of office health. It is a
law of nature that effective work
processes are one of the most
important sources of value-added
in the company. Back problems
are the greatest causes of absenteeism. A good chair will not heal
your back but it is good preven-

tive medicine and eases the pain
for those who already suffer. What
does an Interstuhl chair do? The
patient therapist offers support in
each posture. It generates a feeling of well-being in all positions
and brings measurable relief.
Naturally, the courage to follow
our philosophy of dynamic sitting
has meant a break with all the
old rules: majestic, immaculate
and bolt upright vs. the new

philosophy of doing it with gusto,
reclining, lounging, looking out the
window, concentrating.
“You can sit however you want.
Just sit on the right chair.” Each
new product development with
leading research institutes reconfirms this and it is substantiated
by scientific input. The result:
Interstuhl chairs accommodate
every posture so ergonomically
that maximum support is ensured.

Ergonomics 19

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Synchronous mechanism

Mechanical sprung column

Weight adjustment

The synchronous movement of the seat and backrest provides
optimum support for the back in every position; the push effect is
eliminated.

kg

kg

This ensures that the spine, which is very sensitive to vertical jolts, is
not subjected to excessive loads when sitting down, even at the lowest
seat height.

The individually adjustable counter-pressure of the backrest permits
correct sitting for both light and heavy users.

Back height adjustment

The support range for the lumbar spine can be ideally adjusted to the
height of the user.

Seat depth adjustment

Regulates the distance between the backrest and front edge of the
seat, thus providing optimum support for the upper thighs; even for
taller users.

Adjustable seat inclination

Multiple adjustment of the seat in a forwards direction stops the pelvis
from tilting back. This relieves the spine and avoids a poor posture.

Adjustable lumbar support

The horizontally adjustable lumbar support adapts to the individual
curve of the lumbar spine; this reduces the muscle strain.

Adjustable armrests

Height adjustment to take the strain off the neck muscles. Width
adjustment and pivoting for optimum support angle, depth adjustment
for optimum distance to the desk.

Headrest

The neck and shoulder muscles are relieved by the headrest when you
lean back.

Office swivel chairs / Swivel armchairs

Model

172G

175G

162G

Swivel chair,
mesh backrest,
synchronous
mechanism,
armrests and
lumbar support
optional

Swivel armchair
with headrest,
mesh backrest,
synchronous
mechanism,
armrests and lumbar
support optional

Swivel chair,
mesh backrest
with upholstery,
synchronous
mechanism,
armrests optional

Rest height in cm (approx.)

55 - 63

55 - 63

55 - 63

Plastic parts, black

•

•

•

Mesh colour black / anthracite / orange

•/

Mesh backrest with upholstery

-

Base in polyamide black

•
/

Base in aluminium black / brillant silver / polished

/

•/

•/-/-

/

-

•

•

•

/

/

/

/

Tubular steel frame black / brillant silver / chromed

-

-

-

Synchronous mechanism

•

•

•

Weight adjustment

•

•

•

Back height adjustment

•

•

•

-

•

-

•/

•/

•/

-

-

-

Sprung column

Seat depth adjustment
Adjustable seat inclination
Adjustable lumbar support
Headrest, height and depth adjustable, inclinable
2D T-armrests, adjustable in height and width
4D T-armrests, adjustable in height, width and depth, rotatable
Double castors hard / soft
Glides
Felt glides
• Standard

Option

- Not available

/

Product overview 21

Visitor chairs

165G

570G

575G

580G

585G

Swivel armchair
with headrest,
mesh backrest with
upholstery,
synchronous
mechanism,
armrests optional

Cantilever frame,
mesh backrest,
arm pad, stackable

Cantilever frame,
mesh backrest,
arm pad

Cantilever frame,
mesh backrest
with upholstery,
arm pad, stackable

Cantilever frame,
mesh backrest
with upholstery,
arm pad

55 - 63

50

50

50

50

•

•

•

•

•

•/-/-

•/

•/-/-

•/-/-

•

-

-

•

•

•

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

/

/

/

•/

/

-

•/

•

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

•

-

-

-

-

•

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

•

•/
-

/

•/

/

•/

/

•/

/

Goal-Air comes from the industrial design studio of HansGeorg Piorek. “Never put up with
something that is just about good
enough“ – this thought is at the
basis of Piorek’s design products,
creating the connection between
the tried-and-tested and the
innovative. Goal-Air has succeeded
in creating a fresh, versatile and
transparent office chair which
provides the user comfort with lots
of options, 3 mesh colours and a
surprising price category.
Product design: Hans-Georg Piorek
© interstuhl.

3 5
3 year full warranty,
5 year long-term
warranty

Quality produced
for the environment

Ergonomics
approved

Tested
for contaminants

Tested
safety

Goldenes M

Quality
Office

Bifma e3
level platin

The
Blue Angel

Interstuhl
Büromöbel GmbH & Co. KG
Brühlstraße 21
72469 Meßstetten-Tieringen, Germany
Phone +49-74 36-871-0
Fax +49-74 36-871-110
info@interstuhl.de
www.interstuhl.de
Interstuhl in France
Téléphone 0800 91 73 49
Fax +49 7436 871 88 123
france@interstuhl.com
www.interstuhl.fr
Interstuhl Limited
17 Brewhouse Yard
London
EC1V 4LA, GB
Phone +44 20 7250 1850
Fax +44 20 7250 1890
assist@interstuhl.com
www.interstuhl.com
Interstuhl S.L.U.
c /José del Hierro, 67
28027 Madrid, Spain
Phone +34 91 406 18 41
Fax +34 91 407 31 27
info@interstuhl.es
www.interstuhl.es
Interstuhl in Austria
Pfarrgasse 50
1230 Wien, Austria
Phone +43 1 61 64 113
Fax +43 1 61 64 020
oesterreich@interstuhl.com
www.interstuhl.at
Interstuhl in
Netherlands and Belgium
Velto B.V.
Energieweg 21
2382 NB Zoeterwoude, Netherlands
Phone +31 71 58 12 400
Fax +31 71 58 96 907
info@interstuhl.nl
www.interstuhl.nl
Interstuhl in Scandinavia
Pakhus 48
Sundkaj 11, Frihavnen
2100 København Ø, Denmark
Phone +45 32 52 97 40
Fax +45 32 52 97 42
scandinavia@interstuhl.com
www.interstuhl.com

Please find our international partners on www.interstuhl.com
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HERO

HERO.
ADJUSTED TO FIT ALL.
Hero is a collection of heroes, automatically aligned for everyone. Heavy,
light, big and small people. By and large, a universal talent for everyday
heroes. It has invisible technology which is an integral feature of the chair.
Hero focuses on each owner individually, regulating its weight, as a result
of its unique autofit-synchronous mechanism. From approx. 45 - 120 kg,
everyone can fine-tune it how they want. From athletically hard to relaxingly
soft, everyone`s personal taste is catered for. As perceptive as Hero seems,
it is present in its slim-line form. It looks agile and athletic with its slimline
figure.

162H / 162HM

172H

265H

Swivel chair,

Swivel chair,

Swivel armchair,

upholstered back,

mesh covered back,

upholstered back,

autofit-synchronous mechanism,

autofit-synchronous mechanism,

autofit-synchronous mechanism,

4D T-armrests (optional),

4D T-armrests (optional),

headrest,

black polyamide base

black polyamide base

4D T-armrests (optional),
black polyamide base

2

Swivel armchair with headrest,
mesh covered back,
autofit-synchronous mechanism,
4D T-armrest (optional)

275H

3

VARIETY AND
INDIVIDUAL DESIGN
Hero is available with upholstered and mesh-covered backrests. An
extensive fabric range with a large choice of colours and two mesh
colours make a huge selection and individual design possible. The
mesh backs provide flexible adjustment to the back in all positions.

162H

Swivel chair, upholstery design,
autofit-synchronous mechanism,
4D T-armrests (optional),
air-pressure lumbar support (optional),
brilliant silver aluminium base (optional)
4

172H

Swivel chair, mesh design,
autofit-synchronous mechanism,
4D T-armrests (optional),
seat depth adjustment astiv (optional),
brilliant silver aluminium base (optional)
5

The innovative mesh back structure is transparent and opaque with a striped look. In black and anthracite.

6

Autofit-synchronous mechanism:
automatic

weight

adjustment

adjusts the flexibility of the seat
and backrest to the individual
body weight and provides an
ideal seating position and good
feeling.

Well-positioning, the fine adjustment for the autofit-synchronous
mechanism.

7

T-armrests, 4D adjustable in height, width and depth, rotatable.

The astiv seat depth adjustment effectively extends the seating area and thus the seating area for the thighs. The base of
the backrest remains unaffected.
8

Height and depth adjustable air-pressure lumbar support in the upholstery design.

Height and depth adjustable mechanical lumbar support in the mesh design.

9

Cantilever frame,
upholstered back,
with arm pad,
stackable

550H
10

Cantilever frame,
mesh covered back,
with arm pad,
stackable

575H

Cantilever frame,
mesh covered back,
with arm pad

570H
11

HERO
PRODUCT OVERVIEW.

162H

162HM

172H

Swivel chair,

Swivel chair,

Swivel chair,

upholstered back,

ESD antistatic,

mesh covered back,

(armrests optional)

medium height

(armrests optional)

upholstered back
(armrests optional)

Height in cm (approx.)

1180

1180

1180

Plastic colour black

•

•

•

Mesh in black / anthracite

–

–

•/

Black polyamide base

•

–

•

Aluminum base black / brilliant silver / polished

/

/

•/

/

/

Tubular steel frame: black / brillant silver / chromed

–

–

–

Autofit-synchronous mechanism with automatic weight adjustment
and fine adjustment

•

•

•

Mechanical sprung column
Seat depth adjustment – Astiv
Adjustable seat inclination
Adjustable lumbar support, air-pressure

–

Adjustable mechanical lumbar support

–

–

Headrest, height and depth adjustable, tiltable

–

–

–

Armrest pad fixed

–

–

–

Double castors hard / soft

•/

•/

•/

Glides hard / soft

•/

•/

•/

Felt glides

–

–

–

4D T-armrests, adjustable in height, width and depth, rotatable
2D T-armrests, adjustable in height and width

• Standard

Option

Warranty
(10 years)

12

– not available

Tested
safety

Ergonomics
approved
(Swivel chairs)

Quality Office

BIFMA
(special models)

/

265H

275H

550H

570H

555H

575H

Swivel armchair

Swivel armchair

Cantilever frame,

Cantilever frame,

Cantilever frame,

Cantilever frame,

with headrest,

with headrest,

upholstered back,

mesh covered back,

upholstered back,

mesh covered back,

upholstered back,

mesh covered back,

arm pad,

arm pad,

arm pad

arm pad

(armrests optional)

(armrests optional)

stackable

stackable

1435

1435

910

910

910

910

•

•

•

•

•

•

–

•/

–

•/

–

•/

•

•

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

/

/

/

/

–

–

•/

•

•

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–
–
•

•

/

•/

/

•/

/

•/

–

–

•

•

•

•

•/

•/

–

–

–

–

•/

•/

–

–

–

–

–

–

Quality produced
for the
environment

Tested for
contaminants

The Blue Angel

/

Bifma e3
Platinum level
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FUNCTIONS AND
ADJUSTMENT
FEATURES
THE NEXT POSITION IS THE BEST.

brings measurable relief. Naturally, the courage to

From the seating specialists. Fact: from an anatomical

follow our philosophy of dynamic sitting has meant a

point of view ergonomics means movement because

break with all the old rules: majestic, immaculate and

movement is a critical part of office health. It is a law

bolt upright vs. the new philosophy of doing it with

of nature that effective work processes are one of the

gusto, reclining, lounging, looking out the window,

most important sources of value-added in the company.

concentrating. “You can sit however you want.Just

Back problems are the greatest causes of absenteeism.

sit on the right chair.” Each new product development

A good chair will not heal your back but it is good

with leading research institutes reconfirms this and it is

preventive medicine and eases the pain for those who

substantiated by scientific input. The result: Interstuhl

already suffer. What does an Interstuhl chair do? The

chairs accommodate every posture so ergonomically

patient therapist offers support in each posture. It

that maximum support is ensured.

generates a feeling of well-being in all positions and

AUTO

1. AUTOFIT-SYNCHRONOUS
kg

MECHANISM

2. MECHANICAL SPRUNG
kg

COLUMN

The tension of the backrest takes

This ensures that the spine, which is

place automatically by weight and

very sensitive to vertical jolts, is not

size of the user and can be finetuned.

subjected to excessive loads when
sitting down, even at the lowest seat
height.

3. ADJUSTABLE SEAT

4. SEAT DEPTH ADJUSTMENT –

INCLINATION

ASTIV

Multiple adjustment of the seat in a

Regulates the distance between the

forwards direction stops the pelvis

backrest and front edge of the seat,

from tilting back. This relieves the

thus providing optimum support

spine and avoids a poor posture.

for the upper thighs; even for taller
users. When adjusting the astiv
setting, the back remains in the
same position.

5. ADJUSTABLE LUMBAR

6. HEADREST

SUPPORT

The neck and shoulder muscles are

The horizontally adjustable lumbar

relieved by the headrest when you

support adapts to the individual

lean back.

curve of the lumbar spine; this
reduces the muscle strain.
14

Product-Design: Gerhard Reichert,
Eckard Hansen © interstuhl.
“Design originates in the concept, it’s
the idea that makes the difference. The
principle is minimalism. Transferred to
our Hero project this means ergonomics
in conjunction with easy operation.
Gerhard Reichert
Reichert Design works on product
development and the design of objects
and systems. His design should build
bridges between tradition and modern life
and unify form and function. The product
development takes place from a single
source. With a network of designers,
engineers and architects, he can build
the best team for any job.
Eckard Hansen
Today, the Mettman-born engineer
manages Swiss Design in Switzerland.
Many of his patents and copyrights
have been nationally and internationally
protected. To date, he has received wide
variety of awards of good design from the
design centres.
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Interstuhl
Büromöbel GmbH & Co. KG
Brühlstraße 21
72469 Meßstetten-Tieringen, Germany
Phone +49 7436 871 0
Fax +49 7436 871 110
info@interstuhl.de
interstuhl.com
Interstuhl in France
Phone +49 7436 871 123
Fax +49 7436 871 88 123
france@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.fr
Interstuhl Limited
17 Brewhouse Yard
London
EC1V 4LA, Great Britain
Phone +44 20 7250 1850
Fax +44 20 7250 1890
assist@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.com
Interstuhl Spain S.L.U.
c/José del Hierro, 67
28027 Madrid, Spain
Phone +34 91 406 18 41
Fax +34 91 407 31 27
info@interstuhl.es
interstuhl.es
Interstuhl in Austria
Absberggasse 27
1100 Wien, Austria
Phone +43 1 61 64 113
Fax +43 1 61 64 020
oesterreich@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.at
Interstuhl in the
Netherlands and Belgium
Velto B.V.
Energieweg 21
2382 NB Zoeterwoude,
The Netherlands
Phone +31 71 58 12 400
Fax +31 71 58 12 404
info@interstuhl.nl
interstuhl.nl
Interstuhl Scandinavia
Kongevejen 400D
2840 Holte, Denmark
Phone +45 32 52 97 40
Fax +45 32 52 97 42
scandinavia@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.com
Please find our
international partners on
interstuhl.com

Want to find out more about Hero and
Interstuhl? Just scan this QR code, or visit our
website at interstuhl.com

Technical details subject to change. Typographical discrepancies possible. 05/17 TN: 1WHE _ PRO _ IAEN
The paper used in the manufacture of this brochure was made from wood from responsibly managed, sustainable forests.

JOYCEIS3

JOYCEIS3
COMBINE TILL
IT‘S MINE.
A master of transformation knows how to impress
with versatility. Whether you are working in an openplan or an individual office, when concentration and
work processes require support, JOYCEIS3 focuses
entirely on the individual. The flexible swivel chair
with a big personality puts the requirements and
preferences of its user at the heart of the matter.
It offers numerous options to create custom combinations of backrest versions, upholstery and
colour designs. With this great variety, JOYCEIS3
creates space for optimum performance – and also
adds an element of fun while choosing your dream
combination.

2

3

PERFECT
COMBINATIONS FOR
THE BEST SOLUTION.

4

5

6

As versatile as it is consistent. JOYCEIS3 effortlessly adapts

adjustment options and scores extra points with its smart fea-

to any environment. It impresses with three different looks

tures. The highly customisable office swivel chair is available

while always staying true to its unique character. From the

as a medium and a high version – with or without adjustable

classic upholstered version, through modern mesh designs,

headrest. The frame, the connection to the backrest as well

to the extraordinary contours of the new FlexGrid backrests –

as the chair column and the base are available in two colour

JOYCEIS3 brings artistic flair into any office, offers all relevant

concepts – black or light grey.

7

FLEXIBLE
SUPPORT YOU CAN
SEE AND FEEL.
Strong support – with its modern, discretely futuristic contours, the new JOYCEIS3
FlexGrid is sure to add a special touch to
any room. At the same time, the backrest
provides visibly dynamic back support –
and relieves the strain on your body during
focused work processes. The FlexGrid can
easily be adjusted in height and – with a
handwheel – also in depth.

Inspired by the perfection of nature. The JOYCEIS3 FlexGrid
is a real eye-catcher. Its extraordinary design mirrors human
anatomy. It supports the spine‘s natural curvature using two
innovative components with different levels of hardness. This
ensures that stability and flexibility are optimally balanced.

8

9

THE FREEDOM TO
FOCUS ON
THE ESSENTIALS.

10

11

Joyful colour variety. In addition to its flexible appearance and

backrests can now be combined with matching mesh covers

outstanding technical features, JOYCE

particularly stands out

for the seat pad to create a perfectly harmonious appearance.

thanks to its wide variety of colour options. The cool, breezy

Alternatively, users can choose a seat cover from Interstuhl’s wide

mesh backrest variant – as well as the Softback version – comes

fabrics and leather range. The result is almost infinite freedom.

IS3

in nine appealing colours. As a brand new feature, the mesh
12

13

PERFORMANCE IS
A QUESTION OF THE RIGHT
ATMOSPHERE.

14

15

SOMETIMES IT’S ALL
ABOUT SOFT SKILLS.

High-grade decorative welted seam
between the upholstery cover and
technical fabric

Welcome to your new comfort zone: In the upholstered version,
JOYCEIS3 combines a comfortably soft seat with high-grade
design and perfect workmanship. To increase resilience, the
backside of the backrest upholstery as well as the side elements
of the seat are covered with black technical fabric. This fabric is
connected to the upholstery cover with a characteristic welted
seam running along the sides of the seat and backrest. Due
to the large selection of fabrics, the upholstered version also
provides users with great freedom of choice for their personal
colour combination. That way, JOYCEIS3 provides a classic shape
and comfortable seat – while making it fun to choose individual
configurations.

16

17

COMBINING THE BEST
SO YOU CAN
LEAN BACK AND RELAX.
Comfortable, pleasant – and always perfectly ventilated.
With the new Softback, JOYCEIS3 combines the advantages of
a traditional upholstery with those of a mesh cover. A threedimensional mesh fabric ensures good ventilation, a uniquely
pleasant feel and a comfortably soft seat. The Softback version
also comes in nine modern mesh colours, with seats available in
the same colours as the backrests to create the perfect match.

18

19

upholstered version

mesh

Softback

NOW IT‘S TIME
TO MAKE
YOUR JOYCEIS3.
The journey to your favourite spot is

ent heights – with or without adjustable

short and sweet. JOYCE

offers a clever

headrest – JOYCEIS3 lets you combine all

modular system for putting together the

elements to your heart’s content. It is fun

IS3

headrest, back and seat: broad selection

headrest, back and mesh

2D, 3D or

perfect office swivel chair. It only takes a

and also provides a high degree of safe-

of fabrics and leather in different colours

covered seat: 9 matching

4D armrest

few simple steps to achieve the best custom

ty. You can freely combine the technical

solution. Three characteristic appearances,

features and the appearance to suit your

upholstered seat: broad

two basic frame colour concepts, a wide

tastes, JOYCEIS3 also offers an impressive

selection of fabrics and

selection of fabrics and colours, differ-

price/performance ratio.

colours

leather in different colours

Daniel Figueroa, born in Havana, Cuba, in
1965, is a renowned furniture and interior
designer. With JOYCEIS3, he has created a
smart concept in which a small number of
components allow an extraordinarily large
number of possible configurations. The
focus is set on the backrests: A closed, fully
upholstered version and openly designed
mesh covers, as well as the new Softback.
The transparent design impressively highlights the special feature of JOYCEIS3: the
FlexGrid, inspired by the perfection of
nature. Whether you favour the modern
or the traditional, JOYCEIS3 ideally covers
all aesthetic and functional aspects of
today’s working world.
base light grey

20

base black

base aluminium polished
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JOYCEIS3
PRODUCT
OVERVIEW
Total height in mm

Swivel chair,

Swivel armchair,

Swivel armchair,

Swivel chair,

Swivel armchair,

Swivel armchair,

Swivel chair,

Swivel armchair,

Swivel armchair,

Swivel chair,

Swivel armchair,

Swivel armchair,

Swivel chair,

Swivel armchair,

Swivel armchair,

upholstered,

upholstered,

upholstered,

mesh,

mesh,

mesh,

mesh with

mesh with

mesh with

Softback,

Softback,

Softback,

Softback with

Softback with

Softback with

medium high

high

high with headrest medium high

high

high with headrest

FlexGrid,

FlexGrid,

FlexGrid,

medium high

high

high with headrest FlexGrid,

FlexGrid,

FlexGrid,

medium high

high

high with headrest

medium high

high

high with headrest

JC111

JC112

JC113

JC211

JC212

JC213

JC216

JC217

JC218

JC311

JC312

JC313

JC316

JC317

JC318

1180

1280

1480

1175

1240

1430

1175

1240

1430

1175

1240

1430

1175

1240

1430

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Synchronous mechanism, lockable
Weight adjustment, multilevel
Back height adjustment
Mesh design black

–

–

–

Mesh design coloured

–

–

–

Colour finish plastic parts black / light grey

/

Base polyamide black / light grey / aluminium polished

/

/
/

/

/
/

/

/
/

/

/
/

/

/
/

/

/
/

/

/
/

/

/
/

/

/
/

/

/
/

/

/
/

/

/
/

/

/
/

/

/
/

/

/

Seat depth adjustment
Seat inclination
Adjustable lumbar support – FlexGrid

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Adjustable lumbar support

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

S 4.0 sensors
2D T-armrest, width and height adjustable, soft surface
3D T-armrest, adjustable in width, height and depth,
soft surface
3D T-armrest, adjustable in width, height and depth,
rotatable, soft surface
Castors hard / soft
standard   

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

option   – not available

www. t u v. co m
I D 0000042898
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/

Warranty

Ergonomics approved

(10 years)

(swivel chairs)

Tested safety

Quality Office

Quality produced
for the environment

Tested for contaminants

Sustainability: Interstuhl is a pioneer in the field of envi-

ressource-efficient material usage. Up to 98 % recyclable

ronmentally-friendly and ressource-saving production of

materials with a high rate of natural materials are used

seating solutions. The family-run company is one of the

during the continuously environmentally-friendly produc-

first companies in the industry to receive EMAS certification

tion. Interstuhl has an integrated Management System

since June 1996. The development of JOYCEIS3 also stands

(ISO 9001/14001/EMAS/BS OHSAS 18001/ISO 50001) that

for responsible behaviour, for a clean environment and

fulfills the high standards of the company.
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Headquarters
Interstuhl
Büromöbel GmbH & Co. KG
Brühlstraße 21
72469 Meßstetten-Tieringen, Germany
Phone +49 7436 871 0
Fax +49 7436 871 110
info@interstuhl.de
interstuhl.com

Subsidiaries

Sales offices

Interstuhl Limited
17 Brewhouse Yard
London
EC1V 4LA, Great Britain
Phone +44 20 7250 1850
Fax + 44 20 7250 1890
assist@interstuhl.com

Interstuhl in Austria
Absberggasse 27
1100 Wien, Austria
Phone +43 1 61 64 113
Fax +43 1 61 64 020
oesterreich@interstuhl.com

Interstuhl Spain S.L.U.
c/José del Hierro, 67
28027 Madrid, Spain
Phone +34 91 406 18 41
Fax +34 91 407 31 27
info@interstuhl.es

Interstuhl in Scandinavia
Kongevejen 400D
2840 Holte, Denmark
Phone +45 32 52 97 40
Fax +45 32 52 97 42
scandinavia@interstuhl.com

Interstuhl Inc.
222 Merchandise Mart - suite 341
Chicago, IL 60654, USA
Phone +1 (888) 507 - 1085
sales@interstuhl.de

Interstuhl in the
Netherlands and Belgium
Energieweg 21
2382 NB Zoeterwoude,
The Netherlands
Phone +31 71 58 12 400
Fax +31 71 58 12 404
info@interstuhl.nl

Interstuhl LATAM S.A. de C.V.
Ejército Nacional 598, 1er piso
Col. Polanco IV Sección
Del. Miguel Hidalgo
C.P. 11550, Ciudad de México, México
Phone +52 55 7588 3900
infomx@interstuhl.com

Interstuhl in GCC
JBC 5, App. 2204 – 2205
JLT, Cluster W, Dubai, UAE
Phone +971 4 454 7660
Fax +971 4 454 7670
gcc@interstuhl.com

Interstuhl Furniture Co., Ltd.
Workshop No. 12, No. 533, Yuanzhong Road,
Huinan Town, PuDong New District,
Shanghai, VR China 201300
Phone: +86 21-5818 7290 #108
china@interstuhl.com

Find our international partners on
interstuhl.com/worldwide

Want to find out more about JOYCEIS3 and
Interstuhl? Just scan this QR code, or visit our
website at interstuhl.com/joyce

Technical details subject to change. Typographical discrepancies possible. 05/18 TN: 1WJC _ PRO _ IAEN
The paper used in the manufacture of this brochure was made of wood from responsibly managed, sustainable forests.

Interstuhl
Büromöbel GmbH & Co. KG
Brühlstraße 21
72469 Meßstetten-Tieringen, Germany
Phone +49 7436 871 0
Fax +49 7436 871 110
info@interstuhl.de
interstuhl.com
Interstuhl in France
Phone +49 7436 871 123
Fax +49 7436 871 88 123
france@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.fr
Interstuhl Limited
17 Brewhouse Yard
London
EC1V 4LA, Great Britain
Phone +44 20 7250 1850
Fax +44 20 7250 1890
assist@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.com
Interstuhl Spain S.L.U.
c/José del Hierro, 67
28027 Madrid, Spain
Phone +34 91 406 18 41
Fax +34 91 407 31 27
info@interstuhl.es
interstuhl.es
Interstuhl in Austria
Absberggasse 27
1100 Wien, Austria
Phone +43 1 61 64 113
Fax +43 1 61 64 020
oesterreich@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.at
Interstuhl in the
Netherlands and Belgium
Velto B.V.
Energieweg 21
2382 NB Zoeterwoude,
The Netherlands
Phone +31 71 58 12 400
Fax +31 71 58 12 404
info@interstuhl.nl
interstuhl.nl
Interstuhl Scandinavia
Pakhus 48, Frihavnen
Sundkaj 11
2150 Nordhavn, Denmark
Phone +45 32 52 97 40
Fax +45 32 52 97 42
scandinavia@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.com
Please find our
international partners on
interstuhl.com

Want to find out more about KINETIC IS5 and Interstuhl?
Just scan this QR code, or visit
our website at www.interstuhl.com/kinetic

Technical details are subject to change without prior notice. Typographical discrepancies possible. 02/16 TN: 1WKI _ PRO _ IAEN

KINETICIS5

OFFICE. DYNAMICS.
STAND UP FOR MORE FLEXIBILITY.
Stand up for more flexibility. Life is movement, right from the start. Initially, a small step,
later it might be a giant leap. Without activity, there is no thought, no experience. Every
child learns this. Without focused curiosity, there are no questions and no answers – the
most important driving force behind our doing. Learning is never passive, thinking is
not an abstract activity disconnected from the body. Especially, nowadays developing
ideas means one thing above all: movement, both intellectual and physical, because it´s
good for you and keeps your mind and body active. Movement changes us, stimulates
our performance, concentration and motivation. So, office spaces are above all spaces
for movement. More than this, spaces for movement and cooperation. This is why we
created KINETIC IS5 , enhancing a new world of work full of movement and dialogue.
It is not because we believe that movement is an end in itself; but rather, that there is evidence which
suggests that movement leads to the final goal.
2

3

Instantly understood. The maxim of modernity: reduction of form to it´s
essentials, aesthetic distinctiveness, and a determined aspiration to perfection –
in terms of functionality just as much as materials. The result: products that retain
their value and that will last and last. The KINETICIS5 range fits into this tradition
of sophisticated, functional design, a design that has one particular wish – to be
thoroughly user-friendly. You immediately understand what you see and intuitively
operate what you need: the hidden integrated controls make each member of
the family a product that is instantly understood, one that invites everyone who
is looking for inspirational interaction.

700K

4

739K

Classic elegance. Form always represents the possibility of logic. Without logic that
consistently follows the task, there cannot be a responsible and durable product, that
has functional credibility, omits everything superfluous, serves and impress people.
If you then add a precise finish and aesthetic distinctiveness, you finally reach true
enthusiasm. This logical minimalism is one of the distinguishing featuress of the work
of Phoenix Design, and similarly it is one of the features that sets the appearance of
the KINETICIS5 family. So, KINETICIS5 is part of the tradition of classic design – awarded
the reddot for its outstanding design.

710K

3

5

6

So much more than something to catch the eye in the
office: the stool is the archetypal form of all seating, the
first introduction to the world of seating. It stylishly unites
opposites, it stands for both tranquillity and action, for
concentration and movement. You feel freer when you
sit on a stool; always ready to jump up with the next new
idea. This makes the other contrasting expectations all
the greater. It must be flexible enough to enable people
to have spontaneous conversations while at the same
time providing great practical features and design. So the
KINETICIS5 – bridge element in three different sizes adapts
perfectly to any room situation, and thanks to the full range of
electrification options, creates the ideal basis for discussion
at any time. In terms of design, KINETICIS5 effortlessly adapts
itself to any space. All the wooden elements are available
in black, white, oak or American walnut. All this means
that bar stools and bridge element are furniture that can
be used anywhere at all, as if specially created for every
office where there is a distinctive culture of dialogue.

7

Bar stool with footrest

Bar stool without footrest,
Height adjustment using recessed handle

Elegant, stable base

8

High-quality materials characterise the
charismatic appearance of KINETICIS5.
It plays with colour and touch-and-feel.
The metal parts are available in black,
brilliant silver, white or in tangibly
classy blasted aluminium versions.

9

700K
Standing rest
seat height
665 - 815 mm

710K
Bar stool
with footrest

705K
Bar stool

Colour, metal parts
black / brilliant silver / white / blasted / anodised silver

•/

Seat height 530 - 650 mm / 650 - 770 mm

–

•/

Type of wood (surface in the case of wood version)
HPL black / HPL white / oak / American walnut

–

•/

Type of wood (tabletop)
HPL black / HPL white / oak / American walnut

–

–

–

Foldable

–

–

–

Electrification

–

–

–

Hard glides for soft flooring

•

•

•

/

/

/–

•/

/

/

/–

•/

/

/

/

/

/–

•/
/

/

•/

Soft glides for hard flooring
• Standard

Option

– Not available

Environmentally-friendly manufactured and ecologically sound products are
interstuhl’s trademark: This had top priority when developing KINETIC IS5.
Our environmental management system complies with the requirements of
DIN EN ISO 14001; Total Quality Management has been certified in accordance
with DIN EN ISO 9001 since 1993.
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Warranty
(10 years)

GS tested safety

Blue Angel

LGA tested for
contaminants

Quality produced
for the environment

Bifma e3
level Platin

German Design
Award nominee
2014

reddot design award
winner 2013

1600

70

•/

/

/

/–

Ø 60

717K Three leg /
737K four leg
standing table
70 x 70 cm

•/

/

/

/–

2600

1105

Ø 70

719K Three leg /
739K four leg
standing table
Ø 60 cm

•/

1105

1105

70

60
60

716K Three leg /
736 four leg
standing table
60 x 60 cm

2100

/

/

/–

720K Three leg /
740K four leg
standing table
Ø 70 cm

•/

/

/

/–

750K
Bridge element,
short

751K
Bridge element,
medium

752K
Bridge element,
long

– /–/–/–/•

– /–/–/–/•

– /–/–/–/•

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

•/

/

/

•/

/

/

•/

/

/

•/

–

–

–

–

•

•

•

•

/

/

•/

/

/

•/

/

/

•/

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

/

/

Electrification options for 750K, 751K and 752K:

6T1 - Inlet ring and point with 1x Schuko socket
diagonal

6T2 - Inlet ring and point with 1x Schuko socket
diagonal, 2x CAT, 2x patch cable

6T3 - Inlet ring and point with 1x Schuko socket
diagonal, 1x CAT, 1x patch cable, 1x USB

6T4 - Inlet ring and point with 1x Schuko socket
diagonal, 1x USB, 1x HDMI

6T5 – Cable bushing

6T6 – Cable entry socket
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LEMONIS5
& LIMEIS5

LEMONIS5 & LIMEIS5
REINVENT SPACES

Perfect in a lounge, a trade fair or an office – the LEMONIS5 club chair and LIMEIS5
barstool are inspiringly versatile. Their
modular construction provides maximum
design freedom to enhance new creative
discussion zones.
LEMONIS5 and LIMEIS5 impress both on
their own and as part of a perfectly harmonised duo. The characteristic division
between seat and backrest upholstery
means that any number of combinations
are possible in terms of covers and colours.

2

3

4

VERSATILITY
THAT INSPIRES

5

6

New inspiration through classic elegance – LEMONIS5
unites timeless design and flexible dynamics. The multi-faceted
club chair can be used in a wide range of environments and is
available with a classy aluminium base or an elegant wooden
frame. The LEMONIS5 can be optionally fitted with a smooth
responsive rocking mechanism. This means that the chair can
be used at both sofa height, which is normal for a club chair,
and at a conventional table height.

7

8

REFRESHINGLY
DIFFERENT

Flexible, attractive and always at
the right height: The height-adjustable
LIMEIS5 barstool combines a modern design with smart technical features: The
characteristic footrest brings out the
fluid shape of the barstool, while the
subtly integrated handle in the seat allows
for comfortable, easy transportation.

9

LEMONIS5 & LIMEIS5
PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Club chair,

Club chair,

four-star base

four-star base,
lockable rocking
motion

LM740

LM745

Seat height

440

420 – 510

Seat width

465

465

Seat depth

460

460

Total height

810

855

Total width

610

610

Total depth

570

570

Backrest height

340

340

Seat and backrest upholstery
SG1 - Era
SG2 - Lucia, King, Medley, Amalfi
SG3 - Fame, Field
HP4 - Synergy, Rime
LG6 - Nappa leather ¹
LG7 - Leather Ascot ¹
Aluminium base / frame:

/

Black, brilliant silver, polished, chromed

/

/–

/

/

/–

Base ²
Wooden frame ³:

/

/

Hard / soft glides 5

/

Hard / soft double castors 5

/

/
–/–

Natural oak, walnut
Adjustable seat height

–

Standard     Optional    – Not available

Remark:
¹ S eat leather upholstery is perforated.
² S eat height adjustment is only available
in combination with an aluminium base.
³ S olid wood: can deviate from our tabletops.

10

4

Lever always polished.

5

 B ase black = castors / glides black,
Base polished = castors / glides chromed.

www. t u v. co m
I D 0000042898

Warranty
(10 years)

Tested safety

Quality produced
for the environment

Club chair,

Club chair,

Barstool

five-star base

five-star base,

with footrest

lockable rocking
motion

LM750

LM755

LI780

440

420 – 510

705 – 840

465

465

310

460

460

330

810

855

940

610

610

385

570

570

410

340

340

–

/

/

/–

/

–/–

/

/–

–/–

–

/

/–/

–/–
4

/

/

/

/

–/
–/–

Sustainability: Interstuhl is a pioneer in the field of

and ressource-efficient material usage. Up to 98 % recy-

environmentally-friendly and ressource-saving production

clable materials with a high rate of natural materials are

of seating solutions. The family-run company is one of the

used during the continuously environmentally-friendly pro-

first companies in the industry to receive EMAS certification

duction. Interstuhl has an integrated Management System

Tested for

Blue Angel

since June 1996. The development of LEMONIS5 and LIMEIS5

(ISO 9001/14001/EMAS/BS OHSAS 18001/ISO 50001) that

contaminants

eco-label

also stands for responsible behaviour, for a clean environment

fulfills the high standards of the company.
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Headquarters
Interstuhl
Büromöbel GmbH & Co. KG
Brühlstraße 21
72469 Meßstetten-Tieringen, Germany
Phone +49 7436 871 0
Fax +49 7436 871 110
info@interstuhl.de
interstuhl.com

Subsidiaries

Sales offices

Interstuhl Limited
17 Brewhouse Yard
London
EC1V 4LA, Great Britain
Phone +44 20 7250 1850
Fax + 44 20 7250 1890
assist@interstuhl.com

Interstuhl in Austria
Absberggasse 27
1100 Wien, Austria
Phone +43 1 61 64 113
Fax +43 1 61 64 020
oesterreich@interstuhl.com

Interstuhl Spain S.L.U.
c/José del Hierro, 67
28027 Madrid, Spain
Phone +34 91 406 18 41
Fax +34 91 407 31 27
info@interstuhl.es

Interstuhl in Scandinavia
Kongevejen 400D
2840 Holte, Denmark
Phone +45 32 52 97 40
Fax +45 32 52 97 42
scandinavia@interstuhl.com

Interstuhl Inc.
222 Merchandise Mart – suite 341
Chicago, IL 60654, USA
Phone +1 (312) 385-0240
sales@interstuhl.com

Interstuhl in the
Netherlands and Belgium
Energieweg 21
2382 NB Zoeterwoude,
The Netherlands
Phone +31 71 58 12 400
Fax +31 71 58 12 404
info@interstuhl.nl

Interstuhl LATAM S.A. de C.V.
Ejército Nacional 598, 1er piso
Col. Polanco IV Sección
Del. Miguel Hidalgo
C.P. 11550, Ciudad de México, México
Phone +52 55 7588 3900
infomx@interstuhl.com

Interstuhl in GCC
JBC 5, App. 2204-2205
JLT, Cluster W, Dubai, UAE
Phone +971 4 454 7660
Fax +971 4 454 7670
gcc@interstuhl.com

Interstuhl Furniture Co., Ltd.
Workshop No. 12, No. 533, Yuanzhong Road,
Huinan Town, PuDong New District,
Shanghai, 201300,
P.R. of China
Phone: +86 21-5818 7290 #108
china@interstuhl.com

Find our international partners on
interstuhl.com/worldwide

Want to find out more about LEMONIS5 & LIMEIS5
and Interstuhl? Just scan this QR code, or visit our
website at interstuhl.com/lemon-lime

Technical details subject to change. Typographical discrepancies possible. 10/18 TN: 1WLM _ PRO01 _ IAEN
The paper used in the manufacture of this brochure was made from wood from responsibly managed, sustainable forests.

MOVYIS3

EYE-CATCHING
DESIGN.
IDEAL TECHNOLOGY.

2

Good design begins where your whole body becomes aware of it:
the MOVY IS3 product range combines design and aesthetics with form
and function on a completely new level. Light, dynamic, distinctive;
MOVY IS3 stands for visible weightlessness, transparency and an emphasis
on a
 esthetics that enhances your workplace and living space. Give the
extraordinary a permanent place among your office furniture. Make a
statement – simply in seating.

3

FORM. FUNCTION.
PERFECTLY SHAPED.

4

People who make big things happen every day are entitled to expect top performance
from others – and MOVY IS3 confidently delivers that performance in terms of design and
function in equal measure. The comfort it provides completely redefines the notion of sitting.
Regardless whether you choose the swivel armchair with comfort upholstery or the conference
chair – MOVY IS3 puts itself completely at the service of your wellbeing, and gives a boost to
your highest intellectual endeavours.
5

A SEAT
TO SUIT.

Every person is unique and has his or her own individual taste.
And yet MOVYIS3 fits everybody. Not only because its functionality meets
all the most diverse requirements, but also because it fulfils everyone’s
wishes in terms of appearance. With the large variety of upholstery
fabrics and colours, as well as different backrests and armrests, you
can devise a completely individual design. In addition to this, you have
the option of cantilevers, four-leg versions, conference chairs, swivel
armchairs and swivel chairs, and two colour options for the frame. So
every single version of this chair is a work of art.
You will find more design variations at interstuhl.com/movy

6

7

READJUST
YOUR VIEW OF
PERFECTION.
Particularly large opening angle: lowering the backrest by means of
the autolift system ensures comfort and relaxation. And the sensation
of comfort is enhanced even further by a gentle stop at the final position
of the backrest.

T-armrests (height-adjustable)

Armrests: optional adjustable armrests are comfortable and relieve
strain on arms and shoulders.

8

3D T-armrests (height and width-

3D T-armrests (height, width and

adjustable, can be swivelled)

depth-adjustable)

Lumbar support in the mesh: can be pushed
up and down and shifted concentrically. This
also alters the depth. The lumbar support
strengthens the back where support is most
needed.

Seat depth adjustment: ensures the
right thigh support
to suit the height of
the user.

Seat inclination ad-

Lumbar support in upholstery of backrest:

justment: this allows

you can regulate the height by means of a

the angle of the seat

slider positioned on the right side underneath

to adjust quickly and

the backrest. The depth of the lumbar support

simply to the wor-

is altered by means of the handwheel.

king position. A very
ergonomic feature is
the way just the front
area lowers.

Synchronous mechanism with weight

State-of-the-art mechanism with autolift

regulation: the return force adjustment of the

system: the return force of the synchronous

synchronous movement allows it to adapt to

movement with fine-tuning of the backrest

body weight in seven stages.

counterpressure adapts automatically to the
weight of the body.
9

MOVYIS3
PRODUCT OVERVIEW.

Swivel chair,

Swivel chair mesh back, Swivel armchair,

upholstered

upholstered seat

upholstered

13M3

14M3

23M3

with autolift

with autolift

with autolift

mechanism

mechanism

mechanism

13M6

14M6

23M6

with synchronous

with synchronous

with synchronous

mechanism and weight mechanism and weight mechanism and weight

Height of backrest in mm

regulation

regulation

regulation

505

565

655

Colour plastic parts

/

Black/white

/

/

Base, plastic (same colour as plastic parts)
Base, aluminium brilliant silver
Base, aluminium polished
Frame tubular steel (same colour as plastic parts)

-

-

-

Frame tubular steel, brilliant silver

-

-

-

Frame tubular steel, chrome

-

-

-

Seat shell plastic with integrated armrests

-

-

-

Seat height adjustment
Seat depth adjustment
Seat inclination adjustment
Adjustable lumbar support
Clothes hanger
T-armrests, height-adjustable, soft
3D T-armrests, height and width-adjustable, can be swivelled, soft
3D T-armrests, height, width and depth-adjustable, soft
Double rollers hard/soft

/

/

Mushroom glides hard/soft

/

/

Glides hard/soft

-

-

Sustainability:
Environmentally friendly production and ecologically sound products are trademarks of Interstuhl.
Both aspects have been meticulously taken into account in the development of MOVY IS3.
Interstuhl’s environmental management meets the requirements of DIN EN ISO 14001. Total
Quality Management has been certified in accordance with DIN EN ISO 9001 since 1993.
Up to 98 % recyclable materials are used during the continuously environmentally-friendly production process, including a high proportion of natural materials. MOVY IS3 has a post-consumer
recycled content of 26.9 % and a pre-consumer recycled content of 10.6 %. It is for good reason
that the product range has been awarded the “Blue Angel”, and that Interstuhl was one of the
first companies in the industry to receive EMAS certification in 1995.
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/
/
-

Conference chair,

Conference chair,

Conference chair,

Conference chair,

upholstered

upholstered

upholstered

upholstered

16M0

46M5

46M0

56M0

Base with rollers

Four-leg,

Four-leg,

Cantilever,

with rollers

stackable

stackable

460

460

460

460
/

/

/

Joachim Brüske

/

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Andreas Krob
Product design:
MOV Y IS3 was designed and created by
Joachim Brüske and the industrial designer

-

Andreas Krob.

-

Together with his wife Uta Krob, Andreas Krob

-

founded Büro B4K in 2001. Both of them are
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

/
/
-

/
-

/

dedicated to working on innovative solutions
for challenging assignments in the fields of
design and architecture. Their furniture is
characterised by an individual stylistic idiom
and a unique personality.
Talking about MOVY IS3, Joachim Brüske and
Andreas Krob comment that they have created
“an office chair that combines a superb level
of comfort with a visible weightlessness and
transparency.”

-/
standard   option   - not available

Warranty
(10 years)

GS tested

Ergonomics tested
(swivel chairs)

Quality Office

Environmentally-
friendly production
quality

Tested for harmful
substances

Blue Angel

Bifma e3
Platinum level

BIFMA
(swivel chairs)

German Design Award
2012 NOMINEE
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Interstuhl
Büromöbel GmbH & Co. KG
Brühlstraße 21
72469 Meßstetten-Tieringen, Germany
Phone +49 7436 871 0
Fax +49 7436 871 110
info@interstuhl.de
interstuhl.com
Interstuhl in France
Phone +49 7436 871 123
Fax +49 7436 871 88 123
france@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.fr
Interstuhl Limited
17 Brewhouse Yard
London
EC1V 4LA, Great Britain
Phone +44 20 7250 1850
Fax +44 20 7250 1890
assist@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.com
Interstuhl Spain S.L.U.
c/José del Hierro, 67
28027 Madrid, Spain
Phone +34 91 406 18 41
Fax +34 91 407 31 27
info@interstuhl.es
interstuhl.es
Interstuhl in Austria
Absberggasse 27
1100 Wien, Austria
Phone +43 1 61 64 113
Fax +43 1 61 64 020
oesterreich@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.at
Interstuhl in the
Netherlands and Belgium
Velto B.V.
Energieweg 21
2382 NB Zoeterwoude,
The Netherlands
Phone +31 71 58 12 400
Fax +31 71 58 12 404
info@interstuhl.nl
interstuhl.nl
Interstuhl Scandinavia
Pakhus 48, Frihavnen
Sundkaj 11
2150 Nordhavn, Denmark
Phone +45 32 52 97 40
Fax +45 32 52 97 42
scandinavia@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.com
Please find our
international partners on
interstuhl.com

Want to find out more about MOVY IS3 and
Interstuhl? Just scan this QR code, or visit our
website at interstuhl.com/movy

Technical details subject to change. Typographical discrepancies possible. 04/16 TN: 1WMOVY-E

NESTYis3

AdapTable: NESTYis3.
Aesthetics, functionality and ergonomic considerations contribute to staff motivation. Hovever,
these wellbeing in the workplace is a competitive factor for changing needs. Workplaces
also follow from efficient use of profitably space and efficiency. Change into multifunctional,
adaptable and stylish stages: today a place for a grand performance, tomorrow a retreat for a
project meeting. This certainly saves space costs, but it requires intelligent furniture. NESTYis3
is a intelligent piece of furniture. This range of stacking tables can be quickly and easily set up
by anyone, stands for meeting individual company requirements with the perfect scenario. The
design allows for the tables to be pushed together vertically, like a nested interlocking system
which everyone understands everywhere immediately. Based on its nesting ability we chose
the name – NESTYis3. A range of stacking tables that says "No" to wasting space. At the same
time, it creates a perfect atmosphere for communication, inspiration, concentration and
creativity. It is adaptable above all.

Configurations:

Training 03

Keep it simple! – the defining principles or the wish
to reduce to the essential – that is what the NESTYis3
table system stands for. NESTYis3 is extremely
stable, and beautifully thought through, right down
to the smallest detail. It is representative of elegance
and high quality. Within the office, it can be used in
various ways and always remains true to its exceptionally comfortable character. Instantly, the tables can
be folded, linked together, staggered, or put upright
using a simple handle, in order to rst again in its space
saving place.

Product 05

Virtuoso quick-change artist. Diverse as the functional
requirements for flexible workplaces nowadays, NESTYis3
is available in a wide range of shapes, colours, finishes
and frames to suit various worlds of work, and aesthetic
preferences. Hence, if offers a large rectangle or well
proportioned boat shape, a single colour or elegant
decorative coating as well as a frame in black, white,
brilliant silver or chrome design – in whatever,
functionality and individuality are harmoniously
combined within the NESTYis3 tables family.

Conference 07

Boat shape

Release with handle,
easy to use

Optional table-to-table connector, can be connected without need for tools

Bumper to protect when nested

Refinement down to the smallest detail. It’s always the details that create relevance. This is reflected by its comfortable
handling; in the overall of the range. By using the unobtrusive table-table connectors, the “solitaire” quickly and simply
becomes a complete conference facility. Little “shock-absorbers” provide the perfect “impact protection” when it is needed,
while fitted modesty panel give ideal “privacy” if so desired. If floors are not exactly leveled, height-adjustable castors will
easily even things out. With such quality it goes without saying that seamless technology integration is available.

Routeing of cables

Height-adjustable and lockable castors

Electrification

Optional privacy screens, easy to mount

Details 09

Lengths of table in mm

Depth of table in mm

N6014/N7014
Rectangular table
H: 740mm

1200
500
600
700
750
800
900
1000
1000 / 1100

-

/

Edge ABS (2mm) /
ABS (R50) with rubber
protection

/

/

/

N7515
Rectangular table
H: 740mm

1600

N7016/N8016/N9016
Rectangular table
H: 740mm

1400

1500

1600

-

-

-

-

Frame in black/
brilliant silver/white/
chromed

1500

1400

1200

N5012/N6012
Rectangular table
H: 740mm

-

/

/

/

-

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

Electrification
Standard

Option – not available

Types of edges
All surface colours in melamine, direct coated (DBS) and HPL available

Edge ABS (2 mm)

Edge ABS R50 (with rubber
protection)

Edge ABS (model no.: N1132,
N1140, N1148)

Table top surfaces
All surface colours in melamine, direct coated (DBS) and HPL available

premium white

3 Jahre
Vollgarantie
3 Years

5 Jahre

white grey

full Langzeitgarantie
warranty
5 Years long term
warranty

dusty grey

GS tested safety

black

Quality produced
for the
environment

maple honey

natural beech

light oak

light cherry

light walnut

N8018/N9018/N1018
Rectangular table
H: 740mm

N1020
Rectangular table
H: 740mm

1800
-

2000
-

-

-

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

N1132
Boat-shaped,
2-parts
H: 740mm

3200
-

/

/

/

/

N1140
Boat-shaped,
2-parts
H: 740mm

4000
-

/

4800

4000

3200

1800

2000

Product overview 15

/

/

/

N1148
Boat-shaped,
2-parts
H: 740mm

4800
-

/

/

/

/

/

Environmentally-friendly manufactured and ecologically sound products are interstuhl’s trademark:
This had top priority when developing NESTYis3.
Our environmental management system complies
with the requirements of DIN EN ISO 14001; Total
Quality Management has been certified in accordance with DIN EN ISO 9001 since 1993.

Product design: Justus Kolberg © interstuhl.
A table is a table is a table. When designers
design a table, they challenge themselves to
create that particular difference that makes a table
truly distinctive. In the case, the NESTYis3 table,
whith its organically shaped legs that give the
product its identity and elegance. A stable, robust
functionality, gives the effect of being both light
and flexible. “My design concept was based on
the resolution of this apparent contradiction.” Reconciling opposites is just what designer Justus
Kolberg has done so successfully for many years,
and earned him numerous awards in the process.

Interstuhl
Büromöbel GmbH & Co. KG
Brühlstraße 21
72469 Meßstetten-Tieringen, Germany
Phone +49 74 36 871-0
Fax +49 74 36 871-110
info@interstuhl.de
www.interstuhl.de
Interstuhl in France
Téléphone 0800 91 73 49
Fax +49 7436 871 88 123
france@interstuhl.com
www.interstuhl.fr
Interstuhl Limited
17 Brewhouse Yard
London
EC1V 4LA, GB
Phone +44 20 7250 1850
Fax +44 20 7250 1890
assist@interstuhl.com
www.interstuhl.com
Interstuhl S.L.U.
c /José del Hierro, 67
28027 Madrid, Spain
Phone +34 91 406 18 41
Fax +34 91 407 31 27
info@interstuhl.es
www.interstuhl.es
Interstuhl in Austria
Pfarrgasse 50
1230 Wien, Austria
Phone +43 1 61 64 113
Fax +43 1 61 64 020
oesterreich@interstuhl.com
www.interstuhl.at
Interstuhl in
Netherlands and Belgium
Velto B.V.
Energieweg 21
2382 NB Zoeterwoude, Netherlands
Phone +31 71 58 12 400
Fax +31 71 58 96 907
info@interstuhl.nl
www.interstuhl.nl
Interstuhl in Scandinavia
Pakhus 48
Sundkaj 11, Frihavnen
2100 København Ø, Denmark
Phone +45 32 52 97 40
Fax +45 32 52 97 42
scandinavia@interstuhl.com
www.interstuhl.com

Please find our international partners on www.interstuhl.com
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PUREIS3
READY. SIT. GO!
PUREIS3 sets all-new standards for active, intuitive and
flexible sitting.
It is the revolutionary alternative to the traditional office
chair. PUREIS3 replaces conventional mechanisms with
innovative materials. No more adjustments – the intelligent Smart Spring technology ensures that the PUREIS3
adjusts perfectly to every user without any effort on
their part.
With the PUREIS3, sitting is freedom. It not only allows
movement in all directions, but also ensures that the
sitter is constantly in motion.
Forget everything you’ve ever known about chairs:
PUREIS3 guarantees a sitting experience like no other –
for the working world of tomorrow that is already part
of our lives today.
Take a seat: Ready. Sit. Go!

3

PURE
MOVEMENT

4

5

6

SITTING
REINVENTED
PURE IS3 is designed for sitting and made for movement.

This is all made possible by an innovation that has never been

Unlike any other chair, PURE IS3 has been developed entirely

seen before: Smart Spring technology. The core component –

with active people in mind. This approach has required a

the “Smart Spring”– is made using a special polyamide/glass

complete reinvention of the “office chair”.

fibre compound. It enables the PURE IS3 to dynamically adjust
to the user’s body, weight and movement. The Smart Spring

PURE

adjusts to the user, their body and movements with-

not only defines the visual appearance of the PURE IS3; it also

out requiring them to make time-consuming adjustments.

supports the whole chair and allows for impressive move-

Complicated and heavy mechanisms are no longer required.

ment radii – including in directions that are impossible on

PURE

IS3

not only allows a wide range of movement but also

other chairs. With no further need for adjustment, this ena

ensures that the user stays comfortable, active and suffi-

bles true three-dimensional sitting – for anyone, anywhere.

ciently supported at all times.

In addition, the PURE IS3 also boasts an innovative “Smart

IS3

Seat”. This combines comfort, posture and complete three-
dimensional mobility.

7

MOVEMENT
IS KEY
Long periods of static sitting can be hugely detrimental to
your health. Research, however, – studies conducted by the
Fraunhofer IAO and the University of Tübingen in particular –
suggests that just two hours of moderate physical activity
per day are enough to offset the negative effects of a sedentary lifestyle. For many years, Interstuhl has collaborated
with the Fraunhofer IAO to turn scientific findings into practical solutions. The purpose of the PURE IS3 is to enable as
much of this required daily exercise as possible to be carried
out while seated. PURE IS3 ensures active and dynamic sitting
at all times.

8

OUTSTANDING
MOBILITY
The amount of mobility possible with the PURE IS3 was researched in a biomechanical study conducted by the ETH
University of Science and Technology in Zurich. The study
showed that PURE IS3 offers new levels of material flexibility
in the upper backrest of up to 22 degrees to each side, an
opening angle of up to 38 degrees in the backrest, and a
lateral range of movement of up to 26 degrees on the seat.
The Smart Seat can also follow forward movements of up to
12 degrees.
These values are impressive, and PURE IS3 has been proven
to keep its promise of maximum mobility for optimum health
benefits. This makes PURE IS3 the lead product in Interstuhl’s
active sitting solutions. But the most convincing way to experience PURE IS3 is by taking a seat yourself and enjoying a
sitting experience like no other.

9

THREE FACTORS
WITH HEALTH BENEFITS
PURE IS3 effectively promotes the health of the user in three

Comfort – PURE IS3 guarantees constant and firm support in

ways:

all movements. And because the ergonomics of a chair c an
only work properly if it is correctly adjusted, PURE IS3 does

Activation – PURE IS3 ensures that sitting is never static. Fre-

this for you – completely automatically.

quent posture changes keep muscles active, and legs, hips
and spine are mobilised too.

It is not the chair that promotes health but the movement it
provides. PURE IS3 does everything to ensure that the user is

Freedom – PURE IS3 guarantees that the user is never forced

relieved of strain and stays active.

into an uncomfortable posture. This prevents blockages in
the blood flow and encourages circulation. At the same time,
PURE IS3 does not hinder the user when they have the urge
to move.

DIGITAL COACH
FOR ACTIVE SITTING

“Active sitting” means regular, balanced movement; the innovative S 4.0 sensor solution provides the digital stimulus.
The application, which was developed in collaboration with
Garmin, analyses the user’s individual sitting habits and actively helps them to improve the way they sit. The sensor
can be fitted to the PURE IS3 using a small holder, and demonstrates the highly innovative nature of the chair: the Smart
Spring and Smart Seat automatically ensure that sitting habits are active and healthy. They are complemented by the
application’s prompts to change posture and its instructions
for office workouts.
For more information on S 4.0, visit
INTERSTUHL.COM/S4.0
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PURE
FLEXIBILITY

12

13

FOR ANYONE LOOKING
FOR FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS
Office spaces are becoming increasingly multifunctional
areas. The PURE IS3 is as flexible as everyday working life. It
can be effortlessly moved from room to room thanks to its
innovative materials, eliminating the need for heavy mechanisms and resulting in a surprisingly light chair. The PURE IS3
goes wherever it is needed, and is ready for anyone to use
in an instant.
What’s on today’s agenda? A team meeting, followed by
meetings with customers, then focussed desk work? PURE IS3
is the right solution in every situation. Its intelligent design
makes it a flexible partner in the modern working world,
thanks to its ability to adjust to every user. Suitable for employees, customers and visitors, it never ceases to amaze:
every PURE IS3 feels right from the outset. The innovative
Smart Spring technology adapts to every user, encouraging
active sitting and enabling the occupant to use the PURE IS3
intuitively – thus making it their very own PURE IS3 .

14
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PURE
SIMPLICITY

16

17

18

MODERN,
CLEAN-CUT, FUNCTIONAL
What makes the PURE IS3 so extraordinary? Its boldness to
focus on what’s most important. Its design is defined by one
core component: the Smart Spring. It cuts a striking curve
from the backrest down to the chair column. The transparent
membranes in the backrest showcase the inner workings of
the chair. This gives the PUREIS3 an appearance that is defined
by lightness and ease. The design of the chair column is just
as clean-cut: the Smart Spring and chair column are available
in either all-white or all-black. Thanks to the harmony in its
colour scheme, the PURE IS3 blends into every space perfectly.
A variety of mesh colours and a wide selection of upholstery
materials and colours are available for an individual look.
PURE IS3 impresses with its functional design. It makes a
visual statement: modern, clean-cut, functional.

19

One simple hand movement is
enough to set the seat at the right
height – no other adjustments

INTUITIVE
OPERATION

are needed.

The PUREIS3 completely takes care of optimal seat adjustment
all by itself. Its responsive material actively adapts to the
user, to their weight, size, proportions and movements. This
is made possible by an innovative combination of polyamide
and glass fibres. Only the seat height needs adjusting. Additionally, the 3D movement radius can be temporarily restricted for focussed work. PURE IS3 – Ready. Sit. Go!

Slim, fixed T-armrests
and functional 3D T-armrests
are available.

20

The Smart Spring technology intuitively
adapts the chair to the sitter.

SMART SEAT
Sitting on a PUREIS3 is always a tailor-made experience,
thanks to intelligent material in the Smart Seat of the PUREIS3,
which adapts to each user. The result: a particularly comfortable sitting experience on a seat that follows even the smallest movements while securely accommodating the user.

21

PUREIS3
PRODUCT OVERVIEW
PURE IS3 fits perfectly into any environment. Its
clean-cut design and the large choice of colours
and materials leave you free to customise your
chair. The collection offers four swivel chair models: a mesh or upholstered backrest in either white
or black. A variety of materials and colours are
available to choose from. The Smart Spring, chair
column and optional armrests are available in either all-white or all-black for all models. Choose
between fixed T-armrests or 3D T-armrests; the
fixed T-armrest impresses with its slim design,

Swivel chair,

Swivel chair,

while the 3D T-armrest is exceptionally functional

upholstered backrest

mesh-covered backrest

and height-, width- and depth-adjustable.

Total height
Mesh covering

Black/colour

PU113

PU213

1120 mm

1120 mm

-

Black
Colour finish 1

Plastic parts
White

Base
Functions

Armrests

Same colour as plastic parts
S 4.0 sensor
Fixed T-armrests, soft

Same colour as plastic parts

3D T-armrests, width-, height-

Same colour as plastic parts

and depth-adjustable, soft
Castors

Hard/soft double castors

Black

/   

/   

Glides

Hard/soft

Black

/

/

As standard

Optional

- Not available

Fixed T-armrest, white

Fixed T-armrest, black

3D T-armrest, white

3D T-armrest, black

Note:
1

Colour finish:

Black design: All plastic parts and Smart Spring including backrest inlay.
White design: All plastic parts and Smart Spring including backrest inlay,
except for castors and armrest cover (these are always black).
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CREATIONS
OF DESIGN

Design: Andreas Krob and Joachim Brüske, b4k
The PURE IS3 concept is based on the requirements
of the chair’s user in their daily life at work. But
what makes a good office chair nowadays? It
should be intuitive to use, adapt to its user and
enable active, dynamic (i.e. healthier) sitting.
Working on this basis, the Swiss design agency
b4K set to work to devise a PURE IS3 that had this
function and purpose. Together with engineer

Andreas Krob

Joachim Brüske

Joachim Brüske, b4K founder Andreas Krob col-

is no longer required. The product designers de-

laborated with Interstuhl to develop the brand-

liberately opted for a much reduced, clean-cut

with

design for the PURE IS3 . This makes the PURE IS3

its core component: the curved Smart Spring on

unmistakeable and aesthetic, but not overbear-

the backrest of the chair. Thanks to its innovative

ing, in any space. The single colour of the Smart

materials, the technology enables optimum, tai-

Spring and chair column highlights the clean-cut

lor-made sitting comfort and active sitting in all

design, while the absence of a mechanism makes

directions, meaning a traditional chair mechanism

the chair visually and physically light and flexible.

new Smart Spring technology of the PURE

IS3

Sustainability:
Interstuhl is a pioneer in environmentally friendly, resource-saving production

Through environmentally friendly, resource-saving manufacturing, up to 98 per

of conference and seating solutions.

cent of materials used are recyclable, including a large proportion of natural
materials.

In June 1996, the family-run business became one of the first companies in its
sector to be entered on the EMAS register, where it remains to this day. The

Interstuhl has an integrated management system (ISO 9001/14001/EMAS/

development of the PUREIS3 also indicates corporate responsibility in working

BS OHSAS 18001/ISO 50001) that meets the company’s exacting standards.

for a clean environment and efficient use of material resources.
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Headquarters
Interstuhl
Büromöbel GmbH & Co. KG
Brühlstraße 21
72469 Meßstetten-Tieringen, Germany
Phone +49 7436 871 0
Fax +49 7436 871 110
info@interstuhl.de
interstuhl.com

Subsidiaries

Sales offices

Interstuhl Limited
17 Brewhouse Yard
London
EC1V 4LA, Great Britain
Phone +44 20 7250 1850
Fax + 44 20 7250 1890
assist@interstuhl.com

Interstuhl in Austria
Absberggasse 27
1100 Wien, Austria
Phone +43 1 61 64 113
Fax +43 1 61 64 020
oesterreich@interstuhl.com

Interstuhl Spain S.L.U.
c/José del Hierro, 67
28027 Madrid, Spain
Phone +34 91 406 18 41
Fax +34 91 407 31 27
info@interstuhl.es

Interstuhl in Scandinavia
Kongevejen 400D
2840 Holte, Denmark
Phone +45 32 52 97 40
Fax +45 32 52 97 42
scandinavia@interstuhl.com

Interstuhl Inc.
222 Merchandise Mart – suite 341
Chicago, IL 60654, USA
Phone +1 (312) 385-0240
sales@interstuhl.com

Interstuhl in the
Netherlands and Belgium
Energieweg 21
2382 NB Zoeterwoude,
The Netherlands
Phone +31 71 58 12 400
Fax +31 71 58 12 404
info@interstuhl.nl

Interstuhl LATAM S.A. de C.V.
Ejército Nacional 598, 1er piso
Col. Polanco IV Sección
Del. Miguel Hidalgo
C.P. 11550, Ciudad de México, México
Phone +52 55 7588 3900
infomx@interstuhl.com

Interstuhl in GCC
JBC 5, App. 2204-2205
JLT, Cluster W, Dubai, UAE
Phone +971 4 454 7660
Fax +971 4 454 7670
gcc@interstuhl.com

Interstuhl Furniture Co., Ltd.
Workshop No. 12, No. 533, Yuanzhong Road,
Huinan Town, PuDong New District,
Shanghai, 201300,
P.R. of China
Phone: +86 21-5818 7290 #108
china@interstuhl.com

Find our international partners on
interstuhl.com/worldwide

Want to find out more about PURE IS3 and
Interstuhl? Just scan this QR code, or visit our
website at interstuhl.com/pure

Technical details subject to change. Typographical discrepancies possible. 10/18 TN: 1WPU _ PRO01 _ IAEN
The paper used in the manufacture of this brochure was made from wood from responsibly managed, sustainable forests.

Interstuhl
Büromöbel GmbH & Co. KG
Brühlstraße 21
72469 Meßstetten-Tieringen, Germany
Phone +49 7436 871 0
Fax +49 7436 871 110
info@interstuhl.de
interstuhl.com
Interstuhl in France
Phone +49 7436 871 123
Fax +49 7436 871 88 123
france@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.fr
Interstuhl Limited
17 Brewhouse Yard
London
EC1V 4LA, Great Britain
Phone +44 20 7250 1850
Fax +44 20 7250 1890
assist@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.com
Interstuhl Spain S.L.U.
c/José del Hierro, 67
28027 Madrid, Spain
Phone +34 91 406 18 41
Fax +34 91 407 31 27
info@interstuhl.es
interstuhl.es
Interstuhl in Austria
Absberggasse 27
1100 Wien, Austria
Phone +43 1 61 64 113
Fax +43 1 61 64 020
oesterreich@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.at
Interstuhl in the
Netherlands and Belgium
Velto B.V.
Energieweg 21
2382 NB Zoeterwoude,
The Netherlands
Phone +31 71 58 12 400
Fax +31 71 58 12 404
info@interstuhl.nl
interstuhl.nl
Interstuhl Scandinavia
Pakhus 48, Frihavnen
Sundkaj 11
2150 Nordhavn, Denmark
Phone +45 32 52 97 40
Fax +45 32 52 97 42
scandinavia@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.com
Please find our
international partners on
interstuhl.com

Möchten Sie mehr über SILVER und Interstuhl erfahren?
Dann scannen Sie einfach diesen QR-Code oder besuchen
Sie uns auf interstuhl.com.

Technische Änderungen vorbehalten. Drucktechnische Abweichungen sind möglich. 07/16 TN: 1WSV _ PRO
Das für diese Broschüre verwendete Papier stammt aus nachhaltigen und verantwortungsvoll bewirtschafteten Wäldern.

SILVER

NEUGIER
CURIOSITY
CURIOSITE
NIEUWSGIERIGHEID
INQUIETUD
CURIOSITA

3

Es ist die Neugier, etwas nie
da Gewesenes zu schaffen.

d_

Mode diktiert, Moderne macht
frei. Neue Gedanken werden
in einem freien Geist gedacht.
Die Freude und die Neugier
auf das Ergebnis einer neuen
ästhetischen Form und Funktion
ist die Triebfeder von Silver.
Das Produktdesign Silver kommt
aus der Arbeit und schlägt die
Brücke ins Lebhafte, ins Private
und Stille. Wir wollten ein Nutzobjekt schaffen, das sich überall
und in vielen Formen einfinden,
einfügen, oder solitär wirken
kann. Das durch Beschaffenheit,
Kurven und Details zum Befühlen
reizt. Die Silver Familie wurde
um viele Ideen und Gedanken
bereichert. Es macht Freude
zu sehen, wie jedes einzelne
Produkt Szenerien verändert
und wiederum neue Eindrücke
entstehen.

4

It is curiosity that leads to
the creation of something that
has never been seen before.

gb _

Fashion is dictatorial, modernity
is liberating. Freedom of spirit
encourages a new way of
thinking. The driving forces
behind Silver are enjoyment and
the curiosity to achieve a new
aesthetic form and function.
Finding its origins in an office
environment, the Silver product
design has been designed
equally for community and
privacy. It was our aim to create
an object which, in its many
guises, can be an integral part of
or a perfectly matched addition
to any location – and has just
as much impact when standing
alone. An object whose quality,
curves and details will cause a
real stir. The Silver family has
been enriched with many ideas
and thoughts. It is a joy to see
how each individual product can
change any setting, leaving a
new mark every time.

fr _ Curiosité de l‘inventeur à la
recherche de l‘inédit.

La mode ordonne, la mode
libère. Les idées nouvelles
surgissent dans l‘esprit libre. Le
plaisir de la recherche esthétique
et la curiosité face à l‘inédit
sollicitent les créateurs de Silver.
Le design de produit Silver,
émanation du travail, tisse
le lien entre l‘animation, le
monde
personnel
jusqu‘au
recueillement. Nous créons
un objet utile, adapté à tous
les cadres, dont la multitude
des formes sait s‘intégrer à
un ensemble ou se présenter
en solitaire. Sa texture, ses
lignes et ses détails incitent
au toucher. La gamme Silver
s‘est enrichie de tant de
représentations et d‘idées. Les
objets se mettent en scène,
chacun selon son mode, et
produisent des impressions
sans cesse inédites.

nl _ Het is de nieuwsgierigheid
om iets te creëren dat er nog
nooit is geweest.

Mode dicteert, moderne kunst
bevrijdt. Nieuwe gedachten
ontstaan in een vrije geest.
Het plezier van, en de nieuwsgierigheid naar nieuwe esthetische vormen en functies zijn
de drijfveren van Silver.
De productontwerpen van Silver
zijn het resultaat van intensief
denkwerk en slaat een brug naar
het levendige, de privésfeer, de
stilte. Wij wilden een gebruiksvoorwerp creëren dat overal
en in talrijke vormen kan worden ingepast, maar ook op
zichzelf helemaal tot zijn recht
komt. Een product dat er met
zijn kwaliteit, vormgeving en
details om vraagt te worden
aangeraakt.
De
Silver-collectie is met vele ideeën en
gedachten verrijkt. Het is een
genoegen te zien hoe elk afzon-derlijk product interieurs
ver-andert met telkens weer
nieuwe indrukken.

es _

Es la inquietud de crear algo
nuevo, nunca visto.

it _

È la curiosità di creare
qualcosa che prima non c’era.

La moda dicta, la modernidad
libera. Nuevos pensamientos
se engloban en un espíritu libre.
La alegría y la inquietud del
resultado de una nueva forma
y función estéticas son el
impulso de Silver.

La moda detta, l’attualità libera.
Le nuove idee nascono da
uno spirito libero. La gioia e
la cu-riosità per il risultato di
una nuova forma estetica e di
una funzione costituiscono la
forza propulsiva di Silver.

El diseño de los productos Silver
se basa en el trabajo y hace
saltar la chispa hacia lo vivaz, lo
privado y la calma. Queríamos
crear un objeto utilitario que
pudiera integrarse en todas
partes y en muchas formas o que
pudiera transmitir una sensación
solitaria. Cuya consistencia,
curvas y detalles inviten a tocarlo.
La familia Silver ha sido enriquecida con muchas ideas y reflexiones. Da gusto ver cómo cada
uno de los productos cambia
escenarios, creando nuevas
sensaciones.

Il design del prodotto Silver trae
origine dal mondo del lavoro e
getta un ponte nella vitalità, nel
privato e nella tranquillità. La
nostra intenzione era di creare
un oggetto d’utilità che si
potesse adattare ovunque e a
numerose forme, inserire in un
contesto o agire da solo. La cui
conformazione, le cui curve e i
cui dettagli invoglino a toccarlo.
La famiglia Silver è stata rricchita
di numerose idee e concetti.
È una gioia vedere come ogni
singolo prodotto modifica gli
scenari e come nascono sempre
nuove impressioni.
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VISIONS

6

d _ Helmut,
Werner, Joachim
Link, Inhaber und Geschäftsführer Interstuhl.

gb _

Das Zusammenspiel unserer
Studien und des langjährigen
Wissens gehen in Silver auf.
Interstuhl ist seit bald 50 Jahren auf die Entwicklung des
gewinnbringenden
Sitzens
menschgerechter und formschöner Produkte spezialisiert,
in steter Suche nach dem
qualitativen Meisterwerk. Ist
eines vollbracht, muss ein
Nächstes folgen. Innovation
entsteht in Unternehmen, die
eine eigene Politik werthalten
und verfolgen. Unser Unternehmen muss frei von Konventionen bleiben, um lebhaft in
der Entwicklung den Menschen
zu dienen.

Silver represents the fusion of
our studies and many years
of knowledge. Specialising in the
development of products made
for and matched to people for
almost 50 years, Interstuhl
never strays from its quest to
achieve the quality and beauty
of a masterpiece. The creation
of one generates the search
for the next. Innovation occurs
in organisations which define
and are true to their own values
and beliefs. In order to serve
mankind by means of active
design and development, our
organisation cannot and will
not be bound by conventions.

Hadi Teherani, Architekt und
Produktdesigner.

Hadi Teherani, architect
product designer.

Form muss das Wesen des
Materials und des Nutzens
emotional erreichen; Schicht
um Schicht muss der Kern der
Bedeutung zunächst freigelegt
werden, um das Wesentliche
zu fassen, und dann einen
neuen Kontext zu finden. Ziel
war, die technische Komplexität
von Silver unsichtbar werden
zu lassen, die poetische Ebene
perfekten Sitzens zu erreichen.
Ein Stuhl, der nur im Büro zu
gebrauchen ist, ist zu wenig.
Ästhetik
ohne
Ethik
ist
Täuschung.

Design needs to make an
emotional connection with the
character of materials and their
use; layer by layer must be peeled
away in order to reach the heart
of the meaning and discover
a new context. It was our aim to
make the technical complexity
in Silver invisible and reach the
poetic plateau of perfection
in seating. A chair which is only
suitable for use in an office is
not enough. Aesthetics without
ethics is deception.

Helmut, Werner and Joachim
Link, proprietors and directors of
Interstuhl.

and

fr _ Helmut, Werner et Joachim
Link, propriétaires et gérants
d‘Interstuhl.

nl _ Helmut, Werner en Joachim
Link, eigenaren en directeuren
van Interstuhl.

es _ Helmut, Werner y Joachim
Link, propietarios y gerentes de
Interstuhl.

it _

Notre étude et notre savoir,
recueilli au cours de longues
années d‘expériences, trouvent
leur expression dans Silver.
Depuis près de 50 ans Interstuhl
est spécialisé dans la conception
de sièges ergonomiques ; le
fruit de cette spécialisation
se reconnaît à la beauté des
lignes et à la maîtrise de la
réalisation, objet de notre
recherche permanente de la
qualité. L‘accomplissement n‘est
pas une fin, mais la voie ouverte
vers de nouvelles réalisations.
L‘innovation
a
lieu
dans
l‘entreprise, fidèle à son système
de valeurs. Notre entreprise doit
s‘affranchir du conventionnel
pour participer activement à
l‘évolution et rester au service
des hommes.

Het samenspel van onze studie
en jarenlange ervaring komt in
Silver ten volle tot uiting.
Interstuhl is al bijna 50 jaar
gespecialiseerd in de ontwikkeling van mensgerichte, fraai
vormgegeven producten die een
optimale zithouding stimuleren
– een voortdurend zoeken naar
het kwalitatieve meesterwerk.
Is het ene voltooid, dan moet er
een volgende komen. Innovatie
ontstaat in bedrijven die een
eigen beleid ontwikkelen en zich
daar consequent aan houden.
Ons bedrijf moet vrij blijven van
conventies, om in zijn vitale
ontwikkeling de mens te kunnen
blijven dienen.

La combinación de nuestros
estudios y de los conocimientos
basados en años de experiencia
se reflejan en Silver. Desde
hace casi 50 años, Interstuhl está
especializada en el desarrollo de
objetos ergonómicos y estéticos
que permiten sentarse de forma
beneficiosa, siempre en busca
de la obra de arte cualitativa. Una
vez terminada una pieza, siempre
tiene que seguirle otra. La
innovación se crea en empresas
que aprecian y persiguen una
política propia. Nuestra empresa
debe permanecer libre de
convenciones para estar siempre
activamente al servicio del ser
humano en su desarrollo.

La complementarità dei nostri
studi e delle conoscenze pluriennali confluiscono in Silver.
Da quasi 50 anni Interstuhl è
specializzata nello sviluppo della
redditizia seduta e di prodotti a
misura di persona ed esteticamente belli, alla costante ricerca
del capolavoro qualitativo. Completato uno, si passa al successivo.
L’innovazione
nasce
all’interno di aziende che tengono alta e perseguono una propria
politica. La nostra azienda deve
rimanere libera dalle convenzioni affinché continui a evolversi con vivacità in funzione delle
persone.

Hadi Teherani, architecte
designer industriel.

Hadi Teherani, architect
productontwerper.

Hadi Teherani, arquitecto
diseñador de productos.

Hadi Teherani, architetto
designer del prodotto.

et

C‘est par la sensibilité que la
forme appréhende l‘essence
du matériau et de la destination
de l‘objet ; par degrés, dégager
le signifié profond pour saisir
l‘essentiel et s‘ouvrir dans
un
contexte
nouveau.
La
recherche a pour fin de masquer
la technologie pointue
pour
atteindre les sphères éthérées
de la perfection.

en

De vormgeving moet het wezenlijke van de materiaalkeuze en de
functies emotioneel uitstralen.
Stap voor stap moet eerst de
kern van de betekenis worden
blootgelegd, om de essentie te
vatten. Vervolgens wordt hier
een nieuwe context voor gevonden. Het doel was gesteld om
de technische complexiteit van
Silver onzichtbaar te maken en
het poëtische niveau van perfect
zitten te bereiken. Een stoel die
alleen op kantoor kan worden
gebruikt, is te weinig. Esthetiek
zonder ethiek is bedrog.
.

y

La forma debe alcanzar emocionalmente la esencia del material
y del uso, el núcleo del significado debe ponerse al descubierto capa por capa para captar
lo esencial, y para encontrar
un nuevo contexto. El objetivo
consistió en hacer desaparecer
la complejidad técnica de Silver
y de alcanzar el nivel poético de
sentarse perfectamente. Una
silla que solo puede usarse en
la oficina no es suficiente. La
estética sin ética es un fraude.

Helmut, Werner e Joachim
Link, proprietari e amministratori
di Interstuhl.

e

La forma deve raggiungere
l’essenza del materiale e dell’utilità in modo emozionale; strato
dopo strato deve innanzi tutto
essere portato alla luce il valore vero e proprio, per cogliere
l’essenziale e quindi per trovare
un nuovo contesto. L’obiettivo
era quello di rendere invisibile la
complessità tecnica di Silver e
di raggiungere il piano poetico
della seduta perfetta. Una sedia
da usare solo in ufficio è troppo
poco. L’estetica senza l’etica è
un’illusione.
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Von Bildern und Vorbildern
Images and ideals
Présentation et représentation
Over vormgeving en voorbeelden
De imágenes y modelos
Immagini e modelli

Geborgenheit in Technik, Schalenkonzept, unsichtbare Funktion, futuristischer Barock
Security in technology, shell concept, hidden function, futuristic baroque
Technique conviviale, conception par coque, fonctionnalités invisibles, futurisme volubile
Geborgenheid in techniek, schaalconcept, onzichtbare functie, futuristische barok
Tecnica sicura, concezione della scocca, funzionamento invisibile, barocco futuristico

8

9

Stufen der Entwicklung
Stages of the design process
Etapes du développement
Fasen in de ontwikkeling
Niveles de desarrollo
Fasi dello sviluppo

Ideas

Details

Ergonomics

Variations

Family

10

Mechanics

Model

Silver

11

12

13

Bürodrehstühle
Office swivel chairs
Sièges de bureau pivotants
Kantoordraaistoelen
Sillas giratorias de oficina
Sedie girevoli da ufficio

100S

14

162S

262S

362S
Die komplette Familie vom Hocker bis zum Drehsessel
The whole family, from stool to swivel chair
Du tabouret au siège pivotant, du petit au plus grand
De complete collectie, van hocker tot draaistoel
La familia al completo, del taburete a la silla giratoria
L’intera famiglia, dallo sgabello alla sedia girevole

15

Bürodrehstühle
Office swivel chairs
Sièges de bureau pivotants
Kantoordraaistoelen
Sillas giratorias de oficina
Sedie girevoli da ufficio

362S
Das ideale Paar: Drehsessel und Hocker
Made for each other: Swivel chair and stool
Fauteuil pivotant et tabouret bien assortis
Het ideale paar: draaifauteuil en hocker
La pareja ideal: sillón giratorio y taburetedonker Reiken
L’accoppiata ideale: poltrona girevole e sgabello

16

100S

162S
Bürodrehstühle mit Synchronmechanik und Gewichtsregulierung
Office swivel chairs with synchronous mechanism and weight regulation
Sièges de bureau à système synchrone et réglage en fonction du poids de l‘utilisateur
Kantoordraaistoelen met synchroontechniek en gewichtsregeling
Sillas giratorias de oficina con mecanismo sincrónico y regulación de peso
Sedie da ufficio girevoli con meccanismo sinchronizzato e regolazione del peso

17

Konferenzsessel
Conference chair
Fauteuils de conférence
Conferentiefauteuils
Sillones de conferencia
Poltrona per conferenza

191S
Drei Aluminiumoberflächen: beschichtet weiß, silber gestrahlt, silber gebürstet
Three aluminium finishes: coated white, sandblasted silver, brushed silver
Trois surfaces aluminium : à revêtement blanc, sablé argent, brossé argent
Aluminium oppervlakken in drie uitvoeringen: wit-zilver gelakt, gestraald, geborsteld
Tres superficies de aluminio: con recubrimiento blanco, plateada pulida con chorro de arena, plateada cepillada
Tre superfici in alluminio: laminata bianca, sabbiata argento, spazzolata argento
18

Große Vielfalt in Leder und Stoffen
Wide variety of leathers and fabrics to choose from
Grand choix de cuirs et de tissus
Grote verscheidenheid aan stoffen en leer
Gran variedad en piel y tela
Ampia varietà di pellami e tessuti
19

Innovation und handwerkliche Perfektion
Innovation and craftsmanship
Innovation et perfection artisanale
Innovatie en ambachtelijke perfectie
Innovación y perfección artesanal
Innovazione e perfezione artigianali

20
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d_Die

Technik fügt sich in das Gesamt-

d_Die

Synchronmechanik

vereint

die

d_Das

Einstellrad an der Sitzunterseite hat

bild des Stuhles ein. Alle Bedienelemente

Rück-wärtsbewegung der Rückenlehne mit

eine ausklappbarer Kurbel zur Gewichts-

bieten

die

abgestimmter Neigung der Sitzfläche. So

regulierung der Synchronmechanik, die

Funktionen. Rückenlehnenarretierung und

intuitive

Nutzerführung

für

ist in jeder Position der Körper ideal ab-

eine genaue Abstimmung der Funktion auf

Sitzhöhenverstellung befinden sich in den

gestützt.

das Körpergewicht des Nutzers erlaubt.

gb_The

gb_The

Griffmulden, die in der Schale perfekt
eingearbeitet sind.
gb_Technology

is an integral component

of the overall chair design. All controls
offer intuitive user guidance for function
execution. The backrest lock and seat
height adjustment mechanisms are located
in recessed grips which merge seamlessly
with the chair’s shell.
fr_La

technologie est intégrée aux lignes

du siège. Les mécanismes de réglage
se distinguent par la convivialité intuitive du
fonctionnement. Le blocage du dossier et
le réglage de hauteur de l‘assise se
trouvent dans la cuvette de poignée,
parfaitement incorporée dans la coque.
nl_De

synchronous mechanism combines

the seat has a fold-out crank for weight

with the balanced inclination of the seat,

regulation of the synchronous mechanism,

thereby providing optimum support for the

allowing the chair’s function to be matched

body in any position.

specifically to its user’s body weight.

fr_Le

système synchrone coordonne le

van

de

stoel.

Alle

bedie-

molette de réglage dans la partie

inférieure du siège, munie d‘une manivelle

corrélation avec l‘inclinaison de l‘assise.

rabattable, permet le réglage en fonction

Quelque soit la position du corps, son

du poids par système synchrone, d‘où

maintien est assuré à la perfection.

un

réglage

précis

du

fonctionnement

adapté au poids de l‘utilisateur.
nl_De

synchroontechniek combineert een

achterwaartse beweging van de rugleuning

nl_De

met een aangepaste neiging van het zitvlak.

uitklapbaar voor de eenvoudige verstelling

Op die manier wordt het lichaam in elke

van de gewichtsregeling, die exact op het

positie optimaal ondersteund.

lichaamsgewicht van de gebruiker kan

verstelhendel onder de zitting is

worden afgestemd.
es_El

mecanismo sincrónico coordina el

nings-elementen maken het gebruik van de

movimiento de retroceso del respaldo con

es_La

verschillende functies eenvoudig en intu-

una inclinación adaptada del asiento. Así,

asiento dispone de una manivela desple-

ïtief. De vergrendeling van de rugleuning

el cuerpo queda perfectamente apoyado

gable para la regulación de peso del

en de zithoogteverstelling bevinden zich

en cualquier posición.

mecanismo sincrónico, que permite adaptar

in de handgrepen, die perfect in de schaal
van de zitting zijn verwerkt.
es_La

técnica se integra en el aspecto global

ofrecen al usuario una guía intuitiva para
realizar las funciones. El bloqueo del
respaldo y el ajuste de altura del asiento
se

encuentran

en

las

empuñaduras

empotradas, perfectamente integradas en
el asiento.
it_La

tecnica

si

fonde

nell’immagine

com-plessiva della sedia. Tutti gli elementi
di comando permettono un azionamento intuitivo delle funzioni da parte dell’utente. Il
bloccaggio dello schienale e la regolazione
in altezza del sedile si trovano negli incavi
delle maniglie perfettamente incorporate
nella scocca.

rueda de ajuste en la parte inferior del

la función exactamente al peso del usuario.
it_Il

de la silla. Todos elementos de mando
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fr_La

basculement du dossier vers l‘arrière en

techniek past harmonisch in het

totaalbeeld

setting wheel on the underside of

the backwards motion of the backrest

meccanismo sinchronizzato combina il

movimento all’indietro dello schienale con

it_La

un’adeguata inclinazione della superficie

lato inferiore del sedile è dotata di una

rotella di regolazione presente sul

del sedile. In tal modo il corpo è sostenuto

mano-vella ribaltabile per la regolazione

in modo ottimale in qualsiasi posizione.

del peso e del meccanismo sinchronizzato
permettendo di adattare perfettamente il
funzionamento al peso dell’utilizzatore.

d_Technik

die begeistert.

d_Die

Loungemodelle verfügen über eine

Rückholmechanik. Nach Benutzung werden
gb_Technology

to get excited about.

die Sessel automatisch in ihre Ursprungsposition zurückgeführt, und geben so ein

fr_Une

technique qui vous transporte.

nl_Techniek

die fascineert.

einheitliches Bild im Raum.
gb_The

Lounge model features an auto-

return mechanism. When the person who
es_Técnica

inspiradora.

has been sitting on the chair gets up, it
will return to its original position, thereby

it_Tecnica

che entusiasma.

harmonising the overall visual impression
of the interior space.
fr_Les

modèles Lounge disposent d‘un

système à force de rappel. Après utilisation,
les sièges reviennent automatiquement
à leur position de départ et les salles
paraissent bien rangées.
nl_De

loungemodellen zijn voorzien van een

terugdraaimechaniek. Na gebruik komen
de

fauteuils

automatisch

in

hun

oorspronkelijke stand terug, zodat in de
ruimte altijd een uniform beeld heerst.
es_Los

modelos

Lounge

disponen

de

un sistema mecánico de recuperación.
Después de utilizarlos, los sillones regresan
automáticamente a su posición original,
ofreciendo

así

una

imagen

espacial

uniforme.
it_I

modelli

un

meccanismo

lounge
di

sono

dotati

richiamo.

di

Dopo

l’utilizzo le poltrone vengono riportate
automaticamente

nella

loro

posizione

iniziale creando nell’ambiente un’immagine
uniforme.
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LOUNGE
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Loungesessel und -tische. Bodenplatten-Inlays variabel gestaltbar
Lounge chairs and tables. Base plate inlays can be provided in various designs
Fauteuils et tables Lounge. Inserts de pieds à options multiples
Loungefauteuils en -tafels. De inleg voor de bodemplaat kan variabel worden vormgegeven
Sillones y mesas Lounge. Insertos de placa base de diseño variable
Poltrone e tavoli lounge. Inserti delle piastre di base configurabili in modo variabile

25

Tische / Konferenzpult / Sideboard
Table / conference desk / sideboard
Table / Pupitre de conférence / Meuble bas
Tafels / Lessenaar / Sideboard
Mesas / atriles de conferencia / sideboard
Tavoli / leggio per conferenza / tavolo di servizio

856S

856S

Vom Chefarbeitsplatz bis zum Konferenztisch, in Glas oder in unterschiedlichen Hölzern
From boss’s desk to conference table, in glass or wood veneer
De la place de travail du directeur à la table de conférence, en verre ou en bois contreplaqués variés
Van het directiebureau tot en met de conferentietafel, in glas of in verschillende soorten houtfineer
Desde el despacho principal hasta la mesa de conferencia, en vidrio o con diferentes chapados en madera
Dalla postazione di lavoro dirigenziale al tavolo per conferenza, in vetro o in varie impiallacciature di legno

26

Konferenzpult, höhenverstellbar
Conference desk, height-adjustable
Pupitre de conférence à hauteur variable
Lessenaar, in hoogte verstelbaar
Atril de conferencia, regulable en altura
Leggio per conferenza, regolabile in altezza

862S

866S

Sideboard
Sideboard
Meuble bas
Sideboard
Sideboard
Tavolo di servizio

27

28

MANAGEMENT

Hochwertigste Materialien, Minerale Cocon und Ledereinlage
High-quality materials, Minerale Cocon and leather lining
Matériaux de haute qualité, Minerale Cocon et cuir incrusté
Hoogwaardige materialen, Minerale Cocon en inleg in leder
Materiales de primera calidad, Minerale Cocon e inserto de piel
Pregiati materiali, Minerale Cocon e inserti in pelle
29

Cheftisch, Bürodrehsessel, Besucherstühle, Rollcontainer
Manager‘s table, office swivel executive chair, visitor‘s chairs, mobile file unit
Table de Manager, siège de direction pivotant, chaises visiteur, unité de fichier mobile, caisson mobile
Directietafel, bureaudraaifauteuils, bezoekersstoelen, rolcontainer
Mesa de dirección, sillones giratorios de oficina, sillas de visitas, cajoneras con ruedas
Tavolo dirigenziale, sedie girevoli per ufficio, sedie per ospiti, cassettiera con rotelle

30

31

MEETING

32

33

DETAILS

Rollcontainer als Sitzgelegenheit
Mobile file unit as seat
Caisson mobile utilisé comme siège
Rolcontainer als zitgelegenheid
Cajonera con ruedas como posible asiento
Cassettiera con rotelle con possibilità di seduta

Individuelle Datenanschlüsse für Chef- und Konferenztisch
Individual data connections for manager‘s and conference table
Connexions informatiques individuelles pour management et table de conférence.
Individuele data-aansluitingen voor directie- en conferentietafels
Conexiones individuales de datos para mesa de dirección y de conferencia
Attacchi collegamento dati individuali per tavolo dirigenziale e tavolo per conferenze

Flächenbündig integrierte Konferenz - und Medientechnik
Flush-mounted conference and media technology
Technologie multimédia
Geïntegreerde conferentie- en mediatechniek
Paquete de conferencia y comunicación de datos integrado al ras
Tecnologia conferenziale e multimediale integrata a paro

34
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d_Perfekte

Organisation

für

alle

Daten-

nl_Perfecte

organisatie

voor

alle

data-aan-

anschlüsse Workstation, 2 Laptops, Multi-

sluitingen “Werkstation”, 2 laptops, multi-

media

Peripherie-

media en bediening voor omringende audio

Audiogeräte, flächenbündig in den Konferenz-

und

Bedieneinheit

für

apparatuur, in de vergadertafel ingebouwd.

tisch eingebaut. 1 × VGA, 1 × Audio, 2 × LAN

1 x VGA, 1 x audio, 2 x LAN (RJ45), 1 x HDMI,

(RJ45), 1 × HDMI, 2 × 230 V „Look at me - Funktion“.

2 x 230 V, incl. data aansluitmanager

gb_Perfect

es_Perfecta

organisation for all data connections

organización

para

todas

las

workstation, 2 laptops, multimedia and control

conexiones de datos de estaciones de trabajo,

unit for peripheral audio equipment, flush

2 portátiles, multimedia y cuadro de mandos

mounted in the conference table. 1 x VGA,

para dispositivos de audio periféricos, todas

1 x Audio, 2 x LAN (RJ45), 1 x HDMI, 2 x 230 V

incorporadas al ras en la mesa de conferencia.

„Look at me - Function“.

1 x VGA, 1 x audio, 2 x LAN (RJ45), 1 x HDMI,
2 x 230 V „Look at me - función“

fr_Organisation

connexions

parfaite

pour

informatiques,

2

toutes

les

ordinateurs

it_Perfetta

organizzazione per tutti gli attacchi

portables, équipement multimédia et unité

collegamento dati, workstation, 2 laptop, at-

de

trezzatura multimediale e unità di comando

commande

pour

équipement

audio

périphérique, flux monté dans la table de

per apparecchiature audio periferiche, incas-

conférence. 1 x VGA, 1 x Audio, 2 x LAN (RJ45),

sata a paro nel tavolo per conferenze. 1 × VGA,

1 x HDMI, 2 x 230 V „Look at me - fonction“.

1 × audio, 2 × LAN (RJ45), 1 × HDMI,
2 × 230 V „look at me - funzione“.
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d_Die

vertikalen Kabelableitungen sorgen für

ein sauberes Erscheinungsbild. Formschön und
reduziert im Produktdesign integrieren sie sich
formal in die Serie.
gb_The

vertical cable trays make for a tidy

appearance. Their elegant and reduced product
design is easily integrated in the series form.
fr_Les

passe câbles donnent une apparence

rangée et s’intègre parfaitement avec élégance.
nl_De

verticale kabelgeleiders zorgen voor

een strak uiterlijk. Fraai en minimalistisch qua
productdesign integreren ze in de collectie.
es_Los

canales

verticales

para

cables

proporcionan un aspecto ordenado. Se integran
estéticamente en la serie con formas elegantes
y compactas.
it_Le

uscite

in

verticale

dei

cavi

creano

un quadro dall’aspetto lineare ed ordinato.
Eleganti e dal design essenziale esse si
integrano perfettamente nel linguaggio formale
della serie.
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Overview
Aperçu
Overzicht
Vista general
Panoramica

480
580

262S

162S

1320

560
1080

410 - 510

880

360

Bürodrehstühle /Drehsessel
Office swivel chairs
Sièges de bureau pivotants
Kantoordraaistoelen
Sillas giratorias de oficina
Sedie girevoli da ufficio

800

720

362S

1000

610

520

810S

850S

650

420

420

420

790

360

Lounge

590

500
480

852S

435

2200

2920

Konferenzpult
Rollcontainer
Sideboard
Conference lectern
Mobile file unit
Sideboard

596

580

Leggio per conferenza
Cassettiera con rotelle
Sideboard

38

862S

740

666

Atril de conferencia
Cajonera con ruedas
Credenza

720 -1150

Conferentie katheder
Rolcontainer
Sideboard

864S / 865S1

965

Lutrin de conférence
Caisson mobile
Meuble bas

866S 2 / 873S 3

874S 3

101S

151S

2200

1320

560

880

600
100S

1500

1080

360

590

800

480
Konferenzstühle / Konferenzsessel
Conference chairs
Sièges de conférence
Conferentiestoelen
Sillas de conferencia
Sedie per conferenza

191S

3000

4000

740

Tische
Tables
Tables
Tafels
Tavoli

1500

854S

1
2

3

1100

856S 2 / 890S 3

1300

891S 3

1400

858S / 892S 3

1500

860S /893S 3

mit zwei Ausziehschüben | with two telescopic drawers | avec deux tiroirs télescopiques | met twee lades | opcionalmente con dos bandejas extraíbles | con due estraibili
optional mit Ledereinlagen und -auflagen | optionally with leather inlays and supports | avec insert en cuir en option | optioneel met leder inleg en –opdek
opcionalmente con inserciones o revestimiento de piel | optional con inserti ed applicazioni in pelle
vorbereitet für die Integration Medientechnik | optionally with conference and media technology | technique multimedia en option | optioneel met vergader en multi-media
techniek | opcionalmente con paquete de conferencia y comunicación de datos | optional con tecnologia per conferenza
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MANUFAKTUR
d_interstuhl Manufactur erfüllt
speziellste Bedürfnisse individueller Gestaltung und anspruchsvoller Kunden. Es ist
die zielorientierte Beratung mit
Designern und Architekten, und
die Kreation von Unikaten und
exklusive Einzelanfertigungen für
Objekte. Alle Wünsche können
in Serien unterschiedlichsten
Umfanges umgesetzt werden.
gb_ interstuhl Manufactur responds to the most specific needs
in terms of individual design and
customers who expect nothing
but the best. The focus is on
requirement-specific consulting
involving
designers
and
architects and on the creation of
unique works of art for individuals and exclusive individual
pieces. Every requirement can
be responded to in the form
of entire ranges of differing sizes
fr_ La
manufacture interstuhl
apporte la réponse aux exigences les plus pointues et assure
aux clients les plus exigeants
une conception et un design
personnalisés. Le conseil orienté
vers l‘objectif donné par les
designers et les architectes
trouve son expression dans la
création de pièces uniques et
de fabrication individuelle en
exclusivité. Toutes les demandes
peuvent trouver leur réalisation
dans des séries allant des plus
petites aux plus grandes.
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interstuhl
Manufactur
vervult
alle
bijzondere
behoeften op -het gebied
van individuele vormgeving –
speciaal voor de veeleisende
klant. Hieronder verstaan wij
een doelgericht overleg met
ontwerpers en architecten en
de creatie van unieke en zeer
exclusieve
designproducten
op maat. Alle wensen kunnen
in series van uiteenlopende
omvang worden gerealiseerd.

nl_

es_ La manufactura interstuhl
satisface los requerimientos
más particulares en lo que
a un diseño individual y clientes
exigentes se refiere. Consiste
en un asesoramiento específico
con diseñadores y arquitectos,
y en la creación de piezas
únicas y exclusivas para objetos.
Cualquier deseo puede realizarse
en series de diferente volumen.

interstuhl Manufactur soddisfa le esigenze più particolari
di
una
configurazione
personalizzata
e
di
clienti
esigenti. Grazie alla consulenza
mirata con designer e architetti
e alla creazione di pezzi unici e
singole realizzazioni esclusive
per gli oggetti. Tutti i desideri
possono essere realizzati in serie
con le più diverse portate.

it_

Teak, Felt,
Nubuk, Mogano, Oro,
Radica, Wengé, Rame, Or,
Ulivo, Broccato, Alcantara,
Cedro, Argento, Kevlar, Acciao,
inossidabile, Principe di Galles,
Lino, Velluto, Seta, Broccato, Fibra
di carbonio, Nappa, Coccodrillo,
Zebra, Mogano, Leopardo, Lino,
cèdre, Burbury, Alpaca, Mohair,
Zebrano, Teak, Feltro, Batista, Or,
Platino, LimPelle scamosciata,
Jaquard, alpaca, Taffetà, ceder,
zilver, Gobelin, Techno, Stampa
Flock, Crash, Paillette, Burlington,
Cedro, Laminato metallico, Ottone, Velluto a coste, Acero, Azobé, Ottone, Castagno, Redwood, teck, nubuck, acajou,
or bois de racine, wengé, cuivre, olive, brocart, alcantara, cèdre, argent, kevlar, acier, inoxydable, prince de galles, lin,
velours soie, brocart, fibre de carbone, nappa, crocodile, zèbre, acajou, léopard, burbury, Fibra de carbón, alpaca, Zebrano,
Teca, mohair, zebrano, teck, Edelstahl, Glencheck, Leinen, feutre, batiste, platine, daim, jacquard, taffetas, tapisserie, Kupfer,
techno, impression floqué, crash, paillettes, burlington, cèdre, métallisé, lamé, peluche, velours, côtelé, azobé laiton, châtaignier,
sequoia, Seda, Teak, Nubuck, Mahogany, Gold, Burl wood, Wenge, Copper, Olive, Brocade, Alcantara, Cedar, Silver, Kevlar, Stainless
steel, Prince-of-Wales check, Linen, Velvet, Silk, Brocade, Carbon fibre, Nappa, Crocodile, Zebra, Mahogany, Leopard, Burberry,
Alpaca, Teak, Felt, Nubuk, Mogano,
Oro, Radica, Wengé, Oro, Rame,
Or, Ulivo, Broccato, Alcantara,
Mohair, Zebrano, Teak, Felt, Batiste,
Platinum, Suede, Jacquard, Taffeta,
Tapestry, Techno, Flock print, Teak,
Crash, Sequined Burlington, Cedar,
Metallic, Lamé, Teddy, Cord, Maple,
Azobe Brass, European chestnut,
Redwood, teak, nubuck, mahonie,
goud, wortelhout, wengé, koper,
olijf, brokaat, alcantara, ceder, zilver,
kevlar, roestvrij staal, princede-galles linnen, fluweel, zijde, brokaat,
koolstofvezel, nappa, krokodil,
zebra, Olive, mahonie, leopard, burbury, alpaca,
mohair, zebrano, teak, vilt,
batist, Oro,platina, wildleer, jacquard, taf, gobelin,
techno, flockprint, crash,
pailletten, burlington, ceder, metallic, lamé, corduroy, ahorn,
azobé, messing,
kastanje, redwood, Teca, Nubuk, Caoba, Oro, Madera, de raíz,
Arabisch
Wengé,
Cobre, Oliva, Brocado, Alcántara, Cedro, Plata, Kevlar, Acero, inoxidable,
Glencheck, Lino, Terciopelo, Seda, Brocado, Fibra de carbón, Napa, Cocodrilo, Cebra,
Caoba, roestvrij, Leopardo, Burbury, Alpaca, galles, lin, velours soie, brocart, fibre de carbone,
Arabisch
nappa, crocodile, zèbre, acajou, léopard, burbury, Fibra de carbón, alpaca, Zebrano, Teca, mohair, zebrano, teck,
Arabisch
Edelstahl, Glencheck, Leinen, feutre, batiste, platine, daim, jacquard, taffetas, tapisserie, Kupfer, techno, impression floqué,
Arabisch
crash, paillettes, burlington, cèdre, métallisé, lamé, peluche, velours, côtelé, azobé laiton, châtaignier, sequoia, Seda, Teak, Nubuck,
Mahogany, Gold, Burl wood, Wenge, Copper, Olive, Brocade, Alcantara, Cedar, Silver, Kevlar, Stainless steel, Prince-of-Wales check, Linen,
Velvet, Silk, Brocade, Carbon fibre, Nappa, Crocodile, Zebra, Mahogany,
Leopard, Burberry, Alpaca, Teak, Felt, Nubuk, Mogano, Oro, Radica, Wengé,
Arabisch
( )
Oro, Rame, Or, Ulivo, Broccato, Alcantara, Mohair, Zebrano, Teak, Felt, Batiste, Platinum, Suede, Jacquard, Taffeta, Tapestry, Techno, Flock print, Teak, Crash,
Sequined Burlington, Cedar, Metallic, Lamé, Teddy, Cord, Maple, Azobe Brass, European chestnut, Redwood, teak, nubuck, mahonie, goud, wortelhout, wengé, koper,
olijf, brokaat, alcantara, ceder, zilver, kevlar, roestvrij staal, prince-de-galles linnen, fluweel, zijde, brokaat, koolstofvezel, nappa, krokodil, zebra, mahonie, leopard, burbury,
Arabisch
( gobelin,
)
alpaca, mohair, zebrano, teak, vilt, batist, platina, or, wildleer, jacquard, taf,
techno, flockprint, crash, pailletten, burlington, ceder, metallic, lamé, corduroy, ahorn, azobé,
messing, kastanje,
( ) redwood, Teca, Nubuk, Caoba, Oro, Madera, de raíz, Wengé, Cobre, Oliva, Brocado, Alcántara, Cedro, Plata, Kevlar, Acero, inoxidable, Glencheck, Lino, Terciopelo,
( ) crocodile,
Seda,
Brocado, Fibra
Napa, Cocodrilo,
roestvrij, Leopardo, Burbury, Alpaca, galles,
lin, velours
brocart,
fibre de carbone,
acajou,
χρυσαφί
ゴールドCebra,
золото
金 de carbón,
goudCaoba,
броккат
μπροκάρ
錦織soie,
brokaat
тик
柚木nappa,
teakzèbre,
チーク
kiaat
léopard,
alpaca,
Zebrano,
mohair, zebrano, teck, Edelstahl, Glencheck,
Leinen, feutre,
batiste,
platine, daim, jacquard,
шелк burbury, Fibra de carbón,
μετάξι
シルク
sy Teca,
шнур
κοτλέ コーデュロイ
koord
нержавеющая
стальtaffetas, tapisserie, Kupfer, techno,

impression
floqué, crash,
paillettes,
burlington, cèdre, métallisé,
peluche,
velours,дерево
côtelé, azobé laiton, châtaignier,
sequoia, Seda, Teak,
Nubuck, Mahogany,
Gold,
Burl wood,
Wenge,
ανοξείδωτος
χάλυβας
ステンレススティール
vlekvrye lamé,
staal
красное
桃花芯木
μαχόγκανι
マホガニー
mahonie
леопард
( )
Copper, Olive, Brocade, Alcantara,
Cedar, Silver,
Kevlar,luiperd
Stainlessбурбури
steel, Prince-of-Wales check,
Linen, Velvet,
Silk, Brocade,
Carbonburbury
fibre, Nappa,
Crocodile, Zebra, Mahogany, Leopard, Burberry,
λεοπάρδαλη
ヒョウ柄
巴宝莉
burbury
バーバリー
альпака
Alpaca, Teak, Felt, Nubuk, Mogano, Oro, Radica, Wengé, Oro, Rame, Or, Ulivo, Broccato, Alcantara, Mohair, Zebrano, Teak, Felt, Batiste, Platinum, Suede, Jacquard,
Taffeta,
( )
Tapestry,
Techno,
Flockprint,
Teak, Crash,
Sequined
Cobre, Lino,
Oliva, Plata,
Brocado, Or,
Alcántara,
Teca, Acero,
Plata, Crash,
Kevlar, Ante,
Acero, Fibra
de carbón inoxidable,
Glencheck, Lino, Seda,
Terciopelo, Brocado,
Fibra de carbón, Ante,
Napa, Cocodrilo,
Pana, Cebra, Caoba,
roestvrij, Leopardo,
Burbury, Alpaca, Or,
Mohair, Zebrano, Teca,
Fieltro, Or, Batista,
Platino, Ante, Jaquard,
Tafetán, Gobelino,
Tecno, Flockprint, Or,
Crash, Lentejuelas,
Burlington, Cedro,
Metálico, Lamé, Oro,
Teddy, Pana, Nubuk
,Arce, Azobé, Lamé,
Latón, Castaño, ,Arce,
Secuoya, Teak, Lino,
Nubuk, Mahagoni,
teck, Gold, Wurzelholz,
Lino, wildleer,
jacquard,alpakka
taf, gobelin,
Pana, techno, flockprint, crash, pailletten,
burlington,
ceder,
metallic, зебрано
lamé, corduroy, ahorn, azobé, messing, kastanje,
αλπακάς
アルパカ
мохер
μοχέρ
モヘア
sybokhaar
redwood,
Teca,
Nubuk,
Caoba, твид
Oro, Madera, de raíz, Wengé, Cobre, Oliva,
Brocado,
Alcántara,
Cedro,
Plata, Kevlar, Acero, inoxidable,
Terciopelo,
zebrano
ゼブラ
zebrano
tweed
ツイード
tweed
фетр
τσόχαGlencheck,
フェルト Lino,
felt серебро
Seda, Brocado,
Fibra de
carbón, Napa,
Cebra, Caoba,
roestvrij, Leopardo, Burbury, Alpaca, galles, lin, velours
soie, brocart,
fibre de carbone, nappa,
crocodile,
zèbre,
ασημί
シルバー
silwerCocodrilo,
углеродное
волокно
ανθρακόνημα
カーボンファイバー
koolstof
vesel
acajou,
léopard, burbury, Fibra de carbón,
alpaca, Zebrano,
mohair, zebrano, teck, Edelstahl, Glencheck,
Leinen,
feutre, platinum
batiste, platine,
daim, jacquard, taffetas, tapisserie,
батист
batist バチスト
batis Teca,
платина
πλατίνα
プラチナ
поплин
41
Kupfer, techno, impression floqué, crash, paillettes, burlington, cèdre, métallisé,
lamé, peluche,
velours,
côte laiton, châtaignier, sequoia, Seda, Cord, Maple, Azobe Brass, European
ποπλίνα
ポプリン
popelien
chestnut, Redwood, teak, nubuck, mahonie, goud, wortelhout, wengé, koper, olijf, brokaat, alcantara, ceder, zilver, kevlar, roestvrij Mahogany, Gold, Burl wood, Wenge, Copper, Olive, Brocade,

AIT Innovationspreis 2004
Nominierung zum
Designpreis
der Bundesrepublik
Deutschland
2006 & 2008

42

design award
2005

Designpreis
Baden-Württemberg

gold medal
BIURO 2007
reddot design award
2003 & 2007

Neocon 2005

Neocon 2007

Poznan
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MOVYSTAR SILVER

© WDR Pressestelle
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Silver_life
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Chopin once said, if
people would turn their
thoughts into music,
the world would be
filled with wonderful
peace and a lot of deaf
people.
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„Best book” and “Worst book” can only be defined by people, who read only 10. Or 10.000.
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QUIET
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We are born lighting fires and die fighting them.
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The higher the chair,
the thinner the air.
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Elephant races are attempts
of trucks, to overtake each
other with marginal speed
difference. On highways as
well as in offices.
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eat
and
drink.
live
and
work.
work
and
live.
live.
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Would you like to find out more about SNIKEIS1 and Interstuhl?
Then simply scan this QR code or visit us at interstuhl.com.

Technical details are subject to change without prior notice. Typographical discrepancies possible. 03/17 TN: 1WSN _ PRO _ IAEN
The paper used for this brochure comes from sustainable and responsibly managed forests.

SNIKEIS1

THE FAMILY OF SNIKEIS1 CHAIRS

MAKING LIFE COLOURFUL,
FRESH AND BEAUTIFUL.
Just how it should be! As colour comes into play with SNIKEIS1 chairs.
The seats are high-quality matt in all colours and the backs are smooth
and glossy. For the canteen or café, waiting room or event and anywhere
comfortable seating is called for on an extremely robust and easy to
clean surface.
Purist and yet elegant. Quality meets variety and customised colour
combinations with SNIKEIS1.

S10C
2

3

High gloss
backrest front.

Elegant matt seat shell,
finely grained on the inside.

THE FAMILY OF SNIKEIS1 CHAIRS

ELEGANT, STYLISH
AND DISTINCTIVE.
Colours are an impression of personality and individuality.
Anyone furnishing their room in plain colours, for example white, achieves a very elegant, minimalist look. This is of course
possible with other colours too, for example anthracite or red. A
whole range of different options are open to you with SNIKEIS1.

Clear design statement.

S10C

4

5

SNIKEIS1
PRODUCT OVERVIEW.

Visitor's chair,
stackable1
S10C
Total height in mm

840

Seat height in mm

450

S10C

Frame colour, chrome-plated steel
Colour of plastic parts (seat and backrest),
white / anthracite / blue / red / green / yellow

/ / / / /

Black glides, hard / soft

/

Standard

Option

- not available		

¹ Stacking height: 6 chairs

Blue

Green

Plastic colours

White

Warranty
(10 years)

Anthracite

Tested
safety

Quality produced
for the environment

Red

Yellow

Tested for
contaminants

Sustainability:
Environmentally-aware production and ecologically perfect products are Interstuhl’s hallmark. Both were given priority in the development of
Snike IS1. Interstuhl’s environmental management fulfils the requirements of DIN EN ISO 14001. Its total quality management has been certified
in accordance with DIN EN ISO 9001 since 1993.
6
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TANGRAMIS5

TANGRAM
JUST CONNECT.

IS5

Just plan
A wide range of scenarios
from only a few modules

Just design
Can be reconfigured e
 asily
and conveniently

Just feel good
No seating is more
comfortable than this

2

Just future-proof
Simple to adapt to changing
requirements and spatial
environments

Just communicate
Flexibly designed communication
areas for all sorts of large groups

TANGRAMIS5 creates connections. Wherever people wait, get together
in informal groups, or need a secluded place to work, TANGRAMIS5 shines
through. Its intelligent concept is driven by simplicity, an enthusiasm for
change, by comfort and the wish to create space for innovation.

3

INTERACTION AND DIALOGUE
SPACE FOR MEETINGS.
Successful communication forms the basis of successful work. TANGRAMIS5 encourages people to enter into
dialogue. As a platform for informal interaction, TANGRAMIS5 fits in perfectly – everywhere. TANGRAMIS5 is the kind
of furniture that instead of just letting you sit next to each other, actually encourages you to interact with each other.

4

TANGRAMIS5 is designed for work. As a genuine office specialist, TANGRAMIS5 differs from other
soft-seating solutions in a number of different respects, starting with the compact design and the
space-saving size and finding expression in the seating concept.
The seat height of TANGRAMIS5 is specially designed for office use and has a flexible seat depth.
This ensures an upright sitting position and makes it easy to stand up. The backrest also functions
as armrests, allowing you to sit very comfortably and dynamically in every position. TANGRAMIS5
stands on slim legs of polished aluminium. These create a slim and light look and make cleaning the
floor very easy.

5

CONCENTRATION AND CALM
FOR BOTH MEETINGS
AND REGENERATION.

Both discussion and relaxation demand
intimacy. This is why TANGRAM IS5 has a
paravent. This flexible screen can be freely
positioned around a seating island. Practical
handles make it easy to erect. Two versions are
available: one is semi-transparent, so that you
can see from some distance if a place is occupied and the other is an opaque version, which
effectively absorbs sound. Unlike other divider elements, the TANGRAMIS5 paravent does not have
the effect of isolating the seating; it rather creates
private areas without having any negative impact
on the atmosphere of the room.

6

7

WORKING AREA
INTELLIGENT SOLUTIONS
FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE.
Successful work requires ideal conditions. TANGRAMIS5 is not just appealing because of its
intelligent basic concept. It also offers many well thought through accessories which make working a lot easier.

8

The cushions are soft and cosy
and available in a wide range of
different fabrics and colours.
The electrification cushions provide energy where it is needed and
have both 230 V sockets and USB
ports.

The stool respectively table element
can be used as a standalone and also
as a connecting element as well as
corner section between two seats.

The table adds a practical storage
facility to TANGRAM IS5 and can
also be used between the seating
elements. Its height can be adjusted,
ensuring that TANGRAMIS5 can also
be used as a relaxed computer
workplace.

The connection elements
create a secure connection
between the different modules.

Slim legs made of polished aluminum contribute to its elegant and
light appearance.

9

Create seating areas with TANGRAMIS5.
No other soft-seating solution makes it so easy to create individual seating areas of any size. The secret of TANGRAMIS5
lies in the dynamic addition of elements, each of which has a
distinct task: seating, connecting or separating.

FEW MODULES.
NUMEROUS SOLUTIONS.
PERFORM BY PLAYING.
With TANGRAMIS5 you are in control of the planning. The reduction to just a few intelligently designed
modules opens the door to an endless combination of possibilities. You achieve the design by playing.
That’s how TANGRAMIS5 will always find its place, even where spatial environments have changed.

10

11

LET’S COLOUR THE WORLD
COLOURS AND MATERIALS.
TANGRAMIS5 is always an expression of personality. The numerous combination possibilities
make sure that individuality is maximised. That applies to covers too. A wide-ranging choice of
materials and colours is available for TANGRAMIS5.

FABRICS

LEATHERS

PARAVENT
TABLE

12

Comfort second to none: a multi-
layer foam upholstery structure
with pocket springs and foam upholstery make TANGRAMIS5 more
comfortable than any other seating
you will find in the office area.

13

14

BUILDING NEW WORLDS
OFFICE.LOUNGE.LOBBY.EVENT.
TANGRAMIS5 is a really hard worker. That means spaces have almost no limits. TANGRAMIS5
shines in waiting areas and visitor rooms just as brightly as it does in the central zone of office
space. It develops islands of regeneration and concentration and creates the perfect scenario for
conversation in individual offices. Its numerous combination possibilities also make TANGRAMIS5
an excellent choice for use in hotel lobbies or at events.

15

Good ideas always stem from simplicity. The
concept of TANGRAMIS5 goes back to the basic
shape of the square. The square is divided into four
modules – but not at right-angles: rotated by 15°.
This generates two mirror-image asymmetrical
seating modules, which generate a huge number
of surprising combination possibilities.
TANGRAMIS5 was designed by Andreas Krob of the
Swiss Design Studio B4K. The studio stands for an
approach to design that takes a holistic view of
architecture and interior design. Innovation, technological brilliance, focus on the user and spatial
awareness are the key elements of Andreas Krob’s
design concepts – and that all applies particularly
to TANGRAMIS5.
16

INTELLIGENT
DESIGN
PLAYFUL
EFFICIENCY.

17

It’s better to play than plan. How can you make a final commit
ment to anything when you don’t know what the future will bring.
With this in mind, TANGRAM IS5 has a playful approach that
always allows you to make new connections and create new
constellations. TANGRAMIS5 encourages users to let their creativity soar. Re-invent your workplace – anytime, anyway you like.

EXPERIENCE REAL
DIVERSITY: MIX IT
ALL UP AND PLAY

18

TANGRAMIS5
PRODUCT OVERVIEW.

Back- / Armrest height
in cm

T520

T530

T540

T510

T500

T550

T556

Seating
element

Seating

Stool /

element

Table element

Table,

Paravent,

Cushion

Cushion

trapezoidal,

erectable

40 x 40 cm

1.5-seater,

with USB

1.5-seater,

height adju-

(230 x 160 cm)

left

right

stable

33

33

–

Metal parts
aluminium
polished

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

•/

–

–

–

–

–

Frame
steel tube
white

–

–

–

–

Table top
HPL, 8 mm
black / premium white

–

–

–

•/

Reversible glides
for hard / soft
flooring made of
felt or plastic

Series

Option

warranty (10 year)

–

–

–

40 x 40 cm

–

Frame
steel
chrome

Glides hard / soft

charger

–

- Not available

Quality produced
for the environment

Tested for
contaminants

German Design
Award 2016
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Möchten Sie mehr über TANGRAM IS5 Interstuhl erfahren?
Dann scannen Sie einfach diesen QR-Code oder
besuchen Sie uns auf www.interstuhl.com

Technische Änderungen vorbehalten. Drucktechnische Abweichungen sind möglich. 01/16 TN: 1WTN _ PRO _ IAEN
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UPIS1
PRODUCT OVERVIEW.

Interstuhl in France
Phone +49 7436 871 123
Fax +49 7436 871 88 123
france@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.fr

Sven von Boetticher

Stool height in mm

100U

Product design:

Stool

UPIS1 combines effortlessly and attractively

450-630

adjustable via strap, red
Colours

two approaches: motion and mobility at
the work station. In doing so, it offers a flex
ible solution for temporary collaboration

deep grey / smart white / fresh yellow / soft red / red / ice blue

/ / / / /

in any place, at any time, for any occasion.

Soft seat inlay

At the same time UPIS1 also encourages

basalt grey

motion as a seat in itself: the rounded

Non-slip base

base allows for flexibility in all directions

basalt grey

and erases the supposed conflict between

Assembled in sales packaging

sitting and motion. Simplicity, intuitive

Edition		

operability and clear, reduced forms allow

Option

UPIS1 to fit any architectural surrounding.
The eye-catching red belt strap plays the
double role of adjustment handle and char
acteristic design attribute, bringing the cas

TH NK!

ual functionality of UPIS1 to the fore. UPIS1
was developed by Sven von Boetticher’s
award-winning design agency ID AID.
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Sustainability:
Down to the last minute detail, UPIS1 follows the Interstuhl philosophy and
combines modern seating with efficiency and applied sustainability: 50% of
the product is made from recycled materials. Completely without composites
and bonding agents. UPIS1 offers quality and longevity. This is reflected in
the 10-year manufacturer guarantee.

Want to find out more about UP IS1 and
Interstuhl? Just scan this QR code, or visit our
website at interstuhl.com/up
The Blue
Angel

Warranty*
(10 years)

*UP IS1 is not suitable for outdoor use

Environmentallyresponsibly produced
quality

GS-tested

Technical details subject to change. Typographical discrepancies possible. 04/16 TN: 1WUP _ PRO01 _ IAEN

UPIS1

Fresh ideas are a matter of position. UPIS1 is made for both
dynamic seating and thinking: The stool with its round
base acts as an active invitation to move. As the ideal coworking solution it is present wherever spontaneous and
creative minds come to work together.

UPIS1
KEEP MOVING!
UPIS1 sets your daily routine in motion. The intelligent
multifunctional stool follows its owner through spontaneous conversations, workshops, meetings and brain
storming sessions, keeping the user mobile and the agenda
flexible. With five colour variations it is an upbeat product
that seamlessly fits any room. Additionally, thanks to the
infinitely variable height adjustment it provides uncomplicated seating comfort.

VINTAGEIS5

VINTAGEIS5
ENGINEERED FOR EXCELLENCE.
The aim of realising visions creates outstanding developments. For
individuals and society as a whole. Our design has shapes that express
conviction and functions that showcase our beliefs and zeitgeist. Our passion for engineering to live up to technological challenges and reinterpret
complex systems sets standards. Efficiency is apparent in innovation,
regardless of time and space. The innovative VINTAGEIS5 office chair
range conveys all this in perfect harmony. VINTAGEIS5 received the
German Design Award "Winner 2017" for design excellence.

2

3

4

A MATTER OF PERSONAL TASTE:

FASCINATING AND
HIGHLY EXPRESSIVE DESIGN.
The elegant VINTAGEIS5 range creates a new dimension of style. It is
a unique combination of elegance, intelligence and consequence. The
innovative character is a typical feature of the product family and is
equally impressive across the entire range of office, management and
conference chairs.

5

BRILLIANT INNOVATIONS
WITH LONG-TERM EFFECTS.
With its brand new Smart Motion Technology, the VINTAGEIS5 revolutionises the
working position at the desk. The dynamic seat tilt, which can be adjusted to suit
individual body weight and size, seamlessly expands the traditional synchronous
movement. The Smart Motion Technology uses kinematic processes for frequent
seating position changes and supports an ergonomic body posture. Although
this cannot reduce the workload, it can relieve stress and tension caused by long
periods of sitting.

WORLD NOVELTY:
SMART MOTION
TECHNOLOGY

6
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TECHNOLOGY CREATES IMPULSES.
RELAXING MOVEMENTS.

8

WORLD NOVELTY:
BIONIC EFFECT

Much more than just a pretty face! The latex
print is a brand new development that creates a
Bionic Effect, especially in the lumbar region. The
firmer nature of the lumbar region gives the user
additional support exactly where it is needed.

WORLD NOVELTY:
AUTO FLOW
ARM REST

The Auto Flow armrest, a technological innovation,
has enormous potential for increasing well-being in
the workplace without users having to consciously
become active. This special armrest naturally animates users into moving, which has a relaxing effect
on the shoulder and neck region.
9
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BEAUTIFUL
COMFORT.
Well-being increases concentration. At the same time, a challenging
environment motivates people to increase their own performance.
VINTAGEIS5 combines sophisticated design with the unique comfort
provided by the upholstered seat and backrest and creates a feeling
of total well-being from the first moment. New features such as the
anthracite coloured surfaces are another expression of the innovation
performance.

11

INDIVIDUAL VERSATILITY
THAT CONVINCES.

12

Select from various models with different heights, mesh
and upholstered backrests, to meet individual requirements
and preferences. This retains the individuality within this
innovative system, which forms the basis of VINTAGEIS5.

13

14

A STRONG MULTIFACETED PERSONALITY.
VINTAGEIS5 is a showpiece in every room and creates a great
atmosphere with its unique appearance, innovative technology
and ultimate comfort.

15

RESPONSIBILITY IN ITS
MOST BEAUTIFUL FORM.
The executive armchair combines elegance, extremely comfort
able seating and the highest quality in a new dimension. Here,
consistent supremacy meets sophisticated aesthetics. In addition,
attention to detail is reflected in the selection and processing of
the materials. The classic stitched fluting and fine punched leather
convey value and high standards. The executive armchair: Pure
comfort with an impressive look and fascinating design – with
innovations that inspire immediately and show effectiveness in
the long-term.

16
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INSPIRING
MEETINGS.
Personal success mainly depends on making the right decisions. Stylish surroundings and innovative technology are
an expression of value and at the same time are crucial to
maintaining concentration at the highest level, thus producing
top performance.

18
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A STRONG BACK
AND OPEN MIND.
An optimal result often needs multitude of opinions. The VINTAGEIS5 conference chair picks up on
this principle, providing ideal solutions with two
different heights and fully upholstered or meshback models. The integrated rocking motion ensures an active and dynamic seating experience
even in longer meetings.

20
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PERFECTION
AT ALL LEVELS.
An idea is only as good as the quality of its implementation.
For the VINTAGEIS5 conference chair, this applies from the first
glimpse to sitting down. All conference models are available
with height adjustment and automatic return mechanism. You
can choose from various backrest heights and backshells.

22
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CLARITY AS A WHOLE.
CONSEQUENCE IN DETAIL.

25
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AN ATMOSPHERE
OF RESPECT.
VINTAGEIS5 visitor chairs are an ideal complement for the range and make the
chair family complete. The cantilever models also come in a choice of designs.
Chairs in upholstery or mesh design with high or low backrest welcome visitors
and make waiting times a pleasant experience.

27

PERFECTION.
A QUESTION
OF STANCE.
Smart Motion Technology: The Smart Motion Technology

The elegantly formed backrest frame is the design feature

adds a dynamic seat tilt to the traditional synchronous

of the Smart Motion Technology found in the entire

movement, which provides optimal support even when

VINTAGEIS5 product range.

leaning forward. The dynamic seat tilt can be individually
adjusted to suit every bodyweight and size and encourages
the user to change the seating position more frequently
when working.

Lumbar support mesh: The innovative latex print on the

Backrest upholstery with lumbar support: The integrated

backrest creates a Bionic Effect that provides optimal

lumbar support can be adjusted in height and depth with

support in the lumbar region.

two levers at the bottom of the backrest to suit individual
requirements.

28

Ring armrest: Designer armrest with or
without leather cover

Auto Flow armrest: Height and width adjustable, encourages movement, with extra
soft pad

4D T-armrest: Height, width and depth adjust
able, swivel motion, soft pad
29

VINTAGEIS5
BENCH- AND
FIELD-TESTED.
The VINTAGEIS5 product range meets the expectations of an innovation- and
marketleader. These are not just our own convictions and opinions. These are
hard facts and independent tests. We gave Fraunhofer IAO the task of performing
a scientific assessment of the new VINTAGEIS5. The study was conducted in two
parts. During the user test, the four ergonomics experts and 15 office professionals focused on the new developments that are features of the VINTAGEIS5.

SMART MOTION
TECHNOLOGY

THE EXPERTS‘ OPINION

THE USERS‘ OPINION

►► Targeted expansion of the tradi

►► The majority of test participants felt

tional synchronous mechanism

encouraged to change their seating

by adding a tilting movement of

position more frequently.

the seat.

►► Two thirds of the test participants

►► Individually adjustable counter

found the dynamic seat adjustment

pressure of the backrest and seat.

very comfortable.

►► More freedom of movement
when sitting upright thanks to addi
tional pelvic movement.
►► Increased activation of the core
muscles thanks to more freedom of
movement, providing special support
that encourages dynamic and healthy
sitting habits.

30

THE EXPERTS‘ OPINION

THE USERS‘ OPINION

►► The size and position of the latex

►► The lumbar support with latex print

print supports the physiological

was found to be very pleasant and

S-shape of the user‘s spine regardless

supportive.

of the body size - an individual adjust-

►► The latex print was also regarded as

ment is not necessary and a misad-

an especially attractive design feature.

justment is not possible.

BIONIC EFFECT

AUTO FLOW
ARMREST

THE EXPERTS‘ OPINION

THE USERS‘ OPINION

►► Meets ergonomic requirements

►► All of the participants regarded

with regard to shape, dimensions and

the moveable armrest as something

material.

special.

►► The Auto Flow armrests adapt

►► 75 % of the test participants found

themselves individually to the

the function to be positive and very

movement of the lower arm by the

comfortable.

The VINTAGEIS5 meets and even exceeds

moveable bearing and dynamic

all ergonomic and biomechanical require

elasticity of the armrest. During active

ments that promote healthy sitting. The

use, they counteract static loads

new range of chairs also provided a

of the neck and shoulder muscles.

good user experience during the user
test. With its claim to improve ergonom
ic quality, VINTAGEIS5 has a big impact
on promoting healthy and comfortable
seating.
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VINTAGEIS5
PRODUCT OVERVIEW.

Swivel chair low, Swivel chair low, Swivel chair

Swivel chair

seat and back

seat upholstered, medium,

medium, seat

upholstered

mesh backrest

seat and back

upholstered,

upholstered

mesh backrest

16V2

16V7

17V2

17V7

Total height in mm

1045

1040

1140

1135

Mesh design black / anthracite / white

-

/ /

-

/ /

/

-

/

Colour finish, plastic parts mesh backrest
black / anthracite

-

Coathanger, plastic parts black

-

-

Base
Aluminium black / anthracite / polished / chromed

/ / /

/ / /

/ / /

/ / /

/ / /

/ / /

/ / /

/ / /

Mechanical sprung column
Aluminium black / anthracite / polished / chromed
Colour finish, plastic parts backrest frame
black / anthracite

-

-

-

-

Frame black / anthracite / chromed

-

-

-

-

Seat height adjustment
Seat depth and inclination adjustment
-

Seat depth and inclination adjustment and Bionic Effect

-

Seat depth-, inclination- and lumbar support adjustment

-

Loop armrests, polished / chromed

/

/

/

/

Loop armrests with leather cover, polished / chromed

/

/

/

/

Auto Flow armrests, adjustable in height and width, soft
4D T-armrests, height, depth, width adjustable, pivoting, soft
-

Integrated armrests with leather cover

-

-

Castors, hard / soft

/

/

/

/

Glides, hard / soft

/

/

/

/

Standard

Option

Warranty
(10 years)
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-

- not available

Tested
safety

Ergonomics
approved
(Swivel chairs)

Quality Office

Swivel armchair

Swivel armchair

Cantilever frame, Cantilever frame, Cantilever frame, Cantilever frame,

high, seat and back

high, seat and back-

low, seat and

upholstered, inte

rest, fabric, comfort

back upholstered holstered, mesh back upholstered holstered, mesh

grated headrest

seat, integrated head-

low, seat up

high, seat and

backrest

high, seat up
backrest

rest, Managementupholstery
32V2

32V4

56V0

56V7

57V0

57V7

1400

1400

915

900

1005

980

-

-

-

-

-

/ /

-

/ /

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

/ / /

-

-

-

-

-

/ / /

-  / -  / /

-

-

-

-

-

-

/

/

/

/

-

-

/ /

/ /

/ /

/ /

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

/

/

-

/

/

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

/

/

/

/

/

/

-

-

-

-

/

/

-/

-/

-/

-/

Quality produced
for the
environment

Tested for
contaminants

The Blue Angel

Bifma e3
Platinum level
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VINTAGEIS5
PRODUCT OVERVIEW.

Conference

Conference

Conference

Conference

armchair,

armchair,

armchair,

armchair,

low, seat and

low, seat

high, seat and

high, seat

back

upholstered,

back

upholstered,

upholstered

mesh backrest

upholstered

mesh backrest

11V0

11V7

14V0

14V7

Total height in mm

960

955

1055

1050

Mesh design black / anthracite / white

-

/ /

-

/ /

Colour finish, plastic parts backrest frame
black / anthracite

/

/

/

/

/ / /

/ / /

/ / /

/ / /

/

/

/

/

Base
Aluminium black / anthracite / polished / chromed
Seat hight adjustment
Turnable column with return motion
Loop armrests, polished / chromed
Loop armrests with leather cover, polished / chromed

/

/

/

/

Conference glides hard / soft

/

/

/

/

Castors, hard / soft

/

/

/

/

Standard

Option

- not available

Sustainability:
Environmentally friendly production and ecologically sound products are trademarks of Interstuhl. Both aspects have been meticulously taken into account in
the development of VINTAGEIS5. Interstuhl's environmental management meets the
requirements of DIN EN ISO 14001. Total Quality Management has been certified
in accordance with DIN EN ISO 9001 since 1993.
Up to 98% recyclable materials are used during the continuously environmentallyfriendly production process, including a high proportion of natural materials.
VINTAGEIS5 has a post-consumer recycled content of approx. 50% and a pre-consumer
recycled content of approx. 5%. It is for good reason that the product range has been
awarded the “Blue Angel”, and that Interstuhl was one of the first companies in the
industry to receive EMAS certification in 1995.
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Conference

Conference

Conference

Conference

armchair, low,

armchair, low,

armchair, high,

armchair, high,

shell visible,

shell completely shell visible,

shell completely

seat and back

upholstered,

seat and back

upholstered,

upholstered

seat and back

upholstered

seat and back

upholstered

upholstered

1V10

1V11

1V60

1V61

910

910

1060

1060

-

-

-

-

/

-

/

-

/ / /

/ / /

/ / /

/ / /

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

Volker Eysing
The belief that aesthetics can only arise
if it follows an order as well as fulfils a
practicality, was already the underlying
concept when developing the previous
conference chair family of VINTAGEIS5.
The designer Volker Eysing has conceptually transferred the principle of a central
design element for the expansion of the
product family to the entire swivel chair
family and placed the elegantly formed
backrest frame in the centre of the design. The integrated design concept
gives VINTAGEIS5 a distinctive character
and innovative features supplement the
attractiveness of the swivel chair family.
Various designs with the back variants
International
Interior
Design Award

German Design
Award Winner
2017

and armrests provide a tremendous
amount of freedom. The chair program
VINTAGEIS5 is really convincing with its
variety in many areas and work spaces.
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Interstuhl
Büromöbel GmbH & Co. KG
Brühlstraße 21
72469 Meßstetten-Tieringen, Germany
Phone +49 7436 871 0
Fax +49 7436 871 110
info@interstuhl.de
interstuhl.com
Interstuhl in France
Phone +49 7436 871 123
Fax +49 7436 871 88 123
france@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.fr
Interstuhl Limited
17 Brewhouse Yard
London
EC1V 4LA, Great Britain
Phone +44 20 7250 1850
Fax +44 20 7250 1890
assist@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.com
Interstuhl Spain S.L.U.
c/José del Hierro, 67
28027 Madrid, Spain
Phone +34 91 406 18 41
Fax +34 91 407 31 27
info@interstuhl.es
interstuhl.es
Interstuhl in Austria
Absberggasse 27
1100 Wien, Austria
Phone +43 1 61 64 113
Fax +43 1 61 64 020
oesterreich@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.at
Interstuhl in the
Netherlands and Belgium
Velto B.V.
Energieweg 21
2382 NB Zoeterwoude,
The Netherlands
Phone +31 71 58 12 400
Fax +31 71 58 12 404
info@interstuhl.nl
interstuhl.nl
Interstuhl Scandinavia
Pakhus 48, Frihavnen
Sundkaj 11
2150 Nordhavn, Denmark
Phone +45 32 52 97 40
Fax +45 32 52 97 42
scandinavia@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.com
Please find our
international partners on
interstuhl.com

Want to find out more about VINTAGEIS5 and
Interstuhl? Just scan this QR code, or visit our
website at interstuhl.com/vintage

Technical details subject to change. Typographical discrepancies possible. 10/16 TN: 1WVI _ PRO _ IAEN
The paper used in the manufacture of this brochure was made from wood from responsibly managed, sustainable forests.

VLEGSIS3

winner

V100K
2

THE VLEGS IS3 STACKING CHAIR

CLASSIC SHAPE,
ORIGINAL SIGNATURE.

VLEGSIS3 is a stackable chair for seminar, conference and event

This results in the practical advantage that the classic V-frames

halls as well as educational institutions and canteens. Its special

align and secure themselves when stacked on top of each other.

feature is the use of an original elegant elliptic tube that is bent

At the same time the cross-section height is used optimally so

over 60 degrees, i. e. in a slanted position.

that maximum frame stability is achieved with delicate dimensions. A patent has been registered for this new technology.

Elliptic tube,
bent in a slanted position

3

4

THE VLEGS IS3 STACKING CHAIR

A STRONG, TIMELESS CHARACTER
AND HARMONIOUS PRESENCE.
It was our aim to offer architects a neutral but modern original product that blends harmoniously into
contemporary, sophisticated architecture. At the same time, all the size and technical requirements of
large-capacity seating were taken into account.

5

THE VLEGS IS3 STACKING CHAIR

FLEXIBLE, STRONG,
AESTHETIC SEAT.

V100K
6

The VLEGS IS3 seat has a distinctive window-like opening
that makes the chair look light and airy. This look is supported
by the elegant flat edge as the seat is delicate in the visible
outside areas and thicker in the middle zone cross-sections.
The opening in the backrest provides an easy grip for moving
the chair.

The technical structure of the seat is particularly sophisticated.
It is produced using a so-called 2K process: inside it has a hard,
strong PP-GF (polypropylene with glass fibre content) core and
outside it is finished completely in soft, PP (polypropylene).

The user can also assume a comfortable and active posture as
the chair has a generous seating surface.

7

Linking with armrest.
Dimension between axes: 580 mm

8

Linking with and without armrest.
Dimension between axes: 550 mm

Linking without armrest.
Dimension between axes: 520 mm

THE VLEGS IS3 STACKING CHAIR

SIMPLE LINKING
IN ANY COMBINATION.

We use a classic tried and tested concept for linking a two-

Our linking concept is designed geometrically so that there

part cylindrical coupling element, which we have produced in

are no restrictions at all, whether a chair without armrests is

diecast zinc to be extremely stable. The linking can also be

linked to one with armrests, two chairs without armrests or

locked to be panic proof on request using a special push-on

two chairs with armrests are linked together. As a result, the

lock.

user can alternate the setup, which is often necessary due to
space saving requirements.

Row number

Row number
plastic shell

Row number
upholstered backrest

Panic protection

9

10

THE VLEGS IS3 STACKING CHAIR

VERTICAL STACKING
WITHOUT ANY COMPROMISES.

With a stacking distance of just 50 mm, a weight of only

All frame parts lie securely on plastic stacking elements

approx. 6 kg and the frame geometry‘s clean vertical align

immune to damage and are kept apart at an exact distance.

ment design, the VLEGS

All the different chair versions can be stacked with each other.

IS3

puts itself amongst the very best

in its class.

20 chairs

15 chairs

10 chairs

5 chairs

176.5 cm

151.5 cm

126.5 cm

101.5 cm

11

12

THE VLEGS IS3 STACKING CHAIR

NO WASTED SPACE
THANKS TO FOLDABLE ARMRESTS.

The tight stacking distance is not affected if chairs with armrests are used. The armrests are intelligently folded up for
stacking.

13

V120K
14

THE VLEGS IS3 STACKING CHAIR

THE WRITING TABLE AS A
SPACE-SAVING REST FOR DOCUMENTS.

With the practical and space-saving writing surface the stacking chair provides a comfortable option
for your documents. The writing table is extremely simple to integrate and easy to use. The chairs can be
stacked and placed in a row even with the writing tray attached.

15

THE VLEGS IS3 STACKING CHAIR

BEECH, OAK OR WALNUT
USED IN THEIR OPTIMUM WAY.

The wooden shell has been manufactured in such a manner

Hence, it reflects individual preferences and compliments any

that it offers the ideal seating comfort. The backrest

surrounding. All of the VLEGSIS3 wooden stacking chairs have

tapers elegantly at the top, yet the chair is stylish, offers a

one thing in common, they have a warm and homely appearance

classic shape and a timeless, modern design. The wood is

and thanks to the harmonic seat and back support, it offers a

available with different surface structures and color shades.

relaxed and comfortable seating experience at the same time.

V100H
16

17

THE VLEGS IS3 TABLE

TABLE AND CHAIR
WITH THE SAME DESIGN CONCEPT
IN PERFECT HARMONY.

18

We used the elliptical tube in consistent harmony with the
table and chair, in different dimensions aesthetically adapt
ed to the different product sizes. The same angle of the legs
perfects the consistency. There are six different table top formats
to select from.

19

THE VLEGS IS3 TABLE

MOVE THE LEGS
AND SIMPLY STACK THE TABLES.

Optional Transport aid for tables
T1T1

20

The alignment and secure stability of the stack is provided by
the slanting elliptic tubes on both sides with the tables too. The
stacking using plastic pads also prevents any injuries.

Cam lever

The sliding out function of the legs is a patented feature. When
the legs are pushed out the table can be stacked and when
pushed back in they guarantee that the tables can be lined up
flush to each other, as required.
The sliding function is activated and locked using a plastic lever
hidden in the crossbeam.

21

THE VLEGS IS3 BENCH

THE REINTERPRETED
SOPHISTICATED BENCH.

We tend to be used to sitting on benches at events in the combination of beer benches and tables.
The VLEGSIS3 bench reinterprets this combination. On request, these solutions are also available in
various VLEGSIS3 designs, from solid wood through to upholstered. The linking and stacking is done in
the familiar VLEGSIS3 manner.

Upholstered seats

22

Space-saving stacking

23

THE VLEGS IS3 RANGE

EXPANDABLE IN A VARIETY OF
WAYS IN BALANCED SYMMETRY.
The VLEGSIS3-range provides choice and allows you to combine tables with benches or with
chairs, as required. The linking of tables is variable. Free-standing tables, rows of two or totally
individually as the desired space concepts or given spatial conditions require.

24

25

26

THE VLEGS IS3 RANGE

PERFECTLY SHAPED AND STILL
SPACE-SAVING FOR STORAGE.

The VLEGSIS3 range of tables and chairs does not just offer a superb look and perfect comfort
able seating. It is also a true space-saver when it comes to properly storing furniture. When
furnishing roughly 430 m2 – with 228 chairs and 114 tables – you need just 25 m2 for their storage.
Making VLEGSIS3 extremely space-effective.
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VLEGSIS3
PRODUCT OVERVIEW.

Four legs,
plastic shell,
stackable1

Four legs with
seat upholstery,
plastic shell,
stackable1

Four legs with
seat and backrest
upholstery, plastic
shell, stackable1

V100K

V101K

V102K

Total height in mm

820

820

820

Seat height in mm

435

445

445

SG1 / SG2 / SG6 / SG7

-

/ / /

/ / /

Frame colour, chrome-plated steel
-

Not upholstered
Colour of plastic parts (seat and backrest),
white / light grey / anthracite
Wooden parts colour (seat shell)
Beach / Oak / American walnut

/ /
-

/ /

-

/ /
-

Armrest stem, aluminium, polished,
plastic overlay, black
Row connectors, die cast zinc, black
Panic lock, plastic, black
Black glides, hard / soft
Standard

Option

/
- not available		

/

/

¹ Stacking height of the vertical stack: maximal 20 units .

On request:

						

S1T3
Transport aids for seats

28

S1T2

S1T1

Writing tablet

Row and seat numbers

Four legs,
wooden shell,
stackable1

Four legs with
seat upholstery,
wooden shell,
stackable1

Four legs with
seat and backrest
upholstery, wooden
shell, stackable1

V100H

V101H

V102H

825

825

825

440

450

450

-

/ / /

Martin Ballendat

Product design:
The work of designer Martin Ballendat
who hails from Bochum, Germany, has
been internationally acknowledged for
over 25 years. He has been awarded
more than 100 highly-regarded prizes

/ / /

and design awards for his work. In his
studios in Austria and Germany he de-

-

signs furniture which is sold worldwide.

-

At the same time, he teaches at the lea-

-

ding colleges of design in Salzburg and

-

Graz. Martin Ballendat's personal state/ /

/ /

ment is as follows: "In my opinion, we

/ /

designers shouldn't have big ideas, we
should simply create GOOD DESIGNS.
That is hard enough." It is according to
this maxim that he designs furniture that
fulfils the highest of aspirations.

/

/

/

Plastic seat shell		

Wood seat shell

winner

White
Light grey
Anthracite
Beech
Oak
American
						walnut

Warranty
(10 years)

Tested
safety

Quality produced
for the environment

Tested for
contaminants

The Blue
Angel

Sustainability:
Environmentally-aware production and ecologically perfect products are Interstuhl’s hallmark. Both were given the highest degree of priority in the development of VLEGS IS3. Interstuhl’s
environmental management fulfils the requirements of DIN EN ISO 14001. Its total quality management has been certified in accordance with DIN EN ISO 9001 since 1993.
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VLEGSIS3
PRODUCT OVERVIEW.

Table height in mm

Table, stackable
square
800 × 800 mm

Table, stackable
rectangular
800 × 1200 mm

Table, stackable
rectangular
800 × 1400 mm

V8080

V8012

V8014

740

740

740

Chrome-plated steel frame
Laminated tabletop colour,
Premium white / White grey / Dusty grey / Black /
Honey maple / Beech natural / Light oak /
Light cherry / Light walnut

/ / / / / / / /

/ / / / / / / /

/ / / / / / / /

Black glides, hard / soft

/

/

/

Standard

Option

- not available		

Seat height in mm

Bench,
stackable
450 × 1100 mm

Bench,
stackable
450 × 1300 mm

Bench,
stackable
450 × 1500 mm

V111

V113

V115

470

470

470

Chrome-plated steel frame
Laminated bench surface colour,
Premium white / White grey / Dusty grey / Black /
Honey maple / Beech natural / Light oak /
Light cherry / Light walnut

/ / / / / / / /

/ / / / / / / /

/ / / / / / / /

Black glides, hard / soft
Standard

Option

- not available		

T1T1
Solid wood and upholstered bench available on request

Transport aids for tables

You can obtain prices and information about the upholstered bench and table configurations from the
Interstuhl Project Department: info@interstuhl.de
30

Table, stackable
rectangular
800 × 1600 mm

Table, stackable
rectangular
800 × 1800 mm

V8016

V8018

740

740

/ / / / / / / /

/ / / / / / / /

/

/

Bench,
stackable
450 × 1700 mm
V117
470

/ / / / / / / /

Laminated table and bench surfaces

Premium
white

White
grey

Dusty
grey

Black

Beech
natural

Honey
maple

Light
cherry

Light
walnut

Light oak
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Büromöbel GmbH & Co. KG
Brühlstraße 21
72469 Meßstetten-Tieringen, Germany
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interstuhl.com
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interstuhl.fr
Interstuhl Limited
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London
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Phone +44 20 7250 1850
Fax +44 20 7250 1890
assist@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.com
Interstuhl Spain S.L.U.
c/José del Hierro, 67
28027 Madrid, Spain
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interstuhl.es
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Would you like to find out more about VLEGS IS3 and Interstuhl?
Then simply scan this QR code or visit us at interstuhl.com.

Technical details are subject to change without prior notice. Typographical discrepancies possible. 08/17 TN: 1WVL _ PRO _ IAEN
The paper used for this brochure comes from sustainable and responsibly managed forests.

XXXL

2

O665

2

XXXL-CHAIRS.
BECAUSE EVERYONE IS EQUAL,
BUT NOT THE SAME.

O665

We are convinced: Everyone has the right to comfort and health at work. A good
chair makes no compromises – no matter what the size of the user. Our XXXL
chairs ensure that persons of up to 200 kg body-weight can sit comfortably and
healthily. Providing a large seating area, a special mechanism, custom upholstery
and a robust construction, our XXXL chairs ensure that heavy people sit comfortably,
ergonomically and therefore remain happy and motivated.

3

The

XXXL-series

offers

weighty

personalities

an office chair that fits. A swivel chair, a swivel
executive chair with headrest and a visitor’s chair –
each with armrests – are available. All have a hardwearing fabric upholstery or nappa leather.
O665

4

SAFETY, COMFORT
AND ERGONOMICS –
FOR PEOPLE WITH A
FULLER FIGURE TOO.

O652

O665

It feels as good as it looks. The high-quality surface reflects the great care taken in the
choice of materials and workmanship. And it is even more comfortable than it looks: you feel
comfortable the minute you sit down. And remain so the whole day thanks to the balanced
overall ergonomics and effective relief for your back. In short: The joy of XXXL sitting.

5

XXXL
PRODUCT OVERVIEW.

Height, width and depth-adju-

Adjustable headrest. Contributes

stable armrests covered in black

greatly to a relaxed posture and

leather.

the relief of neck and shoulder
muscles.

Synchron mechanism: the ideal ergonomic angle between
the seat and backrest in every

Adjustable lumbar support: with

position. Plus: weight regulati-

Air Pressure technology, infinitely

on to adjust the return force of

variable and exact adjustment to

the backrest to your individual

the individual physique.

weight and seating habits. Easily
and precisely whilst seated.

All chairs in the XXXL range have
a ten year warranty despite the
higher loads.

6

O652

O665

Swivel chair medium

Swivel armchair
with adjustable headrest

Backrest height in cm (approx.)

54

78

Plastic colour black

•

•

Reinforced steel base, black

•

•

Synchronous mechanism, lockable

•

•

Weight adjustment

•

•

Adjustable lumbar support (Air Pressure)

•

•

Armrests, adjustable in height
and width with leather cover, black

•

•

Adjustable headrest

–

•

Double castors hard / soft

•/

•/
• Series

Designed for higher loads through:

Warranty
(10 years)

Tested
safety

Quality
Office

Option

– not available

►

Backrest upholstery increased to 40 mm, 16 mm thick backrest core wood

►

Large seat, seat upholstery increased to 80 mm, seat core wood 16 mm thick

►

Reinforced safety gas spring

►

Anti-Shock mechanism: the backrest is prevented from springing forwards
in that a slight counterpressure has to be exerted with the back before the
Synchronous mechanism is actuated

►

Reinforced double castors

The
Qualitiy produced
for the environment Blue Angel
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YOSTERIS3

2

YOSTERIS3
SOUND APPEARANCE,
FOR ULTIMATE PERFORMANCE.
Values that shape. Values that drive. YOSTERIS3 stands for reliability, quality and timelessness. But
YOSTERIS3 also stands for perfect seating quality, functional efficiency and top seating performance.
All this makes YOSTERIS3 an ideal solution for people who are looking for a chair that does not
dominate the room, but just fits, with effortless composure, into classical working environments. It is
the perfect chair for everyone who wants to sit pleasant and healthy. YOSTERIS3 has an unobtrusive
presence and emanates calm and security. YOSTERIS3 is also a high-performing chair that has the
functional and ergonomic strength which allows people to work comfortably.

3

SEATING
WITHOUT COMPROMISE.
YOSTERIS3 puts an end to difficult decisions. YOSTERIS3 does not compromise at all, in terms
of the clear and simple design, the easy-to-use functions, the reliability, or the ergonomics and
comfort. YOSTERIS3 is inviting and comfortable. The YOSTERIS3 office swivel chair is perfectly
ergonomically equipped. Its soft upholstery and generous feeling of spaciousness make it wonderfully comfortable. YOSTERIS3 has many features that make working more pleasant. It adjusts
perfectly to the body in every aspect and its high-performance synchronous mechanism and
high quality finish, together with the integrated headrest, provide an especially comfortable experience. YOSTERIS3 represents uncompromising seating performance, which ensures the best
possible efficiency at work.

4

5

TIMELESS,
MODERN AND BEAUTIFUL.
Something that has character can afford to be unobtrusive. YOSTERIS3 is
high-quality, elegant and clear-cut. This chair has a timeless modernity, with
classical proportions and a design which is reduced to its most simple form.
YOSTERIS3 emanates harmony. Every detail is perfectly coordinated. YOSTERIS3 is
self-explanatory. Its functions are easy to understand and read. Its clear lines, not
least its stylish back brace, give YOSTERIS3 a very distinctive appearance. In this
way, YOSTERIS3 combines restraint with an expressive individuality.
6

7

PERFECT FOR
EVERY
USE.

The YOSTER IS3 can be used everywhere in the
office. Only when you use a chair, you find out
how good it is. YOSTERIS3 reveals its strengths
in particular when a seating concept is required
that looks equally good, regardless of the way it’s
used – whether cantilever, four-leg visitor chair,
office swivel chair or office swivel armchair with
integrated headrest. Each type of YOSTERIS3 is individual and well thought through and yet part of a
total high-performance concept.
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For training sessions, meetings or discussions,
YOSTERIS3 visitor chairs convey calm and el
egance – the ideal office visitor chairs and the ideal
equipment for conference rooms. In both the canti
lever and four-leg version, YOSTERIS3 is steady and
comfortable, and at the same time easy to move
around and to stack (4 chairs).

YOSTERIS3 is available as an office swivel chair or office swivel
armchair with integrated headrest. With its high-quality materials, robust surfaces and very high level of craftsmanship,
YOSTERIS3 is a safe solution – both at the moment of decision,
and in the future. YOSTERIS3 gives you that feeling of reassurance that you’re doing everything right.

9

SIMPLE,
GOOD!
It’s often the unpretentious things that give you prolonged pleasure.
What is it that makes an object capable of yielding a high degree of
satisfaction for years to come: an object that is both unobtrusive and
yet highly efficient? It’s the concentration on the essential. This applies
especially to YOSTERIS3. It sets the standard for good seating. It’s the
faithful companion at your side, day by day. It doesn’t use any unnecessary gimmicks, but concentrates on the job in hand: to support people
while they work.
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TOP
PERFORMANCE
FOR A GOOD SITTING
EXPERIENCE.
Performance is a question of technology: This doesn’t just apply to
sport, it also applies to chairs. The technology in YOSTERIS3 is refined
down to the last detail, designed to create a seating experience that is
efficient, comfortable and healthy.
Best support from head to toe:
YOSTERIS3 is also available as an office swivel armchair with integrated
headrest. So you will be totally relaxed, when for instance you are leaning
back and talking on the phone.
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Perfect support for the back: YOSTERIS3 adjusts
perfectly to the shape of the user’s back. By individually adjusting the counterpressure of the backrest, both light and heavy users will be perfectly
supported. A snap lock mechanism allows the
height of the backrest to be quickly and easily adjusted – even while seated.
Targeted support: YOSTERIS3 has an optional lumbar support: its depth can be regulated steplessly
by means of a handwheel. The height of the lumbar support can also be adjusted by changing the
height of the backrest.

Weightless working: The sophisticated synchronous mechanism gives you a feeling of weightlessness when you sit on a YOSTERIS3. Both chair and
seat follow the movements of the body, and the
large opening angle lets you lean back with ease.
Ergonomically correct sitting: The seat depth is
adjusted by sliding the seat, and this ensures that
the seat area is perfectly adjusted to the size of the
body. The seat inclination adjustment adapts the
seating angle to the working position. Both features
make a significant contribution to the comfort of sitting and supporting the body.
Support for arms and shoulders: The optional 2D
or 4D armrests are adjustable in terms of height,
width and rotation, ensuring that the arms, shoulders and neck are comfortable and well supported.

Use ergonomic functions properly: Even the best
ergonomic functions are no use at all if you do not
understand how to use them. YOSTERIS3 has an
innovative, simple and self-explanatory system of
levers. This ensures that the ergonomic functions
result in a healthy way of sitting.
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Height of backrest in mm

152Y
Office swivel chair

365Y
Swivel armchair

450Y
Visitor chair four
legs with plastic
armrests

1185

1335

830

Back of backrest covered with black plastic
-

Base polyamide black
Base aluminium black / brilliant silver / polished
Tubular steel frame black / brilliant silver / chrome

/ /
-

-

/ /

Synchronous mechanism, lockable

-

Weight adjustment, infinitely variable

-

Backrest height adjustment

-

Seat depth adjustment

-

Adjustable seat inclination

-

Depth adjustable lumbar support

-

2D T-armrests, height and width adjustable, soft
surface

-

4D T-armrests, height, depth and width adjustable,
rotational, soft surface

-

Armpad, plastic black

-

-

Double castors hard / soft

/

/

-

Glides hard / soft

/

/

-

Plastic glides for soft flooring

-

-

Felt glides for hard flooring

-

-

• Standard

Option

- Not available

warranty
(10 year)
14

-

/ /

Tested safety

Ergonomics approved
(Swivel chairs)

Quality
Office

YOSTERIS3
PRODUCT OVERVIEW.
YOSTERIS3 is designed with a clarity of shape and
structures, that are easy to read. The classical proportions combined with the robust surfaces result
in seating with a distinctive personality. On this
project, all members of the design team ensured
that the chair would fulfill its destiny to be an office

550Y
Visitor chair
cantilever with
plastic armrests

chair with excellent functional efficiency, and that it
would blend harmoniously and unobtrusively into
every architectonic environment.
Sven von Boetticher was born in 1974 and studied Industrial Design at
the State Academy of Art and Design in Stuttgart. In 2011 he founded
his own design studio, called ID AID. Since then he has been designing

830

furniture, objects and lighting for well-known manufacturers, working
with his design team not just on product design, but also in the field
of architecture and interior design. He constantly strives to make con-

-

nections between passion and quality, and also between innovation and
sustainability.

/ /
-

954Y
4D T-armrests,
height, depth and
width adjustable,
rotational, soft surface

952Y
2D T-armrests,
height and width
adjustable,
soft surface

-

Backrest connection
aluminium polished

Backrest connection
aluminium
brilliant silver

Backrest connection
aluminium
brilliant silver

Backrest connection
aluminium
brilliant silver

Base aluminium
polished

Base aluminium
brilliant silver

Base aluminium
black coated

Base polyamide
black

-

-

Combinations of material and finish for backrest connection / base

Quality produced
for the environment

Tested for
contaminants

The Blue Angel

Bifma e3
level Platin
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Phone +49 7436 871 0
Fax +49 7436 871 110
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Phone +49 7436 871 123
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interstuhl.fr
Interstuhl Limited
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Phone +44 20 7250 1850
Fax +44 20 7250 1890
assist@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.com
Interstuhl Spain S.L.U.
c/José del Hierro, 67
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Phone +34 91 406 18 41
Fax +34 91 407 31 27
info@interstuhl.es
interstuhl.es
Interstuhl in Austria
Absberggasse 27
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Phone +43 1 61 64 113
Fax +43 1 61 64 020
oesterreich@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.at
Interstuhl in the
Netherlands and Belgium
Velto B.V.
Energieweg 21
2382 NB Zoeterwoude,
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Phone +31 71 58 12 400
Fax +31 71 58 12 404
info@interstuhl.nl
interstuhl.nl
Interstuhl Scandinavia
Kongevejen 400D
2840 Holte, Denmark
Phone +45 32 52 97 40
Fax +45 32 52 97 42
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international partners on
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Want to find out more about YOSTER IS3 and
Interstuhl? Just scan this QR code, or visit our
website at www.interstuhl.com
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